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		  owner? manual owner? manual  free datasheet http:///

   introduction   special message section   this product utilizes batteries or an external power supply  (adapter). do not connect this product to any power sup- ply or adapter other than one described in the manual, on  the name plate, or specically recommended by yamaha.   warning:    do not place this product in a position where  anyone could walk on, trip over ,or roll anything over  power or connecting cords of any kind. the use of an  extension cord is not recommended! if you must use an  extension cord, the minimum wire size for a 25' cord (or  less ) is 18 awg. note: the smaller the awg number  ,the larger the current handling capacity. for longer exten- sion cords, consult a local electrician. this product should be used only with the components  supplied or; a cart, rack, or stand that is recommended by  yamaha. if a cart, etc., is used, please observe all safety  markings and instructions that accompany the accessory  product.   specifications subject to change:    the information contained in this manual is believed to be  correct at the time of printing. however, yamaha reserves  the right to change or modify any of the specications  without notice or obligation to update existing units. this product, either alone or in combination with an ampli- ?r and headphones or speaker/s, may be capable of pro- ducing sound levels that could cause permanent hearing  loss. do not operate for long periods of time at a high  volume level or at a level that is uncomfortable. if you  experience any hearing loss or ringing in the ears, you  should consult an audiologist.  important: the louder the sound, the shorter the time  period before damage occurs. some yamaha products may have benches  and / or  accessory mounting xtures that are either supplied with  the product or as optional  accessories. some of these  items are designed to be dealer assembled or installed.  please make sure that benches are stable and any  optional ?tures (where applicable) are well secured  before using. benches supplied by yamaha are designed for seating  only. no other uses are recommended.   notice:    service charges incurred due to a lack of knowledge relat- ing to how a function or effect works (when the unit is  operating as designed) are not covered by the manufac- turers warranty, and are therefore the owners responsibil- ity. please study this manual carefully and consult your  dealer before requesting service.   environmental issues:    yamaha strives to produce products that are both user  safe and environmentally friendly. we sincerely believe  that our products and the production methods used to pro- duce them, meet these goals. in keeping with both the let- ter and the spirit of the law, we want you to be aware of the  following:   battery notice:    this product may contain a small non-rechargeable  battery which (if applicable) is soldered in place. the  average life span of this type of battery is approxi- mately ?e years. when replacement becomes neces- sary, contact a qualied service representative to  perform the replacement.   this product may also use ?ousehold type batteries.  some of these may be rechargeable. make sure that the  battery being charged is a rechargeable type and that  the charger is intended for the battery being charged. when installing batteries, do not mix batteries with new,  or with batteries of a different type. batteries must be  installed correctly. mismatches or incorrect installation  may result in overheating and battery case rupture.   warning:    do not attempt to disassemble, or incinerate any battery.  keep all batteries away from children. dispose of used  batteries promptly and as regulated by the laws in your  area. note: check with any retailer of household type  batteries in your area for battery disposal information.   disposal notice:    should this product become damaged beyond repair,  or for some reason its useful life is considered to be at  an end, please observe all local, state, and federal reg- ulations that relate to the disposal of products that con- tain lead, batteries, plastics, etc. if your dealer is  unable to assist you, please contact yamaha directly.   name plate location:    the name plate is located on the bottom of the prod- uct. the model number, serial number, power require- ments, etc., are located on this plate. you should  record the model number, serial number, and the date  of purchase in the spaces provided below and retain  this manual as a permanent record of your purchase.   please keep this manual model serial no. purchase date 92-bp  (bottom)  free datasheet http:///

   3   psr-2000/1000   (3)-7     1/2   precautions   please read carefully before proceeding   * please keep this manual in a safe place for future reference.   warning   always follow the basic precautions listed below to avoid the possibility of serious injury or even  death from electrical shock, short-circuiting, damages, ?e or other hazards. these precautions  include, but are not limited to, the following:   ?   only use the voltage specied as correct for the instrument. the  required voltage is printed on the name plate of the instrument.   ?   use the specied adaptor (pa-300 or an equivalent recom- mended by yamaha) only. using the wrong adaptor can result in  damage to the instrument or overheating.   ?   check the electric plug periodically and remove any dirt or dust  which may have accumulated on it.   ?   do not place the ac adaptor cord near heat sources such as  heaters or radiators, and do not excessively bend or otherwise  damage the cord, place heavy objects on it, or place it in a posi- tion where anyone could walk on, trip over, or roll anything over it.   ?   do not open the instrument or attempt to disassemble the inter- nal parts or modify them in any way. the instrument contains no  user-serviceable parts. if it should appear to be malfunctioning,  discontinue use immediately and have it inspected by qualied  yamaha service personnel.   ?   do not expose the instrument to rain, use it near water or in  damp or wet conditions, or place containers on it containing liq- uids which might spill into any openings.   ?   never insert or remove an electric plug with wet hands.   ?   do not put burning items, such as candles, on the unit.  a burning item may fall over and cause a re.   ?   if the ac adaptor cord or plug becomes frayed or damaged, or if  there is a sudden loss of sound during use of the instrument, or if  any unusual smells or smoke should appear to be caused by it,  immediately turn off the power switch, disconnect the adaptor  plug from the outlet, and have the instrument inspected by quali- ?d yamaha service personnel.   caution   always follow the basic precautions listed below to avoid the possibility of physical injury to you or  others, or damage to the instrument or other property. these precautions include, but are not limited  to, the following:   ?   when removing the electric plug from the instrument or an outlet,  always hold the plug itself and not the cord.   ?   unplug the ac power adaptor when not using the instrument, or  during electrical storms.   ?   do not connect the instrument to an electrical outlet using a mul- tiple-connector. doing so can result in lower sound quality, or  possibly cause overheating in the outlet.   ?   do not expose the instrument to excessive dust or vibrations, or  extreme cold or heat (such as in direct sunlight, near a heater, or  in a car during the day) to prevent the possibility of panel disgu- ration or damage to the internal components.   ?   do not use the instrument in the vicinity of a tv, radio, stereo  equipment, mobile phone, or other electric devices. otherwise,  the instrument, tv, or radio may generate noise.   ?   do not place the instrument in an unstable position where it  might accidentally fall over.   ?   before moving the instrument, remove all connected adaptor and  other cables.   ?   use only the stand specied for the instrument. when attaching  the stand, use the provided screws only. failure to do so could  cause damage to the internal components or result in the instru- ment falling over. power supply/ac power adaptor do not open water warning fire warning if you notice any abnormality power supply/ac power adaptor location  free datasheet http:///

   psr-2000/1000   4   (3)-7     2/2   ?   before connecting the instrument to other electronic compo- nents, turn off the power for all components. before turning the  power on or off for all components, set all volume levels to mini- mum. also, be sure to set the volumes of all components at their  minimum levels and gradually raise the volume controls while  playing the instrument to set the desired listening level.   ?   when cleaning the instrument, use a soft, dry cloth. do not use  paint thinners, solvents, cleaning uids, or chemical-impregnated  wiping cloths.   ?   do not insert a ?ger or hand in any gaps on the instrument.    ?   never insert or drop paper, metallic, or other objects into the  gaps on the panel or keyboard. if this happens, turn off the  power immediately and unplug the power cord from the ac out- let. then have the instrument inspected by qualied yamaha ser- vice personnel.    ?   do not place vinyl, plastic or rubber objects on the instrument,  since this might discolor the panel or keyboard.   ?   do not rest your weight on, or place heavy objects on the instru- ment, and do not use excessive force on the buttons, switches or  connectors.   ?   do not operate the instrument for a long period of time at a high  or uncomfortable volume level, since this can cause permanent  hearing loss. if you experience any hearing loss or ringing in the  ears, consult a physician.   saving and backing up your data   ?   current memory data (see page 39) is lost when you turn off the  power to the instrument. save the data to a oppy disk/the user  drive (see page 39). saved data may be lost due to malfunction or incorrect opera- tion. save important data to a oppy disk.   backing up the oppy disk   ?   to protect against data loss through media damage, we recom- mend that you save your important data onto two ?ppy disks. always turn the power off when the instrument is not in use. even when the power switch is in the ?tandby position, electricity is still owing to the instrument at the minimum level. wh en you are not  using the instrument for a long time, make sure you unplug the ac power adaptor from the wall ac outlet. connections maintenance handling caution saving data when you change settings in a display page and then exit  from that page, system setup data (listed in the parameter  chart of the separate data list booklet) is automatically  stored.  however, this edited data is lost if you turn off the  power without properly exiting from the relevant display.   yamaha cannot be held responsible for damage caused by improper use or modications to the instrument, or data that is lost or  destroyed.  free datasheet http:///

   5   psr-2000/1000   thank you for purchasing the yamaha psr-2000/1000!  we recommend that you read this manual carefully  so that you can fully take advantage of the advanced  and convenient functions of the psr-2000/1000. we also recommend that you keep this manual  in a safe and handy place for future reference.  free datasheet http:///

   psr-2000/1000   6   accessories      pa-300 ac adaptor   *      floppy disk [includes accompaniment style ?es (pages 28 and 59), and midi driver (page 154)]      music stand (page 17)      data list      owners manual   * may not be included in your area. please check with your yamaha dealer.   about this owners manual and data list   this manual consists of four main sections: introduction, quick guide, basic operation, and reference.  also, a separate data list is provided.   introduction (page 2):    please read this section ?st.   quick guide (page 20):    this section explains how to use the basic functions.   basic operation (page 38):    this section explains how to use the basic operations including display-based controls.   reference (page 52):    this section explains how to make detailed settings for the psr-2000/1000s various  functions.   data list :    voice list, midi data format, etc.   trademarks:  apple and macintosh are trademarks of apple computer, inc.  ibm-pc/at is a trademark of international business machines corporation.  windows is the registered trademark of microsoft?corporation.  all other trademarks are the property of their respective holders. * the illustrations and lcd screens as shown in this owners manual are for instructional purposes only, and may appear  somewhat different from those on your instrument. * the example operation guide displays shown in this manual are taken from the psr-2000, and in english. * this product (psr-2000) is manufactured under license of u.s. patents no.5231671, no.5301259, no.5428708, and  no.5567901 from ivl technologies ltd.  * the bitmap fonts used in this instrument have been provided by and are the property of ricoh co., ltd. * copying of the commercially available software is strictly prohibited except for your personal use.   copyright notice    this product incorporates and bundles computer programs and contents in which yamaha owns copyrights or with respect to which i t has  license to use others' copyrights. such copyrighted materials include, without limitation, all computer software, styles ?es,  midi ?es, wave  data and sound recordings. any unauthorized use of such programs and contents outside of personal use is not permitted under re levant  laws. any violation of copyright has legal consequences. don't make, distribute or use illegal copies.   free datasheet http:///

   7   psr-2000/1000   handling the floppy disk drive (fdd) and  floppy disk   be sure to handle ?ppy disks and treat the disk drive with care. follow the important precautions below.  3.5" 2dd and 2hd type ?ppy disks can be used.   to insert a ?ppy disk into the disk drive:    hold the disk so that the label of the disk is facing  upward and the sliding shutter is facing forward,  towards the disk slot. carefully insert the disk into the  slot, slowly pushing it all the way in until it clicks into  place and the eject button pops out.   to eject a ?ppy disk:   before ejecting the disk, be sure to con?m that data  is not being written to the ?ppy disk. if data is currently being written to the ?ppy disk in  the following operations, the messages ?ow  executing,??ow copying,?and ?ow formatting? appears in the display.  moving, copying, pasting, saving, or deleting data  (page 42 - 44).  naming ?es and folders (page 41); creating a new  folder (page 44).  copying a disk to an another disk (page 150);  formatting the disk (page 150).  never attempt to remove the disk or turn the power off  when the data is being written to the ?ppy disk.  doing so can damage the disk and possibly the disk  drive. press the eject button slowly as far as it will go;  the disk will automatically pop out. when the disk is  fully ejected, carefully remove it by hand.  if the eject button is pressed too quickly, or if it is not  pressed in as far as it will go, the disk may not eject  properly. the eject button may become stuck in a half- pressed position with the disk extending from the  drive slot by only a few millimeters. if this happens, do  not attempt to pull out the partially ejected disk, since  using force in this situation can damage the disk drive  mechanism or the ?ppy disk. to remove a partially  ejected disk, try pressing the eject button once again,  or push the disk back into the slot and then repeat the  eject procedure.  be sure to remove the ?ppy disk from the disk drive  before turning off the power. a ?ppy disk left in the  drive for extended periods can easily pick up dust and  dirt that can cause data read and write errors.  clean the read/write head regularly. this instrument  employs a precision magnetic read/write head which,  after an extended period of use, will pick up a layer of  magnetic particles from the disks used that will  eventually cause read and write errors.  to maintain the disk drive in optimum working order  yamaha recommends that you use a commercially- available dry-type head cleaning disk to clean the  head about once a month. ask your yamaha dealer  about the availability of proper head-cleaning disks.  never insert anything but ?ppy disks into the disk  drive. other objects may cause damage to the disk  drive or ?ppy disks. compatible disk type inserting/ejecting floppy disks drive lamp when the power is turned on, the drive lamp (at  the bottom left of the drive) lights to indicate the  drive can be used. eject button cleaning the disk drive read/write head  free datasheet http:///

   psr-2000/1000   8   to handle ?ppy disks with care:    do not place heavy objects on a disk or bend or apply  pressure to the disk in any way. always keep ?ppy  disks in their protective cases when they are not in  use.  do not expose the disk to direct sunlight, extremely  high or low temperatures, or excessive humidity, dust  or liquids.  do not open the sliding shutter and touch the exposed  surface of the ?ppy disk inside.  do not expose the disk to magnetic ?lds, such as  those produced by televisions, speakers, motors, etc.,  since magnetic ?lds can partially or completely erase  data on the disk, rendering it unreadable.  never use a ?ppy disk with a deformed shutter or  housing.  do not attach anything other than the provided labels  to a ?ppy disk. also make sure that labels are  attached in the proper location.   to protect your data (write-protect tab):    to prevent accidental erasure of important data, slide  the disks write-protect tab to the ?rotect?position  (tab open).   data backup    for maximum data security yamaha recommends that  you keep two copies of important data on separate  ?ppy disks. this gives you a backup if one disk is lost  or damaged. to make a backup disk use the disk to  disk function on page 150.   about the display messages   a message (information or con?mation dialog) sometimes appears on the screen to facilitate operation. when such messages appear, simply follow the instructions as shown by pressing the corresponding button. about the floppy disks write-protect tab open (protect position) i f j g h for this example, press the  [g] (yes)  button to  execute formatting. you can select the desired  language from the help dis- play (page 49).  free datasheet http:///

   9   psr-2000/1000   table of contents   introduction ............................ 2   precautions .......................................................... 3 accessories ............................................................... 6 about this owner? manual and data list .............. 6 handling the floppy disk drive (fdd)  and floppy disk..................................................... 7 about the display messages.................................... 8 application index ................................................... 12 what can you do with the psr-2000/1000?.......... 14 setting up the psr-2000/1000.............................. 16 panel controls and terminals................................ 18   quick guide ........................... 20   playing the demos ................................................. 20 song playback ........................................................ 21   playback of songs ....................................................21   playing voices ........................................................ 25   playing a voice ........................................................25 playing two voices simultaneously ..........................26 playing different voices with the left  and right hands ...................................................27   playing styles ......................................................... 28   playing a style ..........................................................28 style sections...........................................................30 one touch setting...................................................32   music finder........................................................... 33   using the music finder ............................................33 searching the music finder records.........................34   playing with the songs .......................................... 36   playing along with the psr-2000/1000....................36 recording ................................................................37   basic operations  ?organizing your data ....... 38   example ?open/save display for voice..................39   selecting files and folders..................................... 40 file/folder-related operations .............................. 41   naming files/folders ...............................................41 moving files/folders ................................................42 copying files/folders...............................................43 deleting files/folders...............................................43 saving files ..............................................................44 organizing files by creating a new folder ..............44 displaying upper level pages ..................................44 entering characters and changing icons .................44   using the [data entry] dial................................ 46 direct access ?instant selection of displays....... 47 help messages ....................................................... 49 using the metronome............................................ 50 adjusting the tempo ............................................. 50   tap tempo ..............................................................51   reference playing the demos .................52 voices.....................................54   selecting a voice .................................................... 54 layer/left ?playing several sounds  simultaneously .................................................... 56   layer ?layering two different voices ................... 56 left ?setting separate voices for the left  and right sections of the keyboard ..................... 57   applying voice effects ........................................... 57 pitch bend wheel & modulation wheel........ 58 adjusting the octave setting ................................. 58   styles......................................59   playing a style ........................................................ 59   playing a style? rhythm channels only .................. 61 adjusting the volume balance/channel muting ...... 61   chord fingerings.................................................... 62 arranging the style pattern (sections:  main a/b/c/d, intro, ending, break) ......... 64   stopping the style playback while releasing keys  (sync. stop) ...................................................... 65   selecting intro and ending types (intro/ending)   ... 66 playing fill-in patterns automatically when changing  accompaniment sections ?auto fill in................ 66   appropriate panel setting for the selected style  (one touch setting) ...................................... 67   automatically changing one touch settings  with the sections ?ots link .............................. 68 registering the panel controls in one touch setting  (one touch setting) ...................................... 68   calling up ideal setups for your music  ?music finder.................................................... 69   searching the ideal setups ?music finder search ... 70 editing records ?music finder record edit ........... 71 the multi pads .......................73 playing the multi pads ........................................... 73 chord match .......................................................... 73 multi pad edit......................................................... 74 song playback........................75 compatible song types ......................................... 75 song playback ........................................................ 76 playing the internal songs....................................... 76 playing back songs on disk ..................................... 78 other playback-related operations.......................... 78 muting specific parts  ?track1/track2/extra tracks ............................ 79  free datasheet http:///

 psr-2000/1000 10 repeat playback of a specific range ..................... 79 displaying music notation  ?score (psr-2000 only) .................................... 80 displaying the lyrics .............................................. 83 saving and recalling  custom panel setups  ?registration memory ........ 84 registering panel setups ?registration memory .. 84 saving your registration memory setups .................85 recalling a registration memory setup ................ 86 editing voices  ?sound creator ................... 87 operation ............................................................... 87 regular voice parameters...................................... 88 organ flutes (psr-2000 only)................................ 91 recording your performances  and creating songs  ?song creator ..................... 92 about song recording........................................... 92 quick recording..................................................... 93 multi recording ..................................................... 94 recording individual notes ?step record .......... 96 operation ................................................................96 recording melodies ?step record (note) ..............98 recording chord changes for the auto accompani- ment ?step record (chord) ...............................99 select the recording options: starting,  stopping, punching in/out ?rec mode......... 101 editing a recorded song ..................................... 102 editing channel-related parameters ?channel .....102 editing note events ?1 - 16.................................105 editing chord events ?chd.................................106 editing system events  ?sys/ex. (system exclusive) .............................106 inputting and editing lyrics ...................................107 customizing the event list ?filter........................107 creating accompaniment styles  ?style creator ................... 108 about creating accompaniment styles .............. 108 style file format .................................................. 109 operation ............................................................. 109 realtime recording ?basic ................................ 110 step recording..................................................... 111 assembling an accompaniment style  ?ssembly ........................................................ 112 edit the created accompaniment style .............. 113 change the rhythmic feel ?groove and dynamics ..113 editing the channel data ...................................... 115 making style file format settings ?arameter ..... 116 creating multi pad  ?multi pad creator ............118 operation ............................................................. 118 multi pad realtime recording ?record ............ 119 start recording...................................................... 119 stop recording...................................................... 119 step recording or editing multi pads ?edit...... 120 adjust the volume balance  and changing voices  ?mixing console ................121 operation ............................................................. 121 setting the level balance and voice  ?volume/voice ............................................... 122 changing the tone of the voice ?filter............ 123 changing pitch-related settings ?tune ............ 123 adjusting the effects ............................................ 124 effect structure ..................................................... 126 setting the equalizer?q (psr-2000 only) ........ 127 using a microphone  ?mic. (psr-2000)...............128 selecting a vocal harmony type ......................... 129 adjusting the vocal harmony settings  and microphone effects ?overall setting ... 130 making settings for the vocal harmony  and microphone ?microphone setting ... 130 setting the microphone volume and related effects  ?talk setting............................................... 132 making global and  other important settings  ?function...........................133 operation ............................................................. 133 fine tuning the pitch/selecting a scale  ?master tune/scale tune............................... 135 tuning the overall pitch ?master tune............... 135 selecting a scale ?scale tune ............................. 135 setting song-related parameters  ?song settings................................................ 137 setting auto accompaniment-related parameters  ?style setting, split point,  and chord fingering......................................... 138 setting auto accompaniment-related parameters  ?style setting and split point .......................... 138 setting the fingering method ?chord fingering ... 139 making settings for the pedals and keyboard  ?controller...................................................... 139  free datasheet http:///

 11 psr-2000/1000 introduction quick guide basic operations - organizing your data playing the demos voices styles the multi pad creating multi pad - multi pad creator song playback saving and recalling custom panel setups  - registration memory editing voices - sound creator recording your performances and creating songs  - song creator creating accompaniment styles  - style creator adjust the volume balance and changing voices  - mixing console making global and other important settings  - function using your psr-2000/1000 with other devices using a microphone - mic. (psr-2000) appendix making settings for the pedals ...............................139 changing the touch sensitivity modulation  and transpose ?keyboard/panel ......................141 setting the registration sequence, freeze,  and voice set .................................................... 142 specifying the order for calling up registration  memory presets ?registration sequence ..........142 maintaining panel settings ?freeze .....................142 changing the automatically selected voice settings  ?voice set ........................................................143 setting harmony and echo.................................. 143 setting the midi parameters ............................... 145 making overall system settings (local control,  clock, etc.) ?system.........................................145 transmitting midi data ?transmit ......................146 receiving midi data ?receive .............................147 setting root note channels ?root ......................147 setting chord channels ?chord detect ..............147 other settings    utility ...................................... 148 making settings for fade in/out, metronome,  parameter lock, and tap ?config 1...............148 making settings for the display  and voice number indication ?config 2........149 copying and formatting disks ?disk ...................150 entering your name and language preference  ?owner............................................................151 restoring the factory-programmed settings  of the psr-2000/1000 ?system reset...............151 using your psr-2000/1000  with other devices.............. 152 using the headphones (phones jack). ..................152 connecting the microphone or guitar  (mic./line in jack) (psr-2000 only)...................152 playing the sounds of the psr-2000/1000 through an  external audio system, and recording the sounds to  an external recorder (aux out/output jacks) .....153 using the pedal (footswitch) or foot controller  (foot pedal 1/2 jack).......................................153 connecting external midi devices  (midi terminals) .................................................153 connecting to a computer  (midi terminals/to host terminal)....................154 what? midi? .........................................................155 what you can do with midi .................................158 data compatibility.................................................158 disk format ............................................................158 sequence format...................................................159 voice allocation format .........................................159 troubleshooting.................. 160 specifications ...................... 162 index ................................... 164  free datasheet http:///

 psr-2000/1000 12 application index use this index to ?d reference pages that may be helpful for your particular  application and situation. listening listening to the internal songs ................................................................................................ ................ page 76 listening to disk songs ....................................................................... ?laying back songs on disk?on p age 78 listening to demo songs........................................................................................................ ................. page 52 listening to the demo of the selected voices ................................................................................... ....... page 54 listening to songs with the special voices of the psr-2000/1000 ......................................................... page 12 2 playing playing an accompaniment that matches pitch..................................................?ranspose assign?on page 141 combining two voices ...................................................... ?ayer ?layering two different voices?on page 56 playing separate voices with the right and left hands ...........................?eft ?setting separate voices for the left and right sections of the keyboard?on page 57 changing the sound enhancing the sound with touch and other effects ......................................applying voice effects?on page 57 .................................................................................................................adjusting the  effects?on page 124 adjusting the level balance .................................................................................................... ............. page 122 combining two voices ...................................................... ?ayer ?layering two different voices?on page 56 playing separate voices with the right and left hands ...........................?eft ?setting separate voices for the left and right sections of the keyboard?on page 57 creating voices ................................................................................................................ ...................... page 87 playing the auto accompaniment playing the accompaniment automatically ........................................................................................ ..... page 59 calling up ideal panel settings for your music ................................................................................. ....... page 69 practicing  practicing with an accurate and steady tempo............................................. ?sing the metronome?on page 50 recording recording your performance..................................................................................................... ......pages 93, 94 creating a song by entering notes .............................................................................................. ............ page 96 creating your original settings creating voices ................................................................................................................ ...................... page 87 creating accompaniment styles.................................................................................................. .......... page 108 creating multi pads............................................................................................................ .................. page 118  free datasheet http:///

 13 psr-2000/1000 application index using a microphone (psr-2000 only) connecting the microphone.............. ?onnecting the microphone or guitar (mic./line in jack)?on page 152 adding automatic harmonies to your singing ..................................................................................... .. page 129 settings registering panel setups....................................................................................................... .................. page 84 tuning the pitch/selecting a scale ............................................................................................. ........... page 135 making detailed settings for playing back songs ................................................................................ ... page 137 making detailed settings for the auto accompaniment.......................................................................... pa ge 138 making detailed settings for the keyboard voices ............................................................................... .. page 141 making detailed settings for midi .............................................................................................. .......... page 145 connecting the psr-2000/1000 to other devices basic information on midi..................................................................................... ?hats midi??on  page 155 recording your performance........?laying the sounds of the psr-2000/1000 through an external audio system,  and recording the sounds to an external recorder (aux out/output jacks)?on page 153 raising the volume ......................?laying the sounds of the psr-2000/1000 through an external audio system,  and recording the sounds to an external recorder (aux out/output jacks)?on page 153 connecting a computer........... .?onnecting to a computer (midi terminals/to host terminals)?on page 154 quick solution basic functions of the psr-2000/1000 and how you can best use it ................................................pages 12, 14 resetting the psr-2000/1000 to the default setting ................. ?estoring the factory-programmed settings of the psr-2000/1000 ?system reset?on page 151 displaying the messages ......................................................................about the display messages?on pa ge 8 troubleshooting ................................................................................................................ ................... page 160  free datasheet http:///

 psr-2000/1000 14 balance function help menu demo sound creator digital recording mixing console digital studio direct access pa rt channel on/off d a e b c 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 transpose acmp standby on intro start/stop main ending / rit. auto fill in ots link sync. stop sync. start break ballad user latin pop &  rock rec rew ff start/stop top ballroom dance reset min max fade in/out tempo stop tap tempo reset new song sync. start song style march & waltz metro- nome extra tracks (style) (r) (l) track 2 track 1 repeat swing & jazz multi pad style control master volume pa rt what can you do with the psr-2000/1000? song playback previously recorded  songs (page 21, 36, 75) enjoy a wide variety of preset songs  as well as songs on commercially  available disks. multi pads add spice to your performance  with special dynamic phrases  (page 73, 118) by simply pressing one of the multi  pads, you can play short rhythmic or  melodic phrases. you can also create  your original multi pad phrases by  recording them directly from the  keyboard.  demo explore the demos  (page 20, 52) these not only showcase the  stunning voices and styles of  the instrument, they  introduce you to the various  functions and features ?and  give you hands-on  experience using the psr- 2000/1000! style back up your performance with auto  accompaniment (page 28, 59) playing a chord with your left hand automatically  plays the auto accompaniment backing. select an  accompaniment style ?such as pop, jazz, latin,  etc. ?and let the psr-2000/1000 be your backing  band! digital recording record your performances  (page 92, 108) with the powerful and easy-to-use song  recording features, you can record your  own keyboard performances, and create  your own complete, fully orchestrated  compositions ?which you can then save to  the user drive or a ?ppy disk for future  recall.   free datasheet http:///

 15 psr-2000/1000 user enter exit freeze memory data entry organ flutes strings choir & pad guitar main back next left music finder layer i f j g h bass piano & harpsi. e.piano xg upper octave woodwind percussion variation mono touch sustain dsp harmony/ echo left hold synth. brass organ & accordion voice effect voice one touch  setting registration memory mic. effect reset vocal harmony mic. setting vh type select talk over signal 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 lcd the large lcd (together  with the various panel  buttons) provides  comprehensive and easy- to-understand control of  the psr-2000/1000s  operations. music finder call up the perfect accompaniment  style (page 33, 69) if you know what song you want to play,  but you dont know which style or voice  would be right for it, let the music finder  help you. just select the song title, and  the psr-2000/1000 automatically calls  up the most appropriate style and voice. vocal harmony (psr-2000) add automatic vocal backing to your singing (page 128) the amazing vocal harmony feature (on the psr-2000)  automatically produces backup vocal harmonies for lead vocals  that you sing into a microphone. you can even change the  gender of the harmony voices ?for example, letting you add  female backup to your own male voice (or vice versa).  voice enjoy a huge variety of  realistic voices (page 25, 54) the psr-2000/1000 features a  wealth of exceptionally authentic  and dynamic voices ?including  piano, strings, woodwinds, and  more! lcd contrast midi host select foot pedal input volume mic./ line in dc in 16v l r r l/l+r aux out (level fixed) output out 2 mic. line in midi pc2 pc1 mac to host organ flutes (psr-2000)  craft your own organ voices  (page 91) this special function not only gives  you a full set of rich and luscious  organ sounds, it also lets you create  your own original organ voices, just  as on a traditional organ, by  increasing and decreasing the ?te  footages, and adding percussive  sounds. to host terminal make music with a computer ?quickly and  easily (page 154) dive in and take advantage of the wide world of  computer music software. connections and setup  are exceptionally easy, and you can play back  your computer recorded parts with different  instrument sounds ?all from a single psr-2000/ 1000!  free datasheet http:///

 psr-2000/1000 16 setting up the psr-2000/1000 1 make sure that the psr-2000/1000s standby/on  switch is at the standby (off) position. 2 connect one end of the ac cable to the pa-300. 3 connect the pa-300s dc plug to the psr-2000/ 1000s dc in terminal on the instruments rear  panel. 4 connect the other end (normal ac plug) to the  nearest electrical outlet. warning do not attempt to use an ac adaptor other than the yamaha pa- 300 or an equivalent recommended by yamaha. the use of an  incompatible adaptor may cause irreparable damage to the psr- 2000/1000, and may even pose a serious shock hazard! always  unplug the ac adaptor from the ac power outlet  when the psr-2000/1000 is not in use. caution never interrupt the power supply (e.g. unplug the ac adaptor)  during any psr-2000/1000 record operation! doing so can result  in a loss of data. caution even when the switch is in the   standby   position, electricity  is still   owing to the instrument at a minimum level. when not  using the psr-2000/1000 for an extended period of time, be sure  to unplug the ac power adaptor from the wall ac outlet. when you have made all the necessary connections  (page 152) between your psr-2000/1000 and any other  devices, make sure that all volume settings are turned  down all the way to zero. then turn on every device in  your setup in the order of midi masters (senders), midi  slaves (receivers), then the audio equipment (mixers,  ampli?rs, speakers, etc.). this ensures smooth midi  operation and prevents speaker damage. when powering down the setup, ?st turn down the  volume for each audio device, then switch off each  device in the reverse order (?st audio devices, then  midi). power supply dc in 16v r l/l+r ) output dc in to electrical outlet power-on procedure midi master (transmitting device) audio equipment (first mixer, then amplifier) 12345678910111213141516lr psr-2000/1000 as midi slave (midi receiving device) power on!!  free datasheet http:///

 17 psr-2000/1000 caution in order to avoid possible damage to the speakers or other connected  electronic equipment, always switch on the power of the 2000/1000  before switching on the power of the ampli  ed speakers or mixer and  ampli  er. likewise,always switch off the power of the 2000/1000 after  switching off the power of the ampli  ed speakers or mixer and ampli-  er. caution even when the switch is in the "standby" position,electricity is still   owing to the instrument at a minimum level. when not using the  psr-2000/1000 for an extended period of time, be sure to unplug the  ac power adaptor from the wall ac outlet. n before you switch your 2000/1000 on or off,   rst turn down the vol- ume of any connected audio equipment. 1 press the  [standby/on]  switch.  the main display appears in the display. when youre ready to turn off the power, press the  [standby/on]  switch again.   both the display and the drive lamp (at the  bottom left of the drive) will turn off. 2 adjusting the display contrast if the lcd is dif?ult to read, adjust the  contrast with the [ lcd contrast]  knob on the rear panel. 3 setting the volume use the  [master volume]   dial to adjust the volume to  an appropriate level. the panel logos the logos printed on the psr-2000/1000 panel indicate  standards/formats it supports and special features it includes. gm system level 1 ?m system level 1?is an addition to the midi standard  which guarantees that any data conforming to the standard will  play accurately on any gm-compatible tone generator or  synthesizer from any manufacturer. xg format xg is a new yamaha midi speci?ation which signi?antly  expands and improves on the ?m system level 1?standard  with greater voice handling capacity, expressive control, and  effect capability while retaining full compatibility with gm. by  using the psr-2000/1000 xg voices, it is possible to record  xg-compatible song ?es. xf format the yamaha xf format enhances the smf (standard midi file)  standard with greater functionality and open-ended  expandability for the future. the psr-2000/1000 is capable of  displaying lyrics when an xf ?e containing lyric data is played.  (smf is the most common format used for midi sequence ?es.  the psr-2000/1000 is compatible with smf formats 0 and 1,  and records ?ong?data using smf format 0.) vocal harmony (psr-2000 only) vocal harmony employs state-of-the-art digital signal  processing technology to automatically add appropriate vocal  harmony to a lead vocal line sung by the user. vocal harmony  can even change the character and gender of the lead voice as  well as the added voices to produce a wide range of vocal  harmony effects. disk orchestra collection the doc voice allocation format provides data playback  compatibility with a wide range of yamaha instruments and  midi devices. style file format the style file format (sff) is yamahas original style ?e format,  which uses a unique conversion system to provide high-quality  automatic accompaniment based on a wide range of chord  types. the psr-2000/1000 uses the sff internally, reads  optional sff style disks, and creates sff styles using the style  creator feature. powering up standby on main back next left music finder layer i f j g h d a e b c lcd contrast min max fade in/out master volume music stand the psr-2000/1000 is supplied with a music stand  that can be attached to the instrument by inserting it  into the slot at the rear of the control panel.  free datasheet http:///

 psr-2000/1000 18 panel controls and terminals power [standby/on] switch ......................................................... p. 17 wheel pitch bend ....................................................................... p. 58 modulation (psr-2000 only).......................................... p. 58 phones [phones] jack .................................................................. p. 152 metronome [metronome] button ........................................................ p. 50 song [extra tracks (style)] button ...................................... p. 79 [track 2 (l)] button............................................................ p. 79 [track 1 (r)] button ........................................................... p. 79 [repeat] button .................................................................. p. 79 [rec] button ........................................................................ p. 92 [top] button......................................................................... p. 78 [start / stop] button ........................................................ p. 76 [rew] button........................................................................ p. 78 [ff] button............................................................................ p. 78 style style buttons..................................................................... p. 59 transpose [ e ] [ f ] buttons ............................................................. p. 141 tempo [ e ] [ f ] buttons ............................................................... p. 50 [tap tempo] button ............................................................ p. 51 master volume [master volume] dial ..................................................... p. 17 [fade in / out] button ....................................................... p. 65 multi pad [1] - [4] buttons ..................................................................... p. 73 [stop] button ...................................................................... p. 73 style control [acmp] button...................................................................... p. 60 [break] button.................................................................... p. 64 [intro] button............................................................... p. 31, 66 main [a] button.................................................................... p. 64 main [b] button.................................................................... p. 64 main [c] button ................................................................... p. 64 main [d] button ................................................................... p. 64 [ending / rit.] button..................................................... p. 31, 66 [auto fill in] button ......................................................... p. 66 [ots link] button................................................................ p. 68 [sync.stop] button ........................................................... p. 65 [sync.start] button.......................................................... p. 60 [start / stop] button ........................................................ p. 60 digital studio [sound creator] button ................................................. p. 87 [digital recording] button ................................... p. 92, 108 [mixing console] button............................................... p. 121 menu [demo] button ..................................................................... p. 52 [help] button ...................................................................... p. 49 [function] button ........................................................... p. 133 balance function help menu demo sound creator digital recording mixing console digital studio direct access pa rt channel on/off d a e b c transpose acmp standby on pitch bend modulation phones intro start/stop main ending / rit. auto fill in ots link sync. stop sync. start break ballad user latin pop &  rock rec rew ff start/stop top ballroom dance reset min max fade in/out tempo stop tap tempo reset new song sync. start song style march & waltz metro- nome extra tracks (style) (r) (l) track 2 track 1 repeat swing & jazz multi pad style control master volume pa rt lcd contrast midi host select out in midi pc2 pc1 mac to host c1 click 36 t 37 s 39 f1 41 r g1 43 l d2 50 m e2 52 h 42 44 a1 45 l b1 47 m c2 48 h 51 f2 l 53 g2 h 55 54 56 a2 57 l d3 62 h b2 59 m l c3 60 m h 58 61 c 1 63 r 1 e3 64 f3 65 r 66 g3 6 7 s d1 38 e1 40 46 49 1 2 3 5 20 19 6 9 10 10 11 12 13 14 9 7 8 15 17 16 23 31 32 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 33 34 35 39 40 41 36 37 38 42 46 44 43 21 55 45 18 76 75 74 4 22 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41  free datasheet http:///

 19 psr-2000/1000 display control [a] - [j] buttons..................................................................... p. 40 [direct access] button ................................................... p. 47 [balance] button ............................................................... p. 61 [channel on / off] button ........................................ p. 61, 78 [1  ] - [8  ] buttons ................................................. p. 38 - 45 [back] button ................................................................ p. 40, 46 [next] button ................................................................ p. 40, 46 voice part on / off [main] button ................................ p. 56 voice part on / off [layer] button .............................. p. 56 voice part on / off [left] button................................. p. 56 [enter] button.................................................................... p. 46 [data entry] dial............................................................... p. 46 [exit] button ........................................................................ p. 40 [lcd contrast] knob ...................................................... p. 17 voice effect [left hold] button ............................................................ p. 58 [touch] button ................................................................... p. 57 [susutain] button .............................................................. p. 57 [harmony / echo] button ................................................ p. 58 [mono] button ..................................................................... p. 58 [dsp] button......................................................................... p. 57 [variation] button ............................................................. p. 58 voice voice buttons ..................................................................... p. 54 upper octave [upper octave] button..................................................... p. 58 mic. mic. buttons (psr-2000 only) ........................................... p. 128 music finder [music finder] button ...................................................... p. 69 one touch  setting [1] - [4] buttons ..................................................................... p. 67 registration memory [freeze] button.................................................................. p. 86 [1]    [8] buttons .................................................................... p. 84 [memory] button ................................................................ p. 84 floppy disk floppy disk drive (3.5  ) .......................................................... p. 7 microphone (psr-2000 only) [input volume] knob ..................................................... p. 152 [mic. line in] jack............................................................. p. 152 connectors [to host] terminal ........................................................... p. 154 [host select] switch ..................................................... p. 154 midi [out] [in] terminals .................................................. p. 153 [foot pedal 1 (switch) ] jack ..................................... p. 153 [foot pedal 2] jack ........................................................ p. 153 aux out (level fixed) [l] [r] jacks ............................. p. 153 output [l / l+r] [r] jacks............................................... p. 153 dc in terminal ................................................................... p. 153 user enter exit freeze memory data entry organ flutes strings choir & pad guitar main back next left music finder layer i f j g h bass piano & harpsi. e.piano xg upper octave woodwind percussion variation mono touch sustain dsp harmony/ echo left hold synth. brass organ & accordion voice effect voice one touch  setting registration memory mic. effect reset vocal harmony mic. setting vh type select talk over signal foot pedal input volume mic./ line in dc in 16v l r r l/l+r aux out (level fixed) output 2 mic. line a3 69 c 2 b3 71 r 2 67 s 68 70 c4 72 h 73 l d4 74 75 h e4 76 l f4 77 h 78 l g4 79 h 80 l a4 81 82 b4 83 h c5 84 l 85 s 87 d5 86 l e5 88 h f5 89 l m 90 g5 o 91 a5 93 92 94 b5 95 c6 96 49 65 50 51 61 62 59 60 56 63 64 52 53 57 58 54 47 77 78 79 48 69 70 71 72 73 66 67 68 80 81 42 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81  free datasheet http:///

 quick guide 20 quick guide . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . playing the demos  the psr-2000/1000 features an extensive variety of  demo songs, that showcase its rich, authentic voices and  its dynamic rhythms and styles.  whats more, theres a special selection of demo  functions. these take you through a hands-on journey of  all the important features and functions of the instrument  ?letting you see ?sthand how to effectively use the  psr-2000/1000 in your own music. press the [exit] button to exit from the demo mode and return to the main display when youve ?ished playing the  demo songs. when youre done with the demos, you can get to know your psr-2000/1000 even better with these functions: ?song playback (page 21) ?short demo playback of the selected voice (in the voice open display; page 26). reference  on  page 52 demo button back next for this example, function  is selected. function demos  demonstrate each of the  different functions on the  psr-2000/1000. function help menu demo   2 press the [back]/[next] button to select the demo  categories. voice demos showcase the  voices of the psr-2000/ 1000. style demos intro- duce you to the rhythms and  accompaniment styles of the  psr-2000/1000 ( page 52 ).   1 press the [demo] button  automatically plays  back the demo  songs at random.   3 press any of the [a] to [j] buttons or [8  ] (auto) button (function page only) to select the demo songs. for this example, press the  [8  ] (auto)  button. all of the function demos are played back in sequence. main left layer i f j g h d a e b c 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 for details about the demos,  refer to  page 52 .  free datasheet http:///

 song playback quick guide 21 song playback heres where all of the amazing voices, effects, rhythms, styles and other sophisticated features of  the psr-2000/1000 come together ?in songs!  the following songs are compatible for playback on the psr-2000/1000. refer to pages 75, 158 for more details on  the logos. playback of songs   1 if you want to play back a disk song, insert an appropriate disk containing song data into the disk drive. reference  on page 75 song related buttons floppy disk drive balance and  channel buttons make sure that the lan- guage setting for the instru- ment (page 151) is the same  as that of the   le name of the  song that you are playing  back. disks bearing this logo contain song data for voices de  ned in the gm standard.  disks bearing this logo contain song data using the xg format, an extension of the gm  standard that provides a wider variety of voices and more comprehensive sonic control.  disks bearing this logo contain song data for voices de  ned in yamaha  s doc format. songs containing a large  amount of data may not be  able to be read properly by  the instrument, and as such  you may not be able to  select them. the maximum  capacity is about 200  300kb, however this may  differ depending on the data  contents of each song.  make sure to read the  section   using the floppy  disk drive (fdd) and  floppy disks   on page 7.         caution  free datasheet http:///

 song playback quick guide 22   2 press the [a] button to call up the song open display. if the main screen is not displayed, press the [direct access] button followed by the [exit] button.   3 press the [a] - [c] button to select the voice/style/function folder. d a e b c press the  [back] / [next]  button to select the drive.  in the example display at left, the preset page is  selected; at right, floppy disk is selected. preset (songs for demos) floppy disk (commercially available  songs, your own songs, etc.) from the main display (the  display shown when the  power is turned on), you can  select songs, voices, accom- paniment styles, etc. d a e b c  free datasheet http:///

 song playback quick guide 23   4 press one of the [a] to [j] buttons to select the song ?e.   5 press the song [start/stop] button to start playback.   6 while the song is playing, try using the mute function to turn certain instrument channels off or on ? letting you craft dynamic arrangements on the ?! 1) press the  [channel on/off]  button. 2) press the  [1 - 8  ]  button corresponding to the channel you wish to turn on or off.  rec start/stop top new song sync. start  to rewind or fast forward to the playback point of the song, press the [rew] or [ff] button.  with song data software (standard midi format 0) that includes lyrics, you can view the lyr- ics on the display during playback. you can also view the score (psr-2000 only).  see  pages 80 and 83 for details. pa rt channel on/off 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 if the style tab is  selected, press this button  again.  free datasheet http:///

 song playback quick guide 24   7 finally, take the producers seat and try your hand at mixing. these balance controls let you adjust the levels  of the individual parts ?the song, the style, your singing (psr-2000 only), and your playing. 1) press the  [balance]  button. 2) press the  [1 - 8  ]  button corresponding to the part of which the volume you wish to adjust.    8 press the song [start/stop] button to stop playback. balance 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 you can call up a full set of  mixing controls by pressing  the [mixing console]  button (page 121). rec start/stop top new song sync. start  the [fade in/out] but- ton (page 65) can be used  to produce smooth fade- ins and fade-outs when  starting and stopping the  song, as well as the  accompaniment.   free datasheet http:///

 playing voices quick guide 25 playing voices the psr-2000/1000 features a stunning variety of over 700 dynamic, rich and realistic voices. try  playing some of these voices now and hear what they can do for your music. here, you?l learn how  to select individual voices, combine two voices in a layer, and split two voices between your left and right hands. playing a voice   1 press the [main] button to turn the main part on, then press the [f] button to call up the menu for  selecting main voice. if the main screen is not displayed, press the [direct access] button followed by the [exit] button.   2 select a voice group.  reference  on page 54 voice related buttons main left layer i f j g h the voice you  re selecting  here belongs to the main  part, and is called the main  voice. (see page 56 for more  information.) yo u  ll want to hear the main  voice all by itself    so make sure  that the layer and left parts  are turned off. turn main on. user organ flutes strings choir & pad guitar bass piano & harpsi. e.piano xg woodwind percussion synth. brass organ & accordion voice for this example, strings  is selected. press the [back]/[next]  button to select the memory  location of the voice. for this  example, preset is  selected.  free datasheet http:///

 playing voices quick guide 26   3 select a voice.    4 play the voices.  naturally, you can play the voice yourself from the keyboard, but you can also  have the psr-2000/1000 demonstrate the voice for you. simply press the [8  ]  button from the display above, and a demo of the voice plays automatically. playing two voices simultaneously    1 press the voice part on/off [layer] button to turn  the layer part on.    2 press the [g] button to select the layer part.   3 select a voice group. here, we?l select a lush pad to ?l out the sound. call up  the ?hoir & pad?group.   4 select a voice. for example, select ?othic vox.   5 play the voices. now, you can play two different voices together in a rich  sounding layer ?the main voice you selected in the  previous section, plus the new layer voice youve  selected here. and thats just the beginning. check out these other voice-related features:  create your own original voices ?quickly and easily ?by changing the settings of existing voices (page 87).  set up your favorite panel settings ?including voices, styles, and more ?and call them up whenever you need  them (page 84). d a e b c for this example,   strings   is  selected. press the corresponding buttons to select the  other pages    and discover even more voices. press the [8  ] button to start the  demo for the selected voice. to stop  the demo, press this button again.  there  s more to the demo features  than just voices, though  for more  information, see  page 52 .   you can instantly jump  back to the main display  by   double-clicking   on  one of the [a] - [j] buttons.  the voices displayed on  the psr-1000 are differ- ent from the example dis- play at left; however, the  operations are identical. main left layer user organ flutes strings choir & pad guitar bass piano & harpsi. e.piano xg woodwind percussion synth. brass organ & accordion voice  free datasheet http:///

 playing voices quick guide 27 playing different voices with the left and right hands   1 press the voice part on/off [left] button to turn the left  part on.   2 press the [h] button to select the left part.   3 select a voice group. here, we?l select the ?trings?group ?so that you can play  rich, orchestral chords with your left hand.   4 select a voice, then press the [exit] button to return to the main  display. for example, select ?ymphon. str.   5 call up the split point display (page 138). from here, you can set the particular key on the keyboard that  separates the two voices ?called the split point. to do this, simultaneously hold down the [f] or [g] button  and press the desired key on the keyboard. (for more information, see page 138.)   6 play the voices. the notes you play with your left hand sound one voice, while  the notes you play with your right sound a different voice (or  voices). main and layer voices are meant to be played with the right  hand. the left voice is played with the left hand.   7 press the [exit] button to return to the main display. main left layer user organ flutes strings choir & pad guitar bass piano & harpsi. e.piano xg woodwind percussion synth. brass organ & accordion voice d a e b c function help menu demo split point left main/layer exit  free datasheet http:///

 playing styles quick guide 28 playing styles the psr-2000/1000 has a huge variety of musical ?tyles?that you can call upon to back up your  own performance. they give you anything from a simple, yet effective piano backing or percussion  accompaniment to a full band or orchestra.  playing a style   1 select a style group and a style.   2 turn acmp on. the speci?d left-hand section of the keyboard becomes the auto accompaniment?section, and chords  played in this section are automatically detected and used as a basis for fully automatic accompaniment with  the selected style. reference  on page 59 style related buttons d a e b c ballad user latin pop &  rock ballroom dance style march & waltz swing & jazz for this example,  eurotrance is selected. for this example, dance is  selected. press the  [back] / [next]  button to  select the memory location of the  style. for this example, preset is  selected. auto accompaniment section split point acmp  the point on the keyboard  that separates the auto  accompaniment section  and the right-hand sec- tion of the keyboard is  called the   split point.    refer to page 138 for  instructions on setting the  split point.  free datasheet http:///

 playing styles quick guide 29   3 turn sync.start on.   4 as soon as you play a chord with your left hand, the style starts. for this example, play a c major chord (as shown below).   5 change the tempo by using the tempo[ ] [ ] buttons if necessary. simultaneously press the  tempo [ ] [ ]  buttons to return the tempo to its  original setting. press the  [exit]  button to leave the tempo display.   6 try playing other chords with your left hand. for information on how to enter chords, see ?hord fingerings?on page 62.   7 press the style [start/stop] button to stop the style. and theres much more. check out these other style-related features:  easily create your own original styles (page 87).  set up your favorite panel settings ?including styles, voices, and more ?and call them up whenever you need  them (page 84). embellish and enhance your melodies ?with the automatic harmony and echo effects this powerful performance feature lets you automatically add harmony notes to the melodies you play with your  right hand ?based on the chords you play with your left. tremolo, echo, and other effects are available, too. 1 turn harmony/echo on. 2 turn acmp on (page 28). 3 play a chord with your left hand and play some notes in the right-hand range of the  keyboard. the psr-2000/1000 has various harmony/echo types (page 143). the harmony/echo type may change according to the selected main voice.  harmony/echo is just one of the many voice effects you can use. try out some of  the other effects and see how they can enhance your performance (page 57). sync. start split point auto accompaniment section the tempo can also be  adjusted by using the [tap  tempo] button (page 51). variation mono touch sustain dsp harmony/ echo left hold voice effect for details about harmony/ echo types, refer to the sep- arate data list.  free datasheet http:///

 playing styles quick guide 30 style sections each style in the auto accompaniment is made up of ?ections.?since each section is a rhythmic variation of the basic  style, you can use them to add spice to your performance and mix up the beats ?while youre playing. intros, endings,  main patterns, and breaks ?theyre all here, giving you the dynamic elements you need to create professional- sounding arrangements.   1   -   3 use the same operations as in ?laying a style?on pages 28 and 29.    4 press the [intro] button.    5 as soon as you play a chord with your left hand, the intro starts. for this example, play a c major chord (as shown below). when the playback of the intro is ?ished, it automatically leads into main section.     6 press any of the main [a] to [d] buttons or [break]  button as desired. (see the accompaniment structure  on the next page.)     7 press the [auto fill in] button to add a ?l-in, if  necessary. fill-in patterns play automatically between each change in  the main sections.    8 press the [ending] button. this switches to the ending section. when the ending is  ?ished, the style automatically stops.   intro this is used for the beginning of the song. when the intro   nishes playing, accompaniment shifts to the  main section. main  this is used for playing the main part of the song. it plays an accompaniment pattern of several measures,  and repeats inde  nitely until another section  s button is pressed. break this lets you add dynamic variations and breaks in the rhythm of the accompaniment, to make your  performance sound even more professional. ending this is used for the ending of the song. when the ending is   nished, the auto accompaniment stops  automatically. intro main ending / rit. break split point auto accompaniment section intro main ending / rit. break or auto fill in ots link intro main ending / rit. break  free datasheet http:///

 playing styles quick guide 31  accompaniment structure other controls fade in/out the  [fade in/out]  button can be used to produce smooth fade-ins and fade-outs (page 65)when starting and stopping  the style.  tap tempo the style can be started at any tempo you desire by   tapping   out the tempo with the  [tap/tempo]  button. for details,  see page 51. sync.stop when synchro stop is on, you can stop and start the style anytime you want by simply releasing or playing the keys (in   the auto accompaniment section of the keyboard). this is a great way to add dramatic breaks and accents to your  performance. for details, see page 65. intro (page xx) main variation press the  [ending]  button.  intro a intro b intro c ending (page xx) ending a ending b ending c intro d ending d you can have the  ending gradually slow  down (ritardando) by  pressing the  [ending]   button again while the  ending is playing back.  main variation a main variation c main variation b main variation d via break via break via break via break (max. four patterns) (max. four patterns) intro (page 66) ending (page 66)  an intro doesn  t necessarily have to be at the beginning! if you want, you can play an intro section in the middle of your performance by  simply pressing the [intro] button at the desired point.  watch your timing with the break sections. if you press a [break] button too close to the end of the measure (i.e., after the   nal eighth  note), the break section starts playing from the next measure. this also applies to the auto fill-in.  mix up your intros and use any of the other sections to start the style, if you want.  if you want to come back into the style right away after an ending, simply press the [intro] button while the ending section is  playing.  if you press the [break] button while the ending is playing, the break will immediately start playing, continuing with the main  section. fade in/out tap tempo sync. stop  free datasheet http:///

 playing styles quick guide 32 one touch setting one touch setting is a powerful and convenient feature that automatically calls up the most appropriate panel settings  (voice number, etc.) for the currently selected style, with the touch of a single button. this is a wonderful way to  instantly recon?ure all the settings on the psr-2000/1000 to match the style you want to play.   1 select a style (page 28).    2 press one of the [one touch setting] buttons.  not only does this instantly call up all the settings  (voices, effects, etc.) that match the current style (see  page 67) ?it also automatically turns on acmp and  sync. start, so that you can immediately start playing  the style.    3 as soon as you play a chord with your left hand, the auto  accompaniment starts.    4 play melodies with your right hand and play various chords  with your left hand.    5 try out other one touch setting setups.  you can also create your own one touch setting  setups.  for details, refer to page 68.   heres another way to further automate musical changes and spice up your performance: use the convenient ots  (one touch setting) link function to automatically change one touch settings when you select a different main  section (page 68). one touch setting  buttons one touch  setting split point auto accompaniment section one touch  setting  free datasheet http:///

 music finder quick guide 33 music finder if you want to play in a certain song but dont know which style and voice settings would be appropriate, the  convenient music finder can help you out. simply select the song name from the music finder and the psr-2000/ 1000 automatically makes all appropriate panel settings to let you play in that music style! using the music finder    1 press the [music finder] button.     2 select a record.  for this example, press the  [1  ]  -  [3  ]  buttons to select a record by song title.    3 play along with the style playback. press the  [exit]  button to return to the main display. reference  on page 69 music finder button music finder 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 select the desired  record. press the  [back] / [next]   button to select the desired  page of records. for this  example, all is selected. split point auto accompaniment section you can also have the voice  and other important settings  change automatically with  the style changes. to do this,  turn on ots link (page 68)  and set the ots link tim- ing (page 138) to   real.   free datasheet http:///

 music finder quick guide 34 searching the music finder records the music finder is also equipped with a convenient search function that lets you enter a song title or keyword ?and  instantly call up all the records that match your search criteria.    1 press the [music finder] button.    2 press the [i] button to call up the music finder search 1 display.    music finder the results of search 1 and  2 appear in the correspond- ingly numbered search 1/ 2 displays. i f j g h d a e b c 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 i f j g h 6 press the [8  ] (start search)  button. the search function calls up all  records that contain the entered  word or words.  3 press the [f], [g]  and [h] to clear  the previous  conditions, if  necessary. 4   for this example,  press the [a]  button to call up  the display for  inputting the song  title. refer to page 45 for instruc- tions on entering characters. 5 enter the song title,  then press the [8  ]  (ok) button.  for this example,  any is selected. for this example,  all is selected.  free datasheet http:///

 music finder quick guide 35   7 select a record (see step #2 on page 33) and play along with the style playback. press the  [exit]  button to return to the main display. you can also create your own music finder setups and save them to ?ppy disk (pages 38 and 44). in this  way, you can expand your music finder collection by exchanging them with other psr-2000/1000 users. for details, refer to page 71.   in the example above, you speci?d a song title, but you can also look for relevant records by keyword or music  genre ?for example, latin, 8-beat, etc. (page 70).  split point auto accompaniment section saving and recalling music finder data to save your music finder data, call up the music finder open/save window from  the system reset page (page 151) of the utility display, and follow the same  procedure as that in the open/save window for voice (page 40, 44). to recall the saved  data, execute the appropriate operation from the music finders open/save window.  records can be replaced or added (page 71 ) . in the instructions above, all music finder data is handled together. besides this, when  you save or load style ?es, the music finder data that uses the relevant style ?e(s) is  stored or added automatically. when you copy or move a style ?e on a ?ppy disk to  the user drive (page 42, 43), the record which was recorded when storing the relevant  style is automatically added to the psr-2000/1000. music finder data is compat- ible for both the psr-2000  and the psr-1000.  free datasheet http:///

 playing with the songs quick guide 36 playing with the songs playing along with the psr-2000/1000 in this section, try using the psr-2000/1000s song playback features to cancel or mute the right-hand melody while  you play the part yourself. its like having a very talented and versatile playing partner accompany you while you  perform.   1   -   4 use the same operations as in ?ong playback?on pages 21 - 23.   5 press the [track 1] button to cancel the right hand melody part.   6 if you want to have the notation displayed as you play (psr-2000 only), press the [c] button. if you want to  see the lyrics, press the [b] button. if the main screen is not displayed, press the [direct access] button followed by the [exit] button.   7 press the song [start/stop] button and play the part. if you want, you can adjust the tempo by pressing the tempo[ ] [ ]  buttons.   8 press the song [start/stop] button to stop playback. reference  on page 75 song related   buttons (r) track 1 to cancel the left hand part,  press the [track 2] button. d a e b c if the selected song does not  contain lyric data, lyrics are  not displayed.  if you want to start the song right  away without an intro, use the sync  start function. to set sync start to  standby, simultaneously hold down  the [top] button and press the  song [start/stop] button. song  playback starts automatically the  moment you start playing the melody.  if you can hear the psr-2000/1000  playing the melody part as well,  check the channel setting for the  melody part in the song data, and  change the channel assigned to  track 1 (page 137).  you can also  change the song channel itself per- manently (page 103). rec start/stop top new song sync. start rec start/stop top new song sync. start  free datasheet http:///

 playing with the songs quick guide 37 recording the psr-2000/1000 lets you record, too ?quickly and easily. try out the quick recording feature now and capture  your keyboard performance.   1   -   3 select a voice for recording. use the same operations as in ?laying a voice?on pages 25, 26.   4 press the [rec] and [top] buttons simultaneously to select ?ew song?for recording.   5 simultaneously hold down the [rec] button and press the [track1] button.   6 recording starts as soon as you start playing the keyboard.   7 when youve ?ished recording, press the [rec] button.   8 to hear your newly recorded performance, return the song to the beginning by  using the [top] button and press the song [start/stop] button.   9 save the recorded data as required (pages 38, 44). rec rew ff start/stop top new song sync. start rec song extra tracks (style) (r) (l) track 2 track 1 rec the recorded data will be  lost if you turn off the power.  to keep your important  recordings, you  ll need to  save them to the user drive  or   oppy disk.         caution rec start/stop top new song sync. start  free datasheet http:///

 psr-2000/1000 38 basic operations ?organizing your data the psr-2000/1000 utilizes a variety of data types ?including voices, accompaniment styles, songs, multi pads and  registration memory settings. much of this data is already programmed and contained in the psr-2000/1000; you can  also create and edit your own data with some of the functions on the instrument.  all this data is stored in separate ?es ?just as is done on a computer. here, we?l show you how to use the basic operations of the display controls in handling and organizing the data of the  psr-2000/1000 in ?es and folders. files can be opened, saved, named, moved, or deleted in their respective open/save displays. you can select these  displays according to their respective ?e types, as well: song, voice, style, etc. moreover, you can organize your data  ef?iently by putting various ?es of the same type into a single folder.  the open/save displays for song, voice, style, multi pad bank and registration bank can be called up from the main  display (the display shown when the power is turned on) by pressing the appropriate [a] - [j] button.  i f j g h d a e b c the following open/ save display types are  also available; however,  these are selected from  displays other than the  main  display  (page 151 ).  system setup  midi setup  user effect  music finder open/save display for  song (page 76) handles the song ?es. open/save display for  voice (page 54) handles the voice ?es. open/save display for style (page 59) handles the style ?es. open/save display for registration  bank (page 85) handles the registration bank ?es. open/save display for  multi pads (page 73, 118) handles the multi pad bank  ?es. if the main screen is  not displayed, press the  [direct access ]  button followed by the  [exit]  button.   free datasheet http:///

 basic operations ?organizing your data 39 psr-2000/1000 example    open/save display for voice each open/save display consists of preset, user, and floppy disk drive pages. back next preset drive the ?es that are pre- programmed and installed  internally to the psr-2000/1000  are kept here. preset ?es can be  loaded but cannot be re-written.  however, you can use a preset  ?e as a basis for creating your  own original ?e (which can be  saved in the user or floppy  disk drive). user drive files kept here are those  containing your own original  data, created or edited using the  various functions of the psr- 2000/1000. they are stored  internally to the psr-2000/1000. floppy disk drive you can also store your original  data to ?ppy disk.  commercially available disk  software can also be called up  here. naturally, these ?es are  available only when the  appropriate disk is inserted in  the ?ppy disk drive. file all data, both pre- programmed and your own  original, are stored as les. current memory ?urrent memory?is the area where the voice is called up when you  select a voice. also it is the area where you edit your voice using the  sound creator function. your edited voice should then be saved  as a ?e in the user or floppy disk drive.  recording songs (page 92) and creating accompaniment styles  (page 108) are done within the current memory. please make sure to  properly save this data to the user/floppy disk drive as a ?e or  ?es. the data will be lost if you turn off the power without saving. calls up the upper  level directory page.  in this example, the  voice folder selection  page can be called  up.  changes drives among  preset ,  user  and  floppy disk .  free datasheet http:///

 basic operations ?organizing your data psr-2000/1000 40 select a ?e shown in the display. in this example, we?l select a voice ?e. first, press the voice  [piano & harpsi.]  button to call up the display containing the ?es. this display (?pen/save?display) is typical of those used to call up and store ?es (voice ?es). the psr-2000/1000 already contains a variety of voices in the  preset  section. you can store your own original voices  created with the  sound creator  function to the  user  or  floppy disk  section. selecting files and folders enter data entry back next i f j g h d a e b c 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 e nd 1 select ?reset, ?ser,?or ?loppy  disk?by using the [back][next]  button. 2 use the [1  ] ~ [7  ] buttons to  turn the pages.  when the amount of available   les or  folders exceeds ten, the bottom of the  display changes as shown below. press next press prev.(previous) 3 select the ?e/folder. there are two ways to select the   le/folder:  press the [a] - [j] button. press the letter button corresponding to the   le/folder you wish to call up. (in the example  display shown above, the voice   les are  shown.)  use the [data entry] dial and the  [enter] button. when you turn the   [data entry]  dial, the  highlight moves among the available   les/ folders. highlight the desired   le or folder  (voice   les are shown in the example above)  and press the   [enter]   button to call up the  selected item. double-clicking the  appropriate  [a]  - [j]  button  calls up the corresponding   le and returns to the main  display. highlighting the desired   le  and double-clicking the  [enter]  button calls up the  corresponding   le and  returns to the main display. press the [exit] button  to go back to the main  display. you can go back to the  previous display by  pressing the  [exit]   button.  when   japanese   is selected for the lan- guage parameter (pages   45 ,  151), and you  change this to one of the western lan- guages, the kanji and kana characters of the   le name stored in the disk drive are  changed to western characters. in the oppo- site case, special latin characters and  marks are changed into normal characters.  also, in the case of   oppy disk data, text in  the   les are changed to characters that can- not be read by the instrument. keep in mind that similar problems may  occur when trying to access   les originating  or edited by a computer having a different  language operating system. in general, be  careful when switching languages    you risk  not being able to access the data properly. exiting from small pop-up  windows you can also exit from small  pop-up windows (such as in the  illustration below) by pressing  the  [exit]  button.  free datasheet http:///

 basic operations ?organizing your data 41 psr-2000/1000 naming files/folders you can assign names to ?es and folders. any ?e/folder in the  user  and  floppy disk  sections can be named or  renamed. execute the following steps when there is data in the user drive. if there are preset ?es/folders you wish to  rename, copy them beforehand (page 43) and use them as user ?es/folders. file/folder-related operations e nd i f j g h d a e b c 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 press the [1  ] (name) button (page 38). the  name  display appears. 2 select the appropriate ?e/folder and press the [7  ](ok) button. the currently selected   le/folder is highlighted. to select another   le/folder, press one of the [a] -  [j] buttons. to cancel, press the  [8  ] (cancel)  button. input the new name (page 45). press the [8  ] (ok)  button.  to cancel, press the  [8  ] (cancel)  button. a   le/folder name can con- tain up to 50 half size letters  (or 25 hiragana and kanji let- ters), including the icon id  (see the note below) and the  extension. the   le name will appear on  your computer as follows. if  you change the icon id or  the extension, the icon may  change or the   le may not be  properly recognized. abcde.s002.mid file id icon id extension  free datasheet http:///

 basic operations ?organizing your data psr-2000/1000 42 moving files/folders you can move ?es and folders as desired, for organizing your data. any ?e/folder in the  user  and  floppy disk  sections can be moved, using the cut-and-paste operation described below. e nd 1 press the [2  ] (cut) button (page 38). the  cut  display appears. 2 select the desired ?e/folder for moving. select the appropriate   le/folder and press the [7  ](ok) button. the currently selected   le/folder is highlighted. to select another   le/folder, press one of the [a] -  [j] buttons. several   les/folders can be selected together, even those from other pages. to release or cancel  the selection, press the button of the selected   le/folder again. press the  [6  ] (all)  button to select all the   les/folders in the displayed page (user/floppy  disk). when the  [6  ] (all)  button is pressed the  [6  ]  button changes to   all off    button to  release or cancel the selection.  3 press the [7  ] (ok) button.  to stop the operation, press the  [8  ] (cancel)  button. this operation cannot be  used to directly move a   le/ folder from one   oppy disk to  another. if you want to do  this, cut and paste the   le or  folder from the   rst   oppy  disk to the user page, then  change disks and paste it to  the floppy disk page. all   les/folders in a   oppy  disk can be copied to  another disk in one batch  (page 150).  4 call up the destination display. only the user and floppy disk pages can be selected as the destination.  press the [4  ] (paste) button. the   le/folder you cut is now pasted at the destination.  after being pasted, the   les  are automatically re-ordered  in alphabetical order and  displayed.  about   les/folders in a   oppy disk in the  floppy disk  page  of the open/save display,  only the   les which can be  handled in that open/save  display will appear    even  though a folder in a   oppy  disk can contain different  kinds of   les.  in the case of a folder cut- and-paste operation (for   oppy disk), an entire folder  can be cut; however, only the  speci  c   les which can be  handled in the current open/ save display will be pasted.   free datasheet http:///

 basic operations ?organizing your data 43 psr-2000/1000 copying files/folders you can also copy ?es and folders as desired, for organizing your data. any ?e/folder in the  preset ,  user  and  floppy disk  sections can be copied, using the copy-and-paste operation described below. deleting files/folders you can also delete ?es and folders as desired, for organizing your data. any ?e/folder in the  user  and  floppy disk   sections can be deleted, using the operation described below. e nd 1 press the [3  ] (copy) button (page 38). the  copy  display appears. 2 select the desired ?e/folder. select the appropriate   le/folder and press the [7  ](ok) button. the currently selected   le/folder is highlighted. to select another   le/folder, press one of the [a] - [j]  buttons. several   les/folders can be selected together, even those from other pages. to release or cancel the  selection, press the button of the selected   le/folder again. press the  [6  ] (all)  button to select all the   les/folders in the displayed page (preset/user/ floppy disk). when the  [6  ] (all)  button is pressed, the  [6  ] (all)  button changes to   all  off ,   letting you release or cancel the selection. 3 press the [7  ] (ok)  button.  to stop the operation,  press the  [8  ] (cancel)  button. this operation cannot be  used to directly copy a   le/ folder from one   oppy disk to  another. if you want to do  this, copy and paste the   le  or folder from the   rst   oppy  disk to the user page, then  change disks and paste it to  the floppy disk page. 4 call up the destination  display. only the user and floppy  disk pages can be selected  as the destination.  press the [4  ]  (paste) button. the   le/folder you copied  is now pasted at the  destination.  please note that the copy  functions are intended for  your personal use only. e nd 1 press the [5  ] (delete) button (page 38). the  delete  display appears. 2 select the desired ?e/folder. select the appropriate   le/folder and press the [7  ](ok)  button. the currently selected   le/folder is highlighted. to select  another   le/folder, press one of the [a] - [j] buttons.  several   les/folders can be selected together, even  those from other pages. to release or cancel the  selection, press the button of the selected   le/folder  again. press the  [6  ] (all)  button to select all the   les/folders  in the displayed page (user/floppy disk). when the  [6  ] (all)  button is pressed, the  [6  ] (all)  button  changes to   all off ,   letting you release or cancel the  selection. press the [7  ] (ok) button. to cancel the operation, press the  [8  ] (cancel)  button. the message    are you sure you want to delete the   ******     le (or data/folder)? yes/no   appears. yes ..........deletes the highlighted item. no ............exits from the prompt without deleting. when several   les have been selected, the message   are you sure you want to delete the   ******     le (or  data/folder)? yes/yes  all/no/cancel   appears. yes/no ...... deletes the highlighted item  (yes) , or  skips the highlighted item without deleting  (no) . yes all .... deletes all selected items at once. cancel .... exits from the prompt without deleting.  free datasheet http:///

 basic operations ?organizing your data psr-2000/1000 44 saving files this operation lets you save the data (such as song and voice) you created in current  memory (page 39) to ?es. the ?es can be saved only to the  user  and  floppy disk   drives. if the open/save display for the type of data you wish to save is not shown, ?st return to  the main display by pressing the  [direct access]  button followed by the  [exit]  button.  then, press the appropriate button  [a]  [j]  from the main display to call up the respective  open/save display. finally, call up the  user  or  floppy disk  page (pages 38, 39). organizing files by creating a new folder this operation lets you easily organize your various ?es into categories by creating a new  folder for each category. folders can only be created in the  user  and  floppy disk   sections. displaying upper level pages press the  [8  ] (up)  button to call up the upper level pages. for example, you can call up the folder level pages from  the ?e level pages. entering characters and changing icons the internal memory capac- ity of the psr-2000/1000 is  about 580kb (psr-2000) /  260kb (psr-1000). memory  capacity for 2dd and 2hd   oppy disks is about 720kb  and 1440kb, respectively.  when you store data to these  locations, all   le types of the  psr-2000/1000 (voice,  style, song, registration,  etc.) are stored together. the   les of commercially  available doc software and  yamaha disklavier software,  and their edited   les on the  psr-2000/1000, can be  stored in the user page,  but cannot be copied to  another   oppy disk.  folder directories can con- tain up to four levels.  the maximum total number  of   les and folders which can  be stored is 800 (psr-2000)  / 400 (psr-1000), but this  may differ depending on the  length of the   le names.  the maximum number of   les which can be stored in a  folder will be 250.  enter a name for the new   le (page 45). press the [8  ] (ok) button. to stop the operation, press the  [8  ] (cancel)  button. 1 press the [6  ]  (save) button. enter the name of the new folder (page 45). press the [8  ](ok) button . to cancel the operation, press the  [8  ] (cancel)  button. 1 call up the page to  which you wish to  create a new folder  and press the [7  ]  (new) button  (page 38). if you select japanese as the language in the  function  display (page 151), the following  different types of characters and sizes can be  entered:   (kana-kan) hiragana and kanji, marks (full size)  (kana) katakana (normal size), marks (full size)  (kana) katakana (half size), marks (half size) a b c     alphabet (capital and small letters, full size), numbers (full size), marks (full size) abc     alphabet (capital and small letters, half size), numbers (half size), marks (half size) if you  ve selected a language other than japanese in the  function  display (page 151), the  following types of characters are available: case     alphabet (capital letters, half size), numbers (half size), marks (half size) case     alphabet (lowercase letters, half size), numbers (half size), marks (half size) change the type of character by using the [1  ]   button. call up the  icon select  display by pressing  the  [1  ]  button. this lets you change the icon  at the left of the   le name. 1 press the [1  ]  (name), [6  ]  (save), or [7  ]  (new) button  (page 38).   free datasheet http:///

 basic operations ?organizing your data 45 psr-2000/1000 entering characters the instructions that follow show you how to enter characters in naming your ?es and folders. the method is much the  same as inputting names and numbers to your cell phone. 1 move the cursor to the desired position by using the [data entry] dial. 2 press the appropriate button, [2  ] - [7  ] and [2  ]- [6  ], corresponding to the character you wish to enter.  several different characters are assigned to each button, and the characters change each time you press the button.  to actually enter the selected character, move the cursor or press another letter-input button. if youve entered a character by mistake, move the cursor to the character letter you wish to erase and press the  [7  ] (delete)  button. if you want to delete all of the characters on the line at once, press and hold down the  [7  ] (delete)  button for a while. when the cursor appears in reverse display (highlight), only the reversed area is  deleted.  3 to actually enter the new name, press the [8  ] (ok) button. to cancel the operation, press the  [8  ] (cancel)  button.  converting into kanji (japanese language) this applies only if you are using the   (kana-kan)?button (in japanese). when  the input ?iragana?characters are shown in reverse display (highlighted), press the  [enter]  button one or several times to convert the characters into the appropriate  kanji. the reversed area can be changed by the  [data entry]  dial. the converted  area can be changed back to ?iragana?by the  [7  ] (delete)  button. the reversed  area can be cleared at once by the  [8  ] (cancel)  button. to actually enter the  change, press the  [8  ] (ok)  button or enter the next character. to enter the  ?iragana?itself (without converting it), press the  [8  ] (ok)  button.  entering special character marks (umlaut, accent, japanese   and  ) select a character to which a character mark is to be added and press the  [6  ]  button  (before actual entry of the character.)  entering miscellaneous characters (marks) you can call up the mark list by pressing the  [6  ]  button, after actually entering a  character by moving the cursor. move the cursor to the desired mark by using the  [data entry]  dial, then press the  [8  ] (ok)  or  [enter]  button.  entering numbers first, select one of the following: a b c?(full-size alphabet), abc??ase?(half-size  capital alphabet) and ?ase?(half-size lowercase alphabet). then, press and hold  down the appropriate button,  [2  ]  -  [7  ]  and  [2  ]  -  [5  ] , for a while, or press it  repeatedly until the desired number is selected. the following half-size  marks cannot be used in  naming   les and folders:   \ / : * ?    < >  |  in the case of characters  which are not accompanied  by special character marks  (with the exception of kana- kan and half-size katakana),  you can call up the mark list  by pressing the [6  ] button  after selecting a character  (before actual entry of a  character).   free datasheet http:///

 basic operations ?organizing your data psr-2000/1000 46 changing the icon you can also change the icon that  appears at the left of the ?e name. call up the  icon select  display by  pressing the  [1  ] (icon)  button from  the character input display (page 45). select the desired icon by using the  [a] - [j] buttons, or by using the  [3  ] - [5  ] buttons, then enter  the selected icon by pressing the [8  ]  (ok) button. this convenient control lets you easily select items in the display or quickly change parameter values. the actual  function of the  [data entry]  dial differs depending on the selected display.  adjusting values you can change parameter values by  rotating the  [data entry]  dial. in the  example  [balance]  display, turning  the dial adjusts the volume of the part  in reverse display (highlight). to adjust  the volume of another part, ?st select  the part by pressing the  [  ]  button  corresponding to the part, then rotate  the  [data entry]  dial.  selecting items you can select the desired item or  function in the display by rotating the  [data entry]  dial. the selected item  can then be called up or executed by  using the  [enter]  button.  in the example  voice  display, you  can select the desired voice ?e with  the  [data entry]  dial, and call up  the selected item by pressing the  [enter]  button on the panel. back next i f j g h d a e b c 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 cancels the icon selection operation. turns pages  for icon  selection. enters the  selected icon. using the [data entry] dial data entry enter data entry  free datasheet http:///

 basic operations ?organizing your data 47 psr-2000/1000 with the convenient direct access function, you can instantly call up the desired display ?with just a single additional  button press. press the  [direct access]  button and a message appears in the display prompting you to press the  appropriate button. then, simply press the button corresponding to the desired setting display to instantly call up that  display. in the example below, direct access is used to call up the display for selecting the  chord fingering  (page 139). refer to the direct access chart (page 48) for a list of the displays that can be called up  with the direct access function. direct access ?instant selection of displays user enter exit balance function help menu demo sound creator digital recording mixing console digital studio direct access pa rt channel on/off freeze memory data entry organ flutes strings choir & pad guitar main back next left music finder layer i f j g h d a e b c bass piano & harpsi. e.piano xg upper octave woodwind percussion variation mono touch sustain dsp harmony/ echo left hold synth. brass organ & accordion voice effect voice one touch  setting registration memory mic. effect reset vocal harmony mic. setting vh type select talk over signal 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 transpose acmp standby on intro start/stop main ending / rit. auto fill in ots link sync. stop sync. start break ballad user latin pop &  rock rec rew ff start/stop top ballroom dance reset min max fade in/out tempo stop tap tempo reset new song sync. start song style march & waltz metro- nome extra tracks (style) (r) (l) track 2 track 1 repeat swing & jazz multi pad style control master volume pa rt direct access direct access acmp here  s a convenient way to  return to the  main  display  from any other display:  simply press the  [direct  access]  button, then the  [exit]  button.  free datasheet http:///

 basic operations ?organizing your data psr-2000/1000 48 direct access chart operation: [direct access] button + button listed below corresponding lcd display and function see pages song [track1]  function song setting track1 channel selection 137 [track2] track2 channel selection 137 [extra tracks]  137 [repeat] [metronome] utility metronome settings 148 [rec]  [top]  [start/stop]  [rew]  [ff]  style [pop & rock] function style setting/split point split point (acmp) setting 138 [swing & jazz] [ballroom] [march & waltz] [ballad] [dance] [latin] [user] transpose [ ] controller transpose assignment 141 [] mixing console tune transpose settings 123 tempo [ ] function midi midi clock setting 145 [] [tap tempo] utility tap settings 149 [fade in/out] fade in/out settings 148 multi pad [1] multi pad multi pad edit 74 [2] [3] [4] [stop] digital recording multi pad creator repeat/chord match settings 119 style control [acmp] function chord fingering fingering type selection 138 [break] mixing console (style part) volume/voice voice settings 122 [intro] panpot settings main [a] volume settings main [b] filter harmonic content settings 123 main [c] brightness settings main [d] effect reverb settings 124 [ending/rit.] chorus settings [auto fill in] dsp settings [ots link] function style setting/split point 138 [sync. stop] sync. stop window setting [sync. start]  [start/stop]  digital studio [sound creator] function master tune/scale tune master tuning setting 135 [digital recording] scale tuning setting [mixing console]   psr-2000 mixing console eq settings 127 psr-1000  menu [demo] function utility language selection 151 [help] lcd brightness settings 149 [function] midi midi settings 145 [direct access] exit from the direct access mode [balance] mixing console (song part) volume/voice volume settings 122 [channel on/off] voice settings [next]  [back]  voice part [main] mixing console tune octave settings 123 [layer] [left] [music finder] music finder music finder search1 (searching the records) 34 [exit] return to the main display [enter]  voice effect [left hold] function style setting/split point split point (left) setting 138 [touch] controller keyboard touch assignment 141 [sustain] mixing console effect reverb settings 124 [harmony/echo] function harmony/echo  143 [mono] mixing console tune portamento time settings 123 [dsp] effect dsp settings 124 [variation] effect type selection voice [piano & harpsi] function voice set settings 143 [e.piano] [organ & accordion] [percussion] [guitar] [bass] [brass] [woodwind] [strings] [choir&pad] [synth.] [xg] [user] [organ flutes] (psr-2000 only) mixing console eq settings 127 upper octave [ ]  []  mic. (psr-2000 only) [vh type select] vocal harmony vocal harmony edit (editing the vocal harmony parameters) 129 [mic. setting] mixing console effect mic. effect type selection 124 [vocal harmony] mic. reverb setting [effect] mic. dsp setting [talk] mic. setting talk setting 132 one touch setting [1]  [2]  [3]  [4]  registration memory [freeze] function freeze 142 [1] registration bank registration edit (editing the ragistration) 85 [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [memory] function registration sequence (creating the registration sequence) 142 pedal [pedal1] controller pedal1 function assignment 139 [pedal2] pedal2 function assignment wheel [pitch bend] mixing console tune pitch bend range settings 123 [modulation] (psr-2000 only) function controller modulation wheel settings 141 e e e e e e  free datasheet http:///

 basic operations ?organizing your data 49 psr-2000/1000 the help messages give you explanations and descriptions of all the main functions and features of the psr-2000/1000. help messages user enter exit balance function help menu demo sound creator digital recording mixing console digital studio direct access pa rt channel on/off freeze memory data entry organ flutes strings choir & pad guitar main back next left music finder layer i f j g h d a e b c bass piano & harpsi. e.piano xg upper octave woodwind percussion variation mono touch sustain dsp harmony/ echo left hold synth. brass organ & accordion voice effect voice one touch setting registration memory mic. effect reset vocal harmony mic. setting vh type select talk over signal 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 transpose acmp standby on intro start/stop main ending / rit. auto fill in ots link sync. stop sync. start break ballad user latin pop &  rock rec rew ff start/stop top ballroom dance reset min max fade in/out tempo stop tap tempo reset new song sync. start song style march & waltz metro- nome extra tracks (style) (r) (l) track 2 track 1 repeat swing & jazz multi pad style control master volume pa rt help 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 enter data entry back next exit function help menu demo 2 -1 select the desired  help topic. 2 -2 call up the  topic. select the language, if necessary. the  language selected here are also used for  various   messages   shown during operations.  help messages can be displayed in  any one of the following languages: english japanese german french spanish italian when two or more pages available,  use this to select different pages.  help messages also feature links to the detailed explanation or actual  setting display of the selected topic. simply select the underlined word  (using the  [data entry]  dial), and press the  [enter]  button to jump to  the detailed explanation or actual setting display of the selected topic. 3 press this to return  to the previous  display. e nd 1 the language can also be selected in  the function   language    (page 151) display. 2 when   japanese   is selected for the  language parameter, and you  change this to one of the western lan- guages, the kanji and kana charac- ters of the   le name stored in the disk  drive are changed to western charac- ters. in the opposite case, special  latin characters and marks are  changed into normal characters.  also, in the case of   oppy disk data,  text in the   les are changed to char- acters that cannot be read by the  instrument. keep in mind that similar problems  may occur when trying to access   les  originating or edited by a computer  having a different language operating  system. in general, be careful when  switching languages    you risk not  being able to access the data properly.  free datasheet http:///

 basic operations ?organizing your data psr-2000/1000 50 the  metronome  provides a click sound, giving you an accurate tempo guide when you practice, or letting you hear and  check how a speci? tempo sounds. the  metronome  starts by pressing the  [metronome]   button. adjust the  tempo by using the  tempo[ ] [ ]  buttons (see below). to stop the  metronome , press the  [metronome]  button again. this section shows you to adjust the playback tempo ?which not only affects the metronome, but also the playback of  a song or an accompaniment style. using the metronome user enter exit balance function help menu demo sound creator digital recording mixing console digital studio direct access pa rt channel on/off freeze memory data entry organ flutes strings choir & pad guitar main back next left music finder layer i f j g h d a e b c bass piano & harpsi. e.piano xg upper octave woodwind percussion variation mono touch sustain dsp harmony/ echo left hold synth. brass organ & accordion voice effect voice one touch  setting registration memory mic. effect reset vocal harmony mic. setting vh type select talk over signal 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 transpose acmp standby on intro start/stop main ending / rit. auto fill in ots link sync. stop sync. start break ballad user latin pop &  rock rec rew ff start/stop top ballroom dance reset min max fade in/out tempo stop tap tempo reset new song sync. start song style march & waltz metro- nome extra tracks (style) (r) (l) track 2 track 1 repeat swing & jazz multi pad style control master volume pa rt metro- nome the sound, volume level,  and the beat (time signature)  of the metronome can all be  changed (page 148). adjusting the tempo user enter exit balance function help menu demo sound creator digital recording mixing console digital studio direct access pa rt channel on/off freeze memory data entry organ flutes strings choir & pad guitar main back next left music finder layer i f j g h d a e b c bass piano & harpsi. e.piano xg upper octave woodwind percussion variation mono touch sustain dsp harmony/ echo left hold synth. brass organ & accordion voice effect voice one touch setting registration memory mic. effect reset vocal harmony mic. setting vh type select talk over signal 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 transpose acmp standby on intro start/stop main ending / rit. auto fill in ots link sync. stop sync. start break ballad user latin pop &  rock rec rew ff start/stop top ballroom dance reset min max fade in/out tempo stop tap tempo reset new song sync. start song style march & waltz metro- nome extra tracks (style) (r) (l) track 2 track 1 repeat swing & jazz multi pad style control master volume pa rt tempo tap tempo reset songs and accompaniment  styles have been given  default (initial) tempo  settings, designed to best  suit the song/style. tempo tap tempo reset exit press either the  tempo [ ]  button or the  []  button. adjust the tempo by using either the  tempo [ ]  []  buttons or the  [data entry]  dial. the number in the display indicates how many  quarter-note beats there are in one minute. the  range is between 5 and 500. the higher the value,  the faster the tempo. when you change the tempo, both tempos of the  current song and style will be changed to the same  tempo. to restore their respective default (initial)  tempo settings, press both the  tempo [ ] [ ]   buttons simultaneously. also refer to the   tempo  indications    main display   (page 51) for more  about tempo. 1 2 press this to  close the  tempo display. e nd  free datasheet http:///

 basic operations ?organizing your data 51 psr-2000/1000 tap tempo this useful feature lets you tap out the tempo for a song or an accompaniment style.  simply tap the  [tap tempo]  button at the desired speed, and the tempo of the song or  the accompaniment style changes to match your tapping.  tempo indications    main display there are three different tempo indications in the main display, as shown below. hitting the  [tap tempo]   button produces a tapping  sound. you can change this  sound, if desired (page 149). n you can also use tap tempo  to automatically start the  song or accompaniment  style at the desired tempo.  while both the song and  accompaniment style are  stopped, tap the  [tap  tempo]  button several  times, and the selected  accompaniment style starts  automatically at the tempo  you tapped. while a song is  set to sync. start stand-by  (page 60, 76), tapping the  [tap tempo] button starts  the song playback in the  same manner. for songs  and styles in 2/4 and 4/4  time, tap four times; for 3/4  time, tap three times; for 5/4  time, tap   ve times. tempo tap tempo reset tap the  [tap tempo]  button twice  to change the tempo. 1 playback the song or the  accompaniment style  (page 59, 76). 2 indicates the default (initial) tempo  setting for the currently selected  song (unless the tempo has been  changed manually).  indicates the current tempo for the  selected song, accompaniment  style or the metronome which is  now playing back. when nothing is  playing back (stopped), this   indicates the tempo for the selected  style. when the song and style are  played back simultaneously, the  tempo of the style is automatically  changed to match   the tempo of the  song, and is displayed here. this  tempo is used for recording when  recording a song or  accompaniment style. indicates the default (initial) tempo  setting for the currently selected  accompaniment style (unless the  tempo has been changed  manually).   free datasheet http:///

 psr-2000/1000 52 reference playing the demos the psr-2000/1000 is an extraordinarily versatile and sophisticated instrument, featuring a wide variety of dynamic  voices and rhythms, plus a wealth of advanced functions. three different types of demo songs have been specially  prepared showcasing the stunning sound and features of the psr-2000/1000. user enter exit balance function help menu demo sound creator digital recording mixing console digital studio direct access pa rt channel on/off freeze memory data entry organ flutes strings choir & pad guitar main back next left music finder layer i f j g h d a e b c bass piano & harpsi. e.piano xg upper octave woodwind percussion variation mono touch sustain dsp harmony/ echo left hold synth. brass organ & accordion voice effect voice one touch  setting registration memory mic. effect reset vocal harmony mic. setting vh type select talk over signal 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 transpose acmp standby on intro start/stop main ending / rit. auto fill in ots link sync. stop sync. start break ballad user latin pop &  rock rec rew ff start/stop top ballroom dance reset min max fade in/out tempo stop tap tempo reset new song sync. start song style march & waltz metro- nome extra tracks (style) (r) (l) track 2 track 1 repeat swing & jazz multi pad style control master volume pa rt function help menu demo back next i f j g h d a e b c 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 function help menu demo 2 -3 press one of these buttons  twice    once to select the  desired demo, and once  again to start it. 2 -2 use these to select  different display pages. press this to play back all demo songs/items continuously, starting  from the   rst item at the top left of the display. this is available only  from the function page. all of the available demos are played back in sequence, starting from the one  at top left. the  voice  and  style  pages do not have the  [auto]  button;  however, all demo songs are played back in sequence. pressing this button cancels the interactive features of the function demos  (otherwise available in step 3 below). 2 -1 use the [back][next] buttons to select the desired demo category.  function demos ....... these demonstrate each of the different functions on the psr-2000/1000. voice demos ............. these showcase the voices of the psr-2000/1000. style demos .............. these introduce you to the rhythms and accompaniment styles of the psr-2000/1000. 1 pressing the [demo] button  automatically plays back the demo songs  at random. 2  free datasheet http:///

 playing the demos 53 psr-2000/1000 exit e nd return to the main screen. i f j g h enter main back next left layer this example shows the sound system  in the function demo. 3 for the function demos, an introduction screen appears in the display and  the demo starts playing. select the desired word or item by using the  [dataentry]  dial, then press the [enter]  button or number buttons ([1  ], [2  ], etc.)   to call it up. use the  [back][next]  buttons in the introduction  screen to call up the previ- ous or next page. n press the song  [start/ stop]  button to stop the  demo song. to start the  demo again from the point  at which it was stopped,  press the song  [start/ stop]  button again.  rewind and fast-forward  can also be used with the  demo songs (page 78).  free datasheet http:///

 psr-2000/1000 54 voices the psr-2000/1000 gives you an enormous selection of authentic voices, including various keyboard instruments,  strings and brass ?and many, many more. user enter exit balance function help menu demo sound creator digital recording mixing console digital studio direct access pa rt channel on/off freeze memory data entry organ flutes strings choir & pad guitar main back next left music finder layer i f j g h d a e b c bass piano & harpsi. e.piano xg upper octave woodwind percussion variation mono touch sustain dsp harmony/ echo left hold synth. brass organ & accordion voice effect voice one touch  setting registration memory mic. effect reset vocal harmony mic. setting vh type select talk over signal 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 transpose acmp standby on intro start/stop main ending / rit. auto fill in ots link sync. stop sync. start break ballad user latin pop &  rock rec rew ff start/stop top ballroom dance reset min max fade in/out tempo stop tap tempo reset new song sync. start song style march & waltz metro- nome extra tracks (style) (r) (l) track 2 track 1 repeat swing & jazz multi pad style control master volume pa rt user organ flutes strings choir & pad guitar bass piano & harpsi. e.piano xg woodwind percussion synth. brass organ & accordion voice selecting a voice user organ flutes strings choir & pad guitar bass piano & harpsi. e.piano xg woodwind percussion synth. brass organ & accordion voice main left layer i f j g h 2 select the desired voice group. the voice you  re selecting  here belongs to the main  part, and is called the main  voice. (see page 56 for more  information.) yo u  ll want to hear the  main voice all by itself     so make sure that the  layer and left parts  are turned off. 1 press the [main] button to turn the main part on, then press [f] button to call  up the menu for selecting the main voice. when you select a voice  group, the last selected  voice will automatically be  selected.  turn main on.  free datasheet http:///

 voices 55 psr-2000/1000 voice characteristics the voice type and its de?ing characteristics are indicated above the voice name.  live! (psr-2000 only) these acoustic instrument sounds were sampled in stereo, to produce a truly authentic, rich sound ?full of  atmosphere and ambience. cool! these voices capture the dynamic textures and subtle nuances of electric instruments ?thanks to a huge amount  of memory and some very sophisticated programming. sweet! these acoustic instrument sounds also bene? from yamahas sophisticated technology ?and feature a sound so  ?ely detailed and natural, you?l swear youre playing the real thing! drum various drum and percussion sounds are assigned to individual keys, letting you play the sounds from the  keyboard. sfx various special effect sounds are assigned to individual keys, letting you play the sounds from the keyboard. organ flutes! (psr-2000 only) this authentic organ voice lets you use the sound creator to adjust the various footages and craft your own  original organ sounds. keyboard percussion when one of the drum of sfx kits is selected in the percussion voice group, various drum, percussion, and special  effect sounds are assigned to individual keys, letting you play the sounds from the keyboard. the various drums and  percussion instruments of the standard kit are indicated by symbols below the assigned keys. keep in mind that even  though different kits feature different sounds, some same-named sounds in different kits are identical. refer to the separate data list (drum/key assignment list) for a listing of the sounds in each drum/sfx kit.  e nd exit 4 play the keyboard to hear the  selected  voice. press this to return  to the  main   display. back next i f j g h d a e b c 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 3 -3 select the voice. 3 -1 select the  memory  location of  the voice  (preset/ user/ floppy  disk). press this to start the  demo of the selected  voice. to stop the demo  at any time, press this  button again. press this to call up the display for selecting the voice group.  indicates that the display is for  selecting the main voice (page 25). 3 -2 select the  various pages  in the current  voice group. 3 selecting a voice automati- cally selects the best-suited  effect and other settings for  that particular voice. you can  disable this so that settings  are not automatically  selected (page 143).  n you can set how much the  volume of the voice changes  according to your playing  strength (page 141). n for a list of the available  voices, refer to the separate  data list. n you can set whether the  voice bank and program  change numbers (  msb- lsb-program change num- ber   at the right above the  voice name) are displayed or  not (page 149). n xg  is a major enhancement  of the gm system level 1 for- mat, and was developed by  yamaha specially to provide  more voices and variations,  as well as greater expressive  control over voices and  effects, and to ensure com- patibility of data well into the  future.  free datasheet http:///

 voices psr-2000/1000 56 the psr-2000/1000 lets you set three voices for simultaneous play: main, layer, and left. by effectively combining  these three, you can create richly textured, multi-instrument setups for your performance. playing a layer of two voices playing two voices separately ?on the left  and right sections of the keyboard playing three different voices ?one on the  left section of the keyboard, plus a layer of  two on the right  layer    layering two different voices layer/left ?playing several sounds simultaneously user enter exit balance function help menu demo sound creator digital recording mixing console digital studio direct access pa rt channel on/off freeze memory data entry organ flutes strings choir & pad guitar main back next left music finder layer i f j g h d a e b c bass piano & harpsi. e.piano xg upper octave woodwind percussion variation mono touch sustain dsp harmony/ echo left hold synth. brass organ & accordion voice effect voice one touch  setting registration memory mic. effect reset vocal harmony mic. setting vh type select talk over signal 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 transpose acmp standby on intro start/stop main ending / rit. auto fill in ots link sync. stop sync. start break ballad user latin pop &  rock rec rew ff start/stop top ballroom dance reset min max fade in/out tempo stop tap tempo reset new song sync. start song style march & waltz metro- nome extra tracks (style) (r) (l) track 2 track 1 repeat swing & jazz multi pad style control master volume pa rt main left layer layer part main part left part main part split point left range right range left part main part split point layer part left range right range i f j g h main left layer exit e nd 1 press this to  turn the layer  function on.  to   turn it off, press  the button again. there is an alternate way for  quickly selecting both the  main and layer voices  from the panel: while hold- ing down one panel  voice   button, press a second  voice  button. the   rst  selected voice becomes the  main voice, and the second  becomes the layer. 2 select layer with the [g] button. press the same  button to call up the voice display, from which you  can select  the speci? voice you want to play in a  layer with the main voice.  the method of selecting a  voice here is the same as that in  voice (main)  display (page 54). press this to  return to the  main  display.  free datasheet http:///

 voices 57 psr-2000/1000 left    setting separate voices for the left and right sections of the keyboard this section of the panel lets you add a variety of effects to the voices you play on the keyboard.  touch this button turns the touch response of the keyboard on or off. when this is set to off, the same volume is produced no  matter how strongly or softly you play the keyboard.  sustain when this sustain feature is on, all notes played on the keyboard (main/layer parts only) have a longer sustain. you  can also set the sustain depth (page 90).  dsp the psr-2000/1000 features a variety of dynamic built-in digital effects, letting you  process the sound in various ways. you can use dsp to enhance the voices in subtle ways  ?such as by applying chorus to add animation and depth, or using a symphonic effect to  give the sound warmth and richness. dsp also has effects such as distortion that can  completely change the character of the sound. dsp is set for the currently selected part  (main/layer/left). i f j g h 1 set the left to  on.  press this  button again to  set it to off. main left layer 2 select left with the [h] button. press the same  button to call up the voice display, from which  you can select  the speci? voice you want to play  in a left.  how to select the voice is the same as the  way of  voice (main)  screen (page 54). the split point can be freely  set to any key on the key- board. (page 138). n each part ( main ,  layer ,  and  left ) can have its own  volume setting (page 61). n you can also use the layer  and left functions  together, to create a combi- nation layer/split.  to do this,  set separate voices for the  left and right sections of the  keyboard (as indicated), and  set up a layer of two different  voices on the right. exit e nd press this to  return to the  main  display. applying voice effects user enter exit balance function help menu demo sound creator digital recording mixing console digital studio direct access pa rt channel on/off freeze memory data entry organ flutes strings choir & pad guitar main back next left music finder layer i f j g h d a e b c bass piano & harpsi. e.piano xg upper octave woodwind percussion variation mono touch sustain dsp harmony/ echo left hold synth. brass organ & accordion voice effect voice one touch  setting registration memory mic. effect reset vocal harmony mic. setting vh type select talk over signal 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 transpose acmp standby on intro start/stop main ending / rit. auto fill in ots link sync. stop sync. start break ballad user latin pop &  rock rec rew ff start/stop top ballroom dance reset min max fade in/out tempo stop tap tempo reset new song sync. start song style march & waltz metro- nome extra tracks (style) (r) (l) track 2 track 1 repeat swing & jazz multi pad style control master volume pa rt variation mono touch sustain dsp harmony/ echo left hold voice effect press one of the effect buttons to turn the corresponding effects on. press it again to turn the effect off.   for explanations on each of the effects, see below. the  dsp  and  variation   effect types and the their  depth can be selected and  adjusted in the  mixing con- sole  display (page 124).   free datasheet http:///

 voices psr-2000/1000 58  variation this control changes the variation effect settings, letting you alter some aspect of the effect, depending on the selected  type. for example, when the rotary speaker effect is selected (page 124), this lets you switch the rotor speed between  slow and fast.   harmony/echo this control adds harmony or echo effects to the voices played on the right hand section  of the keyboard (page 143).  mono this control determines whether the voice is played monophonically (only one note at a  time) or polyphonically for each part (main/layer/left). this is set to mono when the  lamp is lit, and set to polyphonic when the lamp is off. when set to mono, only the last  note played will sound. this lets you play wind instrument voices more realistically.  depending on the selected voice, the mono setting also lets you effectively use the  portamento effect, when playing in legato.   left hold this function causes the left part voice to be held even when the keys are released ?the  same effect as when the sustain pedal is pressed. this function is especially effective when  used with the auto accompaniment. for example, if you play and release a chord in the  auto accompaniment section of the keyboard (with the left part on and the left voice set  to strings), the strings part sustains, adding a natural richness to the overall  accompaniment sound. use the psr-2000/1000 pitch bend  wheel to bend notes up (roll the wheel away  from you) or down (roll the wheel toward  you) while playing the keyboard. the pitch  bend wheel is self-centering and will  automatically return to normal pitch when  released. the modulation function applies a vibrato  effect to notes played on the keyboard (psr- 2000). moving the modulation wheel  all the way towards yourself minimizes the  depth of the effect, while rotating it away  from yourself increases it. the [upper octave] button allows the main and layer parts to be simultaneously  transposed up or down by one octave. you can add special empha- sis to melody lines you play  over chords by using the  layer function with a mono- phonic voice. set the main  voice to play polyphonically  and set the layer voice to  play monophonically  (mono). in this case, the  melody you play    including  the top notes of any chords    sounds monophonically. try this using the following  voices.  main voice : brass section  (polyphonic) +  layer voice :  sweet trump (monophonic) the portamento effect creates  a smooth pitch glide between  successively played notes. pitch bend wheel & modulation wheel pitch bend the maximum pitch bend  range can be changed  (page 123). modulation in order to avoid accidentally  applying modulation set the  depth to its minimum setting. adjusting the octave setting more detailed octave-related  settings for each part can be  made by using the mixing  console function  (page 123). upper octave reset  free datasheet http:///

 59 psr-2000/1000 styles the psr-2000/1000 features styles (accompaniment patterns) in a variety of different musical genres including pops,  jazz, latin and dance. to use it, all you have to do is play the chords with your left hand as you perform and the  selected accompaniment style (style) matching your music will automatically play along, instantly following the chords  you play. try selecting some of the different styles (refer to separate data list (style list) ) and play them. user enter exit balance function help menu demo sound creator digital recording mixing console digital studio direct access pa rt channel on/off freeze memory data entry organ flutes strings choir & pad guitar main back next left music finder layer i f j g h d a e b c bass piano & harpsi. e.piano xg upper octave woodwind percussion variation mono touch sustain dsp harmony/ echo left hold synth. brass organ & accordion voice effect voice one touch  setting registration memory mic. effect reset vocal harmony mic. setting vh type select talk over signal 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 transpose acmp standby on intro start/stop main ending / rit. auto fill in ots link sync. stop sync. start break ballad user latin pop &  rock rec rew ff start/stop top ballroom dance reset min max fade in/out tempo stop tap tempo reset new song sync. start song style march & waltz metro- nome extra tracks (style) (r) (l) track 2 track 1 repeat swing & jazz multi pad style control master volume pa rt acmp intro start/stop main ending / rit. auto fill in ots link sync. stop sync. start break style control playing a style back next i f j g h d a e b c 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 user enter exit balance function help menu demo sound creator digital recording mixing console digital studio direct access pa rt channel on/off freeze memory data entry organ flutes strings choir & pad guitar main back next left music finder layer i f j g h d a e b c bass piano & harpsi. e.piano xg upper octave woodwind percussion variation mono touch sustain dsp harmony/ echo left hold synth. brass organ & accordion voice effect voice one touch  setting registration memory mic. effect reset vocal harmony mic. setting vh type select talk over signal 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 transpose acmp standby on intro start/stop main ending / rit. auto fill in ots link sync. stop sync. start break ballad user latin pop &  rock rec rew ff start/stop top ballroom dance reset min max fade in/out tempo stop tap tempo reset new song sync. start song style march & waltz metro- nome extra tracks (style) (r) (l) track 2 track 1 repeat swing & jazz multi pad style control master volume pa rt ballad user latin pop &  rock ballroom dance style march & waltz swing & jazz 2 -2 select a style. 2 -1 select a location  (preset, user,  floppy disk) for  saving the style. when you've opened a lower directory's  display, this button (up) lets you call up  the next higher directory, from which you  can select style groups. 1 2 for a list of the available  accompaniment styles,  refer to the separate  data list.  free datasheet http:///

 styles psr-2000/1000 60 acmp intro break style control acmp intro start/stop main ending / rit. auto fill in ots link sync. stop sync. start break style control acmp intro start/stop main ending / rit. auto fill in ots link sync. stop sync. start break style control auto accompaniment section split point e nd when the [acmp] button is set to on, you can play/indicate chords from the auto  accompaniment section of the keyboard. (depending on the settings, this may be  the range of the left voice, or the entire keyboard.)  turn sync. (synchronized) start on. the tempo can be adjusted  using the tempo [ ][ ] or  [tap tempo]  button.  if you tap the  [tap tempo]   button, the tempo will adjust to  the same speed that you tapped. you can set the key range  for auto accompaniment  (page 138).  you can begin the rhythm  channels (tracks) of the  style by pressing the  [start/stop]  button.  the rhythm channels of  the style can also be  started by tapping the  [tap tempo]  button.  with the style stopped,  tap the  [tap tempo]   button three, four or   ve  times (three for 3/4 time,  four for 2/4 or 4/4 time,   ve for 5/4 time). when you simultaneously  play back accompaniment  styles with a song, the  accompaniment parts  recorded to the song (chan- nels 9 - 16) are temporarily  replaced by the selected  accompaniment style    let- ting you try out and use dif- ferent accompaniment with  the song (page 77). turn acmp off. 3 4 5 6 sync. start enabling this lets you start  the style simply by playing  the keyboard. as soon as you play a chord with the auto accompaniment section, the style starts.   for details about chord   ngerings, refer to page 62. accompaniment style characteristics the de  ning characteristics of some of the accompaniment styles are indicated above the relevant style names in the open/save display.   session! these styles provide even greater realism and authentic backing by mixing in original chord types and changes, as well as speci al riffs with  chord changes, with the main sections. these have been programmed to add   spice   and a professional touch to your performances of  certain songs and in certain genres. as a result, the styles may not necessarily be appropriate    or even harmonically correct    for all  songs and for all chord playing. in some cases for example, playing a simple major triad may result in a seventh chord, or play ing an on-bass  chord may result in incorrect or unexpected accompaniment. piano combo! (floppy disk) these accompaniment styles feature a basic piano trio (piano, bass, and drums), augmented in some cases with other instruments.  since  this is a small combo sound, the accompaniment backing is appropriately sparse, making it useful and effective for a wide varie ty of songs. start/stop sync. stop sync. start stop the style.  free datasheet http:///

 styles 61 psr-2000/1000 playing a style  s rhythm channels only adjusting the volume balance/channel muting acmp intro start/stop main ending / rit. auto fill in ots link sync. stop sync. start break style control rhythm starts. 1 select a style (page 59). the rhythm channels are  part of the styles. each style  has different rhythm pat- terns. set to off. 3 play along with the rhythm playback. the tempo can be adjusted using the  tempo [ ][ ]  or  [tap tempo]  buttons.  if you tap the  [tap tempo]  button, the tempo will adjust to the same speed that  you tapped. 2 press the style  [start/stop]  button  again to stop the rhythm playback. e nd you can also start the  rhythm simply by playing a  key on the keyboard, if sync  start is enabled (turn on the  [sync.start]  button). balance pa rt channel on/off balance display adjust the output level of the part.  parts played from the  keyboard (main/layer/ left) style part (auto  accompaniment section) song part mic part multi pad part channel on/off display   call up the style display by pressing the  [channel on/off]  button, then turn the instrument you want to cancel off. to listen to  only one instrument by itself, hold down the appropriate button for  the channel to set the channel to solo. to cancel solo, simply  press the appropriate channel button again. channel  refers to the midi channel  in the song data (page 157).  the channels are assigned  as shown below.   song     1 - 16   accompaniment style     9 - 16 call up the  balance   display. call up the  channel on/ off  display.  free datasheet http:///

 styles psr-2000/1000 62 the style playback can be controlled by the chords you play in the keys to the left of the split point. there are 7 types of  ?gerings as described below. go to the chord fingering page (page 139), and select the chord fingerings. the  page shows how to play chords with your left hand. single finger single finger accompaniment makes it simple to produce beautifully orchestrated accompaniment using major,  seventh, minor and minor-seventh chords by pressing a minimum number of keys on the auto accompaniment section  of the keyboard. the abbreviated chord ?gerings described below are used. multi finger the multi finger mode automatically detects single finger or fingered chord ?gerings,  so you can use either type of ?gering without having to switch ?gering modes. if you  want to play minor, seventh, or minor-seventh chords using the single finger  operation in the multi finger mode, always press the closest white/black key(s) to the  root of the chord. fingered this mode lets you produce accompaniment by playing full chords on the auto  accompaniment section of the keyboard. the fingered mode recognizes the various  chord types listed on the next page. fingered on bass this mode accepts the same ?gerings as the fingered mode, but the lowest note  played in the auto accompaniment section of the keyboard is used as the bass note,  allowing you to play ?n bass?chords. for example, to indicate a c-on-e chord, play a c  major chord with e as the lowest note (e, g, c). full keyboard this method detects chords in the entire key range. chords are detected in a way similar  to fingered, even if you split the notes between your left and right hands ?for example,  playing a bass note with your left hand and a chord with your right, or by playing a chord  with your left hand and a melody note with your right. ai fingered this mode is basically the same as fingered, with the exception that less than three  notes can be played to indicate the chords (based on the previously played chord, etc.). ai full keyboard when this advanced auto accompaniment mode is engaged, the psr-2000/1000 will automatically create appropriate  accompaniment while you play just about anything, anywhere on the keyboard using both hands. you dont have to  worry about specifying the accompaniment chords. although the ai full keyboard mode is designed to work with many  songs, some arrangements may not be suitable for use with this feature. this mode is similarto full keyboard, with the exception that less than three notes can be played to indicate the  chords (based on the previously played chord, etc.). 9 th  and 11 th  chords cannot be played. chord fingerings for a major chord,  press the root key only. for a minor chord,  simultaneously press the root key  and a black key to its left. for a seventh chord,  simultaneously press the root  key and a white key to its left. for a minor-seventh chord,  simultaneously press the  root key and both a white and black key to its left. chord detection in the ai  full keyboard mode occurs  at approximately 8th-note  intervals. extremely short  chords    less than an 8th  note in length    may not be  detected. in full keyboard mode,  chords are detected based  on the lowest and second  lowest notes you play. if the  two lowest notes fall within a  single octave, those two  notes determine the chord. if  the lowest note and the sec- ond lowest note are sepa- rated by more than one  octave, the lowest note  becomes the bass and the  chord is determined from the  second lowest note and the  other notes played in the  same octave. ai arti  cial intelligence  free datasheet http:///

 styles 63 psr-2000/1000 * only this voicing (inversion) is recognized. other chords not marked with an asterisk can be played in any inversion. chord name [abbreviation] normal voicing display for root   c  major [m] 1 - 3 - 5 c ninth [9] 1 - 2 - 3 - 5 c9 sixth [6] 1 - (3) - 5 - 6 c6 sixth ninth [6 9 ] 1 - 2 - 3 - (5) - 6 or 3 - 6 - 2* c6 9 major seventh [m7] 1 - 3 - (5) - 7 cm7 major seventh ninth [m7 9 ] 1 - 2 - 3 - (5)j - 7 cm7 9 major seventh add sharp eleventh [m7 11 ] 1 - (2) - 3 -  4 - 5 - 7 or 1 - 2 - 3 -  4 - (5) - 7 cm7 11 flatted   fth [ 5] 1 - 3 -  5 c 5 major seventh   atted   fth [m7 5 ] 1 - 3 -  5 - 7 cm7 5 suspended fourth [sus4] 1 - 4 - 5 csus4 augmented [aug] 1 - 3 -  5 caug major seventh augmented [m7aug] 1 - (3) -  5 - 7 cm7aug minor [m] 1 -  3 - 5 cm minor ninth [m9] 1 - 2 -  3 - 5 cm9 minor sixth [m6] 1 -  3 - 5 - 6 cm6 minor seventh [m7] 1 -  3 - (5) -  7 cm7 minor seventh ninth [m7 9 ] 1 - 2 -  3 - (5) -  7 or  3 -  7 - 2 cm7 9 minor seventh eleventh [m7 11 ] 1 - (2) -  3 - 4 - 5 - ( 7) cm7 11 minor major seventh [mm7] 1 -  3 - (5) - 7 cmm7 minor major seventh ninth [mm7 9 ] 1 - 2 -  3 - (5) - 7 cmm7 9 minor seventh   atted   fth [m7 5 ] 1 -  3 -  5 -  7 cm7 5 minor major seventh   atted   fth [mm7 5 ] 1 -  3 -  5 - 7 cmm7 5 diminished [dim] 1 -  3 -  5 cdim diminished seventh [dim7] 1 -  3 -  5 - 6 cdim7 seventh [7] 1 - 3 - (5) -  7 or 1 - (3) - 5 -  7 c7 seventh   atted ninth [7 9 ] 1 -  2 - 3 - (5) -  7 c7 9 seventh add   atted thirteenth [7 13 ] 1 - 3 - 5 -  6 -  7 c7 13 seventh ninth [7 9 ] 1 - 2 - 3 - (5) -  7 or 3 -  7 - 2* c7 9 seventh add sharp eleventh [7 11 ] 1 - (2) - 3 -  4 - 5 -  7 or 1 - 2 - 3 -  4 - (5) -  7 c7 11 seventh add thirteenth [7 13 ] 1 - 3 - (5) - 6 -  7 or 3 - 6 -  7 c7 13 seventh sharp ninth [7 9 ] 1 -  2 - 3 - (5) -  7 c7 9 seventh   atted   fth [7 5 ] 1 - 3 -  5 -  7 c7 5 seventh augmented [7aug] 1 - 3 -  5 -  7 c7aug seventh suspended fourth [7sus4] 1 - 4 - 5 -  7 c7sus4 suspended second [sus2] 1 - 2 - 5 csus2 chord types recognized in the fingered mode (example for   c   chords) c cm c7 (    ) cm7 (    ) c9 c6    9 (    ) caug cm6 cm7 (    ) cm7      5 cmm7      5 cm7   9 (    ) cm9 cmm7 (    ) cmm7    9 (    ) cdim cdim7 c7   9 (    ) c7   13 (    ) c7      9 (    ) c7      13 csus4 c7      5 c6 (    ) (    ) cm7   9 cm7      11 (    ) cm7      5 c      5 (    ) c7      11 c7      9 (    ) c7aug cm7   11 (    ) (    ) cm7aug (    ) c7sus4 csus2  notes in parentheses can  be omitted.  for fingered, fin- gered on bass, and ai  fingered, if you play  any three adjacent keys  (including black keys), the  chord sound will be can- celed and only the rhythm  instruments will continue  playing (chord cancel  function). this let you play  back only the rhythm.  playing two same root  keys in the adjacent  octaves produces accom- paniment based only on  the root.  a perfect   fth (1 + 5) pro- duces accompaniment  based on the root and the   fth.  the auto accompaniment  style will sometimes not  change when related  chords are played in  sequence (e.g. some  minor chords followed by  the minor seventh).  you can also have the  psr-2000/1000   teach    you how to play fingered  chords. from the chord  fingering display  (page 139), specify the  chord you want to learn,  and the notes you should  press are indicated in the  display.                                            free datasheet http:///

 styles psr-2000/1000 64 the psr-2000/1000 features various types of auto accompaniment sections that allow  you to vary the arrangement of the style. they are: intro, main, break and ending. by  switching among them as you play, you can easily produce the dynamic elements of a  professional-sounding arrangement in your performance. arranging the style pattern   (sections: main a/b/c/d, intro, ending, break) you can also use this func- tion to play only rhythms  (page 61). acmp intro start/stop main ending / rit. auto fill in ots link sync. stop sync. start break style control auto accompaniment section split point acmp intro start/stop main ending / rit. auto fill in ots link sync. stop sync. start break style control 1 select a style (page 59). 2 -1 turn the acmp function on. 2 -2 press the  [intro]  button. to cancel the intro section  before starting the style, press the  [intro]  button again. 2 -3 turn the sync. start function on. 3 the intro section starts as soon as you play a key in the auto  accompaniment section of the keyboard, and changes to the main section. 4 press this button to add breaks.  if you press the  [intro]   button, you can play back  an intro section while an  accompaniment is play- ing.  you can dynamically con- trol the level of the  accompaniment by how  softly or strongly you play  the keys in the auto  accompaniment section  of the keyboard  (page 138).  if you press the  [sync.  start]  button while an  accompaniment is play- ing, the accompaniment  will stop and the psr- 2000/1000 will enter syn- chronized start standby  status.  you can also change  style sections by using  the pedal (page 139).  the break section lets  you add dynamic varia- tions and breaks in the  rhythm of the accompani- ment, to make your per- formance sound even  more professional. if you  press the  [break]  but- ton while an accompani- ment is playing, the   ll-in  will play back for one  measure.  the indicator of the desti- nation section (main a/ b/c/d) will   ash while the  break is playing.  when the  [auto fillin]  button is set to on and the  main [a][b] [c][d]  but- ton is pressed after the   nal half beat (eighth  note) of the measure, the   ll-in will begin from the  next measure. 2  section button indications     [break] ,  [intro] ,  [main] ,  [ending]  but- tons led is green    the section is not  selected. led is red    the section is cur- rently selected. led is off    no section data; the  section cannot be  played. main sections can be shifted.  free datasheet http:///

 styles 65 psr-2000/1000 stopping the style playback while releasing keys (sync. stop) when the synchro stop function is engaged, accompaniment playback will stop  completely when all keys in the auto accompaniment section of the keyboard are released.  accompaniment playback will start again as soon as the key in the auto accompaniment  section is played. fade-in/fade-out the accompaniment style also include a convenient fade-in/fade-out function that  gradually fades in and fades out the accompaniment. to start the style with a fade-in,  press the  [fade in/out]  button, then turn sync. start on. to cancel the fade-in  before starting the style, press the button again.  to fade out and stop the style, press this button while the style is playing. the time of the  fade-in/fade-out can also be set (page 148).  styles can also be started  by pressing the  style  [start/stop]  button.  you can select the intro  and ending type by press- ing the  [e]  button in the  main  window ( page 66 ).  if you press the  [intro]   button while the ending is  playing, the intro section  will begin playing after the  ending is   nished.  when the  [auto fillin]  button is set to on and you  press a  main  button while  the ending is playing,   ll-in  accompaniment will  immediately start playing,  continuing with the main  section.  you can begin the accom- paniment by using the  ending instead of the intro  section. in this case, the  auto accompaniment  doesn  t stop when the  ending is   nished.  if you select a different  style while the style is not  playing, the   default    tempo for that style is also  selected. if the accompa- niment is playing, the  same tempo is maintained  even if you select a differ- ent style.  when  stop acmp  is set  to on and the accompani- ment is not playing, you  can play both chords and  bass in the auto accom- paniment section in the  keyboard (page 138). acmp intro start/stop main ending / rit. auto fill in ots link sync. stop sync. start break style control this switches to the ending section. when the ending is   nished, the style stops  automatically. you can have the ending gradually slow down (ritardando) by  pressing the same  [ending/rit.]  button again while the ending is playing back. 5 auto accompaniment section split point e nd 1 turn acmp (accompaniment) on. acmp intro start/stop main ending / rit. auto fill in ots link sync. stop sync. start break style control 2 turn sync. stop on.  sync. start is also automatically set to on when  sync. stop is turned on. 3 as soon as you play a chord with your left hand, the auto accompaniment  starts. you can also use the sync.  stop function by pressing  the auto accompaniment  section/left-hand range  brie  y (page 138). 4 the auto accompaniment stops when you release your left hand from the keys. 5 playing a chord with your left  hand automatically restarts the  auto accompaniment. press the [sync. stop]/ [sync. start] button  again to stop the  accompaniment. synchro stop cannot be set  to on when the   ngering  mode is set to full key- board/ai full keyboard or  the auto accompaniment on  the panel is set to off.  free datasheet http:///

 styles psr-2000/1000 66 selecting intro and ending types (intro/ending) playing fill-in patterns automatically when  changing accompaniment sections    auto fill in d a e b c d e select a intro select a ending 3 play the style using  the intro or ending  section (page 30, 31). 1 2 to call up the  [main]  dis- play,   rst press the  [direct  access]  button, then press  the  [exit]  button. fill a short phrase used to add  variation to the style. acmp intro start/stop main ending / rit. auto fill in ots link sync. stop sync. start break style control 1 2 play the style and switch among the accompaniment sections as they play  (page 30, 31). fill-in patterns play automatically between each change in the main  sections. you can also add a   ll-in by  pressing the selected main  button again. to cancel the auto fill, press the [auto fillin] button again. you can temporarily disable  auto fill in during a perfor- mance by pressing the next  main section  s button twice  quickly.  e nd  free datasheet http:///

 styles 67 psr-2000/1000 the convenient one touch setting function makes it easy for you to select voices and effects that are appropriate to the style  youre playing. each preset style has four pre-programmed panel setups that you can select by pressing a single button.  appropriate panel setting for the selected style   (one touch setting) user enter exit balance function help menu demo sound creator digital recording mixing console digital studio direct access pa rt channel on/off freeze memory data entry organ flutes strings choir & pad guitar main back next left music finder layer i f j g h d a e b c bass piano & harpsi. e.piano xg upper octave woodwind percussion variation mono touch sustain dsp harmony/ echo left hold synth. brass organ & accordion voice effect voice one touch  setting registration memory mic. effect reset vocal harmony mic. setting vh type select talk over signal 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 transpose acmp standby on intro start/stop main ending / rit. auto fill in ots link sync. stop sync. start break ballad user latin pop &  rock rec rew ff start/stop top ballroom dance reset min max fade in/out tempo stop tap tempo reset new song sync. start song style march & waltz metro- nome extra tracks (style) (r) (l) track 2 track 1 repeat swing & jazz multi pad style control master volume pa rt one touch  setting acmp intro start/stop main ending / rit. auto fill in ots link sync. stop sync. start break style control one touch  setting 1 select a style (page 59). 2 press one of the one touch setting buttons ([1] - [4]).  one touch  setting led is green     the one touch setting is not selected. led is off     no one touch  setting data. the button is  not available. led is red     the one touch setting is currently selected. 3 as soon as you play a  chord with your left  hand, the auto  accompaniment starts. auto accompaniment section split point 4 stop the auto accompaniment. 5 try out other one touch setting setups. you can also create your own one  touch setting setups (page 68). various settings (such as voices, effects, etc.) that match the selected  style can be instantly recalled. when the style is not playing, auto  accompaniment and sync. start will automatically be turned on. for details about the one touch setting parameters, refer to the  separate data list (parameter chart).  free datasheet http:///

 styles psr-2000/1000 68 automatically changing one touch settings with the sections    ots link the convenient ots (one touch setting) link function lets you automatically have one touch settings change when  you select a different main section (a - d). registering the panel controls in one touch setting (one touch setting) this section covers how to create your own one touch setting setups (four setups per style). for a list of one touch  setting setup parameters, refer to the separate data list (parameter chart).  auto fill in ots link 1 2 when you switch among the main sections (a  - d), the corresponding one touch setting will  be called up automatically. the main sections a, b, c, and d correspond  to one touch settings 1, 2, 3, and 4,  respectively. the one touch settings  can be set to change with  the sections in one of two  different timings (page 138):  immediately when you  press a section button.  at the next measure (in  an accompaniment  style), after you press a  section button. to cancel the ots link function, press the [ots link] button again. e nd memory one touch  setting 1 select a style. 2 set up the panel controls  such as selecting a voice  as required. 3 press the [memory]  button. e nd a message prompting you to save the current style will appear. select ?es? to call up the style display, then save the panel settings (page 38, 44). unless you store the panel  settings here, the registered  settings will be deleted  when you select a different  accompaniment style. 4 press one of the one touch setting buttons:[1] through [4]. the items you can register in a one touch setting are voice, harmony, multi pad and pedal settings.  free datasheet http:///

 styles 69 psr-2000/1000 the music finder feature lets you instantly call up the appropriate settings for the  instrument ?including voice, style, and one touch settings ?simply by selecting the  desired song title. if you want to play a certain song but dont know which style and voice  settings would be appropriate, the convenient music finder function will help you out.  the recommended settings, which together make up a ?ecord,?can also be edited and  stored. this lets you create and save your own music finder records for future recall. calling up ideal setups for your music ?music finder the music finder records  and its contents is just one  example of the recom- mended panel setups. you  can also create your own  music finder settings for  your favorite songs and  genres. keep in mind that music  finder is a performance aid  in that it automatically   nds  appropriate accompaniment  styles and voices for your  playing. even though you  can specify song titles, it  does not actually contain  song data.  user enter exit balance function help menu demo sound creator digital recording mixing console digital studio direct access pa rt channel on/off freeze memory data entry organ flutes strings choir & pad guitar main back next left music finder layer i f j g h d a e b c bass piano & harpsi. e.piano xg upper octave woodwind percussion variation mono touch sustain dsp harmony/ echo left hold synth. brass organ & accordion voice effect voice one touch  setting registration memory mic. effect reset vocal harmony mic. setting vh type select talk over signal 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 transpose acmp standby on intro start/stop main ending / rit. auto fill in ots link sync. stop sync. start break ballad user latin pop &  rock rec rew ff start/stop top ballroom dance reset min max fade in/out tempo stop tap tempo reset new song sync. start song style march & waltz metro- nome extra tracks (style) (r) (l) track 2 track 1 repeat swing & jazz multi pad style control master volume pa rt music finder i f j g h 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 music finder select a record.  for example, select the top  record by pressing the [1  ] button to call up  the recommended setups. the setting data shown here is referred to as a   record.  all .......................... show all records. favorite .............. show the records that have added to the   favorite   page. search1,2 ........... show the results by search function ( page 70 ). sorting the records music ...... the record is sorted by song title. style ....... the record is sorted by style name. beat ........ the record is sorted by beat. tempo ..... the record is sorted by tempo. change the order of the records  (ascending or descending). add the selected record to   favorite (bookmark)   page   when you press the  [h]  button, the   add selected  data to the favorite list? yes/no   message will be  displayed. select  [yes]  to add the selected page to   favorite   page. search record(s).  enter the condition of the search in the  music finder search  display ( page 70 ). the results of  search 1  or  2  appear in the   search 1   or   search 2    page respectively. call up the music finder record edit (page 71) display  (for editing the selected record). turn tempo lock on/off.   tempo lock  function lets you avoid  changing the tempo during style playback when selecting another  record. the on/off setting affects all pages ( all/favorite/ search 1/search 2 ). select a record by style name. when  sorting the records by style name, press  these buttons to move the cursor to the  next /previous style. simultaneously  press the [  ] buttons to move the  cursor to the   rst record. select a  record by  song title. when sorting  records by  song title, use  the [1  ] but- ton to skip up  or down  through the  songs alpha- betically.  simulta- neously press  the [  ] but- tons to move  the cursor to  the   rst  record. show the  number of  records of  each page. 1 2 3 play the style (page 60). records can be selected by  using the  [data entry]   dial and pressing the  [enter]  button.  free datasheet http:///

 styles psr-2000/1000 70 searching the ideal setups    music finder search you can search the record by music title or keywords. the results appears in the display.  [a] music searches by music or song title. press this button to call up the display for  inputting the song title. when you enter the song title (page 45), the search function calls up all  records that contain the entered word or words.  [b] keyword searches by keyboard. press this button to call up the display for inputting the  keyword. when you enter the keyword (page 45), the search function calls up all records that contain the entered word or words.  you can search several different keywords simultaneously by inserting a separator (comma) between each. the search  function ?ds and displays all records that contain at least one match in the keywords.  [c] style searches by style name. press this button to call up the  style file select  display. press  the  [a]  through  [j]  button in the display to select the desired accompaniment style. this  convenient function lets you ?d all songs that use a certain accompaniment style.  [d] beat searches by beat or rhythmic feel.  [e] search area selects a speci? location for searching. you can further narrow down your search by using the search 1 and 2  selections.  [f]~[h] clear clears the entered item at left.  [1  ] tempo from you can also narrow your search by specifying a tempo range. this lets you set the minimum tempo for the search. press  the [  ] buttons simultaneously to instantly reset the tempo value to the minimum.  [2  ]tempo to you can also narrow your search by specifying a tempo range. this lets you set the maximum tempo for the search.  press the [  ] buttons simultaneously to instantly reset the tempo value to the maximum.  [3  ]~[5  ] genre selects the speci? music genre for searching. the available range includes all genres (any), the preset genres, and any  genres youve entered yourself (page 69).  [8  ] cancel press this to cancel the operation and return to the previous display. i f j g h d a e b c 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 start searching the record.  the results that satisfy all  the conditions appear in the  search  page. for details  about the search settings in  this display, see below. 1 press the  [i]  (search 1)  button or   [j]  (search 2)  button in the  music finder  display. 2 enter the  conditions for  the search (see  below), then  start search by  using  [start  search]  button. the style file select  display can only be used to  select the style name for  searching; it cannot be used  to call up the actual accom- paniment style.  free datasheet http:///

 styles 71 psr-2000/1000 editing records    music finder record edit from this display, you can call up existing records and edit them to suit your  preferences. you can even use this to create your own music finder records.  [a] music selects the music or song title for editing. press the button to call up the  display for inputting the music or song title, then edit the name as desired.  [b] keyword selects the keyword for editing. press the button to call up the display for  inputting the keyword, then edit it as desired. you can enter several different keywords by inserting a separator (comma)  between each.  [c] style selects the style name for editing. always enter the name when a new record is registered.  press the button to call up the  style file select  display. press the  [a]  through  [j]  button  in the display to select the desired ?e you want to change/clear/register.   [d] beat selects the beat (time signature) for editing. when another ?e is selected by pressing the  [c]  button, the current beat setting is replaced with the beat setting of the selected ?e.  [e] favorite adds the selected record to the  favorite  page (page 69).  [f]~[h] clear clears the entered item at left.  [i] delete record clears the selected record. the deleted record number becomes empty. when you press this button, a message appears  prompting you to execute, abort or cancel the operation. yes .................. press this to clear the record and close the display. no .................. press this to close the display without clearing the record. cancel ........... press this to close the message box and return to the previous display. you can also change/clear a  preset record. to avoid chang- ing/clearing the record, register  the record as a new record  after editing. i f j g h d a e b c 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 press the [8   ] (record edit) button in the music finder display. 2 change/clear the record data. you can also register new records. for  details about all settings and operations, see below. all music finder records can be  stored together as a single   le  (page 151). when calling up a  stored   le, a message appears  prompting you to replace or  append the records as desired.  replace: all music finder records cur- rently in the instrument are  deleted and replaced with the  records of the selected   le.  append: the records called up are  added to the vacant record  numbers. the style file select  display can only be used to  select the style name for  record editing; it cannot be  used to call up the actual  accompaniment style. keep in mind that the beat  setting made here is only for  the music finder search  function; this does not affect  the actual beat setting of the  accompaniment style itself.  free datasheet http:///

 styles psr-2000/1000 72  [j] new record registers a new record. the smallest available empty record number is used for registering.  when you press this button, a message appears prompting you to execute, abort or cancel  the operation. yes .................. press this to register the record and close the display. no .................. press this to close the display without registering the record. cancel ........... press this to close the message box and return to the previous display.  [1  ] tempo determines the tempo for the selected style. when changing the style with the [c] button, the tempo is automatically  changed to that of the changed style.  [3  ]~[5  ] genre indicates and changes the genre to which the selected record is assigned. the available range includes all preset genres  as well as any youve entered yourself.  [6  ] genre name for entering a genre name. press the button to call up the display for inputting  the genre name, then edit the name as desired. a maximum of 200 genre  names can be stored. the genre name you input becomes effective when the current record is edited (overwritten) by pressing the [8  ] (ok)  button, or when a new record is registered by pressing the [j] (new record) button. if you exit from the music finder edit display without actually editing or registering a record, the input genre name  is deleted.  [8  ] ok executes all editing and changes to the record. when you press this button, a message appears prompting you to  execute, abort or cancel the operation. yes .................. press this to replace the record and close the display. no .................. press this to close the display without replacing the record. cancel ........... press this to close the message box and return to the previous display.  [8  ] cancel press this to cancel the operation and return to the  music finder  display. the maximum number of  records is 2500 (psr-2000)/  1200 (psr-1000), including  internal records. to maintain the edited and registered data, make sure to save all music finder records as a   le (page 151). if no saved, the data will  be lost when another music finder   le is called up or the factory-programmed settings are restored (page 151).  free datasheet http:///

 73 psr-2000/1000 the multi pads the psr-2000/1000 multi pads can be used to play a number of short pre-recorded rhythmic and melodic sequences  that can be used to add impact and variety to your keyboard performances. 1 select the desired bank in the multi pad bank display (page 38). 2 press any of the multi pads. the corresponding phrase (in this case, for pad 4) starts playing back in its entirety as  soon as the pad is pressed.  the multi pad function provides two different ways to stop in the middle of the  phrase :   to stop all pads, press and release the  [stop]  button.   to stop speci? pads, simultaneously hold down the  [stop]  button and press the  pad or pads you wish to stop. 1 turn acmp on (page 60). 2 play a chord with your left hand and press any of the multi pads. in this example, the phrase for pad 1 will be transposed into f major before playing back.  try playing other chords and pressing the pads. keep in mind that you can also change chords while a pad is playing back. multi pads playing the multi pads  simply tap any of the multi  pads at any time to play  back the corresponding  phrase at the currently set  tempo.  you can even play two,  three, or four multi pads at  the same time.  pressing the pad during  its playback will stop play- ing and begin playing from  the top again. multi pad stop chord match multi pad stop split point auto accompaniment section the chord match on/off sta- tus depends on the selected  multi pad bank.  free datasheet http:///

 the multi pad psr-2000/1000 74 this function lets you copy individual multi pad settings from one multi pad bank to another. multi pad edit i f j g h d a e b c 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 select the desired multi pad(s). the same as the open/save  display on pages 41 and 44. calls up the upper  level directory page. open/save display for multi pads ( page 38 )  free datasheet http:///

 75 psr-2000/1000 song playback here you?l learn how to play back songs. songs include the internal songs of the instrument, performances youve  recorded yourself using the recording functions (page 92), and commercially available song data. you can use this  highly versatile feature in a variety of ways ?playing along on the keyboard with the recorded song. you can also  display the music notation (psr-2000 only) and lyrics in the lcd. if you connect a microphone to the psr-2000, you can sing along with the song or auto accompaniment and have  vocal harmony parts added automatically (page 128). disks having this logo mark feature song data compatible with gm (general  midi). disks having this logo mark feature song data compatible with yamahas xg  format. xg is a signi?ant enhancement of the ?m system level 1?standard,  providing more voices, greater editing control, and support for multiple effect  sections and effect types. disks having this logo mark feature song data compatible with yamahas doc  (disk orchestra collection) format. disks having this logo mark feature song data compatible with yamahas  original midi ?e format. user enter exit balance function help menu demo sound creator digital recording mixing console digital studio direct access pa rt channel on/off freeze memory data entry organ flutes strings choir & pad guitar main back next left music finder layer i f j g h d a e b c bass piano & harpsi. e.piano xg upper octave woodwind percussion variation mono touch sustain dsp harmony/ echo left hold synth. brass organ & accordion voice effect voice one touch  setting registration memory mic. effect reset vocal harmony mic. setting vh type select talk over signal 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 transpose acmp standby on intro start/stop main ending / rit. auto fill in ots link sync. stop sync. start break ballad user latin pop &  rock rec rew ff start/stop top ballroom dance reset min max fade in/out tempo stop tap tempo reset new song sync. start song style march & waltz metro- nome extra tracks (style) (r) (l) track 2 track 1 repeat swing & jazz multi pad style control master volume pa rt rec rew ff start/stop top new song sync. start song metro- nome extra tracks (style) (r) (l) track 2 track 1 repeat compatible song types commercially available  music data is subject to  copyright restrictions, and is  intended only for your own  personal use. for more information on the  song   le types compatible  with the psr-2000/1000,  see page 159.  free datasheet http:///

 song playback psr-2000/1000 76 playing the internal songs song playback back next i f j g h d a e b c back next i f j g h d a e b c rec rew ff start/stop top new song sync. start song metro- nome extra tracks (style) (r) (l) track 2 track 1 repeat e nd 2 -2 open a folder and  select a song to be  played back. 2 -1 select the preset tab with the  [back] button. you can enable the synchro  start for the song by simul- taneously pressing the  [top]  button and the  song   [start/stop]  but- ton. the song starts as  soon as you play the key- board. you can also use this  function along with the  style  s synchro start func- tion (page 60). n you can have the volume  automatically fade in and  fade out at the beginning  and end of the song. simply  press the  [fadein/out]  button at the start of song  playback to fade in the song,  and press it again at the end  of the song to fade out. adjust the tempo by using the  tempo [ ][ ]  buttons  (page 50) or the  [tap tempo]  button. you can even change the playback speed by tapping out  the tempo    simply tap the  [tap tempo]  button twice. 1 2 3 the song starts. to stop the song immediately, press the    button again. press the   button in order to go back to the  previous screen. start/stop exit if the  main  screen (at left) is  not displayed, press the  [direct access]  button  followed by the  [exit]  button. n you can also make a variety  of other settings (such as  tempo, voice selection, etc.)  and have them automati- cally called up when you  play back the song  (page 104). songs can also be played  back continuously. set  song chain play to on  from the song setting  display (page 137). make sure that the language  setting for the instrument  (page 151) is the same as that  of the   le name of the song that  you are playing back.  free datasheet http:///

 song playback 77 psr-2000/1000 simultaneously playing a song and an accompaniment style when playing back a song and an accompaniment style at the same time, channels 9 -  16 of the song data are replaced with accompaniment style channels ?allowing you  to use the auto accompaniment styles and features in place of the accompaniment parts  of the song. make the settings below and play your own chord substitutions in place of  the songs chord data. ?[acmp] button .................. ...on ?[auto fill in] button ..... ...on 1 select the song and start playback by pressing the song [start/stop] button. 2 select the desired accompaniment style. 3 start the style by pressing the style [start/stop] button. 4 while the song is playing, insert a break or change sections (with the style  section buttons.) fill-in patterns play when you switch sections. the style automatically stops when the song ?ishes or is stopped. the accompaniment stops  when you stop the song. if  the accompaniment style is  playing and you start the  song, the accompaniment  automatically stops. how- ever, for internal songs that  use accompaniment styles,  the accompaniment style is  not stopped. e nd some of the internal songs have been created using the accompaniment styles. for these songs, the  accompaniment styles are automatically started when starting song playback.  free datasheet http:///

 song playback psr-2000/1000 78 playing back songs on disk insert the disk into the drive. the method for playing back is the same as in the ?laying the internal songs?instructions  (page 76), except that you should select  floppy disk  page in the  song  display. other playback-related operations  repeat / rewind / fast forward  adjusting the volume balance / muting speci  c channels channel on/off display select the  [song]  tab with the  [channel on/off]  button, and mute the desired channel  by setting it to  [off] . to  solo  a channel (only that channel will sound), hold down the  appropriate button corresponding to the channel. to release the solo for the channel, press  that channels button again. before proceeding, make  sure to read the section   handling the floppy disk  drive (fdd) and floppy  disk   (page 7). n you can set whether or not  the psr-2000/1000 auto- matically calls up the   rst  disk song when a disk is  inserted (page 150). n some song data for the  psr-2000/1000 has been  recorded with special   free  tempo   settings. during play- back of such song data, the  measure numbers shown in  the display will not corre- spond to the actual measure;  this only serves as a refer- ence as to how much of the  song has been played back. n songs containing a large  amount of data may not be  able to be read properly by  the instrument, and as such  you may not be able to  select them. the maximum  capacity is about 200  300kb, however this may  differ depending on the data  contents of each song. insert the disk shutter side   rst and label face up. rec rew ff start/stop top new song sync. start during playback, you can have the song return to the top and play back again  from the beginning by pressing this button. when playback is stopped,  pressing this button returns the song to the beginning. press this button to call up the  song position  display (see  below). to return to the  song  display, press the  [exit]  button. when   bar   is selected, you can specify a measure number (counted from the  beginning of the song) by using the  [rew]  and  [ff]  buttons. when   phrase mark   is selected, specify the phrase mark number by using the  [rew]  and  [ff]  buttons. phrase mark this data speci  es a certain  location in the song data. song position display  phrase mark   is shown only when the song contains phrase marks. press the  [j]  button to toggle between   bar   and   phrase mark ,   then use the  [rew]   and  [ff]  buttons to select the desired measure or phrase mark. balance pa rt channel on/off press this button to call up the  balance  display (page 61). press this button to call up the  channel on/off  display (see below). channel  refers to the midi channel  in the song data. the chan- nels are assigned as shown  below for the psr-2000/ 1000.   song     1 - 16   accompaniment style     9 - 16  free datasheet http:///

 song playback 79 psr-2000/1000 this feature lets you mute certain parts of the song (track1, track2, extra tracks), and play back only those parts you  want to hear. for example, if you want to practice the melody of a song, you can mute just the right-hand part and play  that part yourself. this feature allows you to specify a certain range of the song (between point a and point b), and play it back repeatedly. muting speci? parts ?track1/track2/extra tracks song extra tracks (style) (r) (l) track 2 track 1 metro- nome repeat use this button to turn on/off  the right-hand part. use this button to turn on/off the left-hand part. rec rew ff start/stop top new song sync. start 2 1 select the song to be played back (page 75). use this button to turn on/off the additional performance parts  (all but the right hand/left hand). start the song. adjust the tempo by using the tempo [ ][ ] buttons (page 50). all tracks are automatically  set to on when selecting a  different song. 3 to stop the song, press the    button again. start/stop e nd you can change the channel  assignments for track 1 and  track 2 (page 137), letting  you specify which parts are  muted when pressing the  [track 1] / [track 2] / [extra tracks]  buttons. repeat playback of a speci? range song extra tracks (style) (r) (l) track 2 track 1 metro- nome repeat start/stop 2 1 play back the song (page 76, 78). you can also specify points a and b when the song is stopped. set point a by  pressing the  [repeat]  button, then use the  [ff]  button to move to the desired  end location, then set point b by pressing the  [repeat]  button again. 4 stop the song. to cancel the repeat function, press the    button again. repeat press this button at the point you want  the repeating phrase to start (point a). press this button at the point you want  the repeating phrase to end (point b). 3 after an automatic lead-in (to help guide you into the phrase), the range from  point a to point b is played back repeatedly. regardless of whether the song is playing back or is stopped, pressing the  [top]   button returns to point a. point b cannot be selected  unless point a has been  selected   rst. n specifying only point a  results in repeat playback  between point a and the  end of the song. n the speci  ed a and b  points will be erased when  selecting a different song  number, cancelling the  repeat function, or select- ing a different repeat mode    such as phrase repeat  or repeat in song chain  play (page 133).  e nd  free datasheet http:///

 song playback psr-2000/1000 80 with this feature, you can have the notation automatically shown on the display as the song plays. this can be used  with your own recordings as well as the internal demo songs. displaying music notation ?score (psr-2000 only) d a e b c 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 select the  desired song  (page 76, 78). enables/disables display of the left-hand key range.  depending on other settings, this parameter may be  unavailable and may appear grayed out. if this is the  case, go to the detailed setting display (shown  below; use the  [8  ]  buttons) and set the  left  ch . parameter to any channel except   auto .   or,  go to the  song setting  display in the  function   menu (page 133) and set the  track 2  parameter  to any channel except   off .  enables/disables display of the right-hand key range. channel 1 is automatically selected when  [track1]  is set to  [off]  from the  song setting   display (page 137). enables/disables display of the chords.  if the selected song does not contain chord data, chords  are not displayed. enables/disables display of the note name (pitch). determines the display resolution (or zoom level) of the notation. small ...... notation is shown in small size. large ..... notation is shown in large size. the displayed notation is  generated by the psr- 2000/1000 based on the  song data. as a result, it  may not be exactly the  same as commercially  available sheet music of the  same song    especially  when displaying notation of  complicated passages or  many short notes. n some song data for the  psr-2000/1000 has been  recorded with special "free  tempo" settings. for such  song data, the tempo, beat,  measure and music  notation will not displayed  correctly. n [right]  and  [left]  cannot  be turned off at the same  time. n the note name is indicated  at the left of the note. when  the space between the  notes is too small, the indi- cation may be moved to the  top left of the note. n you can increase the num- ber of measures that will be  displayed by decreasing the  other items to be displayed  (parts, lyrics, chords, etc.). n when accidentals (sharp  and   ats) and notes cannot  be displayed on one line,  they are displayed in the  next line from the middle of  the measure. n the notation functions can- not be used to create song  data by inputting notes. for  information on creating  song data, see page 96. if the  main  screen (at left)  is not displayed, press the  [direct access]  button  followed by the  [exit]  but- ton. 3 this calls up the detailed setting display for notation.  for details, see the next page. enables/disables display of the lyrics.  if the selected song does not contain lyric data, lyrics are  not displayed. 2  free datasheet http:///

 song playback 81 psr-2000/1000 detailed settings for notation  [1  ] left ch/[2  ] right ch this determines the left channel (channel for the left-hand part) and right channel (channel for the right-hand part).  this setting returns to  auto  when a different song is selected. auto .........................the channels for the right- and left-hand parts are assigned automatically ?setting the parts  to the same channel as the channel which is speci?d in the  song setting  display of the  function  menu (page 137). 1-16 ............................assigns the part to the speci?d channel, 1- 16. off (left ch only) ....no channel assignment.  [3  ], [4  ] key signature this lets you enter key signature changes in the middle of a song, at the stopped position, allowing you to transpose  key at any point within a song. for a list of the key signatures, with their relative minor keys and accidentals, see the  chart below.  [5  ] quantize this gives you control over the note resolution in the notation, letting you shift or correct  the timing of all displayed notes so that they line up to a particular note value. make sure  to select the smallest note value which is used in the song.  note resolution: 1/4 note, 1/8 note, 1/16 note, 1/32 note, 1/4 note triplet, 1/8 note triplet, 1/16 note  triplet, 1/32 note triplet when   left   and   right    are set to the same channel,  the notation of the right-hand  notes and left-hand notes  are displayed in piano format  (two connected staves). 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 the     note indicates the root note of the major key, and the     note indicates the root of the relative minor. c maj (a min) g maj (e min) d maj (b min) a maj (f    min) e maj (c    min) b maj (g    min) f    maj (d    min) c    maj (a    min) c    maj (a    min) g    maj (e    min) d  maj (b    min) a    maj (f min) e    maj (c min) b    maj (g min) f maj (d min) key signatures and accidentals short notes and ornamented  notes (such as trills and  grace notes) which are  shorter than the note resolu- tion will not be displayed in  the notation.  free datasheet http:///

 song playback psr-2000/1000 82  [6  ] note name when  [note name]  is set to on, the note name and solfeggio name (do, re, mi, etc.)   are indicated. abc ................. note names are indicated as letters (c, d, e, f, g, a, b). fixed do .......... note names are indicated in solfeggio and differ depending on the selected language (page 49). english .............. do re mi fa sol la ti french .............. ut re mi fa sol la si italian ............... do re mi fa sol la si german ............ do re mi fa sol la si spanish ............. do re mi fa sol la si japanese ........... movable do ..... note names are indicated in solfeggio according to the scale intervals, and as such are relative to  the key. the root note is indicated as do. for example, in the key of g major the root note of sol  would be indicated as do. as with  fixed do , the indication differs depending on the selected language.  [8  ] ok this closes the detailed setting display and starts generating the notation. you can also  execute this by pressing the  [enter]  button on the panel.  [8  ] cancel this closes the detailed setting display without changing the settings. you can also  execute this by pressing the  [exit]  button or  [record]  button on the panel. you can select the display  pages (one before and after)  by the using the  [back] / [next]  buttons or the pedal  (page 139).   free datasheet http:///

 song playback 83 psr-2000/1000 this function lets you display the lyrics while the song is playing back ?making it easy to sing along with your  performance or song playback. * microphone input is available only on the psr-2000. displaying the lyrics d a e b c 1 select the  desired song  (page 76, 78). 3 5 the lyrics are  in reverse  display along  with song  playback. stop the song. to return to the previous page, press the    button. exit e nd the lyrics can be changed  (page 107). the language used for lyr- ics display depends on the  particular lyric data. if the  lyrics are garbled or  unreadable, you can rem- edy this by changing the   lyrics language   set- ting from the  song set- ting  display (page 137). start the song. 4 2 rec rew ff start/stop top new song sync. start song metro- nome extra tracks (style) (r) (l) track 2 track 1 repeat rec rew ff start/stop top new song sync. start song metro- nome extra tracks (style) (r) (l) track 2 track 1 repeat if the selected song does  not contain lyric data, lyrics  are not displayed. in this example, select   lyrics   in the function  folder of the preset  (song) page. if the selected song  contains chord data, chord  names are displayed with  the lyrics.  free datasheet http:///

 psr-2000/1000 84 saving and recalling custom panel setups ?registration memory registration memory is a powerful feature that lets you set up the psr-2000/1000 just as you want ?selecting speci?  voices, styles, effect settings etc. ?and save your custom panel setup for future recall. then, when you need those  settings, simply press the appropriate registration memory button. this shows you how to register your custom panel settings to the registration memory buttons. make all the  settings you want with the panel controls, and registration memory will ?emember?them for you. user enter exit balance function help menu demo sound creator digital recording mixing console digital studio direct access pa rt channel on/off freeze memory data entry organ flutes strings choir & pad guitar main back next left music finder layer i f j g h d a e b c bass piano & harpsi. e.piano xg upper octave woodwind percussion variation mono touch sustain dsp harmony/ echo left hold synth. brass organ & accordion voice effect voice one touch  setting registration memory mic. effect reset vocal harmony mic. setting vh type select talk over signal 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 transpose acmp standby on intro start/stop main ending / rit. auto fill in ots link sync. stop sync. start break ballad user latin pop &  rock rec rew ff start/stop top ballroom dance reset min max fade in/out tempo stop tap tempo reset new song sync. start song style march & waltz metro- nome extra tracks (style) (r) (l) track 2 track 1 repeat swing & jazz multi pad style control master volume pa rt freeze memory registration memory registering panel setups ?registration memory e nd i f j g h 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 freeze memory registration memory freeze memory registration memory 1 set up the panel controls as desired. for a list of the settings that can be registered, refer to the separate data list  (parameter chart). select the desired parameter groups  for the settings you want to register.  you can also use the  [data entry]  dial  to navigate in this display. to  register a parameter group, checkmark  the corresponding box. groups left  without checkmarks will not be included  in the  registration memory  setting.  this allows you to maintain certain  settings, even when switching among  registration memory presets. you can  also use the freeze function (page 86)  to override the registration memory  changes    letting you prevent certain  panel settings from being changed. enters a checkmark to the  selected box.  you can also  use the  [enter]  button. removes the checkmark from  the selected box.  you can also  use the  [enter]  button. cancels the registration  and returns to the main  display.  you can also use  the  [exit]  button. press the desired  number button for  registering the settings. 3 any data that was previ- ously registered to the  selected registration  memory button (indica- tor is green or red) will be  erased and replaced by  the new settings. indicator is green .....the panel setting is registered, but not selected. indicator is red .........the panel setting is registered and is currently selected. indicator is off ..........the panel setting is not registered. 2 keep in mind that songs or  styles on disk cannot  registered to registration  memory. if you want to  register a disk-based song  or style, copy the relevant  data to   user   in the  song/style  display  (page 38) and register the  data separately. the registrations registered here will be lost when the power is turned off, unless you perform the  save operation explained on the next page.   free datasheet http:///

 saving and recalling custom panel setups ?registration memory 85 psr-2000/1000 saving your registration memory setups the settings registered to the  registration memory [1]-[8]  buttons are saved as a single ?e. registration edit display the contents of the current registration memory bank (regist.) are listed in the  registration edit  screen. the  names of the stored registration memory presets are shown in the display and the indicators of the relevant  registration memory buttons are lit in green. from this screen, you can select, name, or delete the registration memory presets. select ..........press the  [a] - [j]  buttons. the regist. display is linked to the registration memory  [1] - [8]   buttons. when you select the registration memory preset in the display, the related button turns on  (indicator is red). name ..........this operation is the same as that in ?aming files and folders?(page 41) in ?asic operations ? organizing your data. delete .........this operation is the same as that in ?eleting files/folders?(page 43) in ?asic operations ? organizing your data. keep in mind that the size of  the registration bank   les  and the memory space they  occupy depends on the  amount of functions set in  each. bank 01 all settings registered to buttons  [1]- [8]  are referred to as a   bank.    the  banks can be saved to   user   or   floppy disk   as registration  bank   les. i f j g h 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 press the  [direct  access]  button and  [exit]  button to call up the main  display. 2 save the settings youve  made to the  registration memory  buttons as a single  registration bank ?e  (page 44). 1 the  registration edit  display  appears. for details on this display,  see below. the result of the name/delete operation will be lost when the power is turned off unless you return to the registration  bank display by pressing the [8  ] (up) button and save the data (page 44).  free datasheet http:///

 saving and recalling custom panel setups ?registration memory psr-2000/1000 86 you can recall all of the panel settings youve made ?or only those you speci?ally want or need. for example, if you  de-select ?tyle?in the  registration memory  display, you can keep the currently selected style even when you  change the registration memory preset. recalling the registered settings select the desired bank in the registration bank display (page 85). press the appropriate registration memory button (any whose indicators are  green) to recall the desired settings. selecting the freeze settings recalling a registration memory setup you can program your  registration memory  presets to be called up in  sequence, in any order you  desire. once programmed,  the presets 1 - 8 can be  selected in sequence with  the  [back][next]  buttons  or the pedal (page 142). freeze memory registration memory function help menu demo freeze memory registration memory freeze memory registration memory 1 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 select the freeze settings. enters a checkmark  to the selected box. 2 3 press the [freeze] button. when freeze is active (lamp is lit), the settings you speci?d in the freeze  page will be maintained or left unchanged, even when changing registration memory presets. 4 press the appropriate registration memory button (any whose indicators are green) to recall the  desired settings. removes the  checkmark from the  selected box. call up the ?reeze? page from the  regist.sequence/ freeze/voice set  screen (page 142).  free datasheet http:///

 87 psr-2000/1000 editing voices ?sound creator the psr-2000/1000 has a sound creator feature that allows you to create your own voices  by editing some parameters of the existing voices. once youve created a voice, you can  save it as a user voice for future recall.  the voice can be edited in  realtime while playing  back a song/style.  keep in mind that adjust- ments made to the param- eters may not make much  change in the actual  sound depending on the  original settings of the  voice. user enter exit balance function help menu demo sound creator digital recording mixing console digital studio direct access pa rt channel on/off freeze memory data entry organ flutes strings choir & pad guitar main back next left music finder layer i f j g h d a e b c bass piano & harpsi. e.piano xg upper octave woodwind percussion variation mono touch sustain dsp harmony/ echo left hold synth. brass organ & accordion voice effect voice one touch  setting registration memory mic. effect reset vocal harmony mic. setting vh type select talk over signal 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 transpose acmp standby on intro start/stop main ending / rit. auto fill in ots link sync. stop sync. start break ballad user latin pop &  rock rec rew ff start/stop top ballroom dance reset min max fade in/out tempo stop tap tempo reset new song sync. start song style march & waltz metro- nome extra tracks (style) (r) (l) track 2 track 1 repeat swing & jazz multi pad style control master volume pa rt sound creator digital studio operation i f j g h sound creator digital recording mixing console digital studio pa rt i f j g h d a e b c 1 press the [f], [g] or [h] button to select the  part (main, layer or left) containing the  voice you wish to edit. indicates the  parameters available  for editing in this  display. these  correspond to the  parameters/values  shown at the bottom  of the display. select the desired menu by  pressing the  [next]/ [back]  button. opens the save (voice) display for saving  the edited voice as a user voice ( page 44 ). select the desired menu.  the selected menu is highlighted. can be used during editing to compare  the sound of the original voice with the  edited voice. 4 save the edited voice to the user drive  (flash rom) as a user voice (page 44). organ flutes (psr-2000 only) the voice can also be  selected in the sound  creator display. 2 press the  [sound  creator]  button. 3 edit the voice parameters. the operations for each function selected in this step are covered in detail, starting on page 89 (regular  voice), and page 91 (organ flutes). regular voice the settings are lost if the  edited part's voice is  switched to another voice.  important data should be  saved to user drive or   oppy  disk. 5 press the [user] button to select the  edited voice, and play the keyboard.         caution select or adjust the parameters.  free datasheet http:///

 editing the voice  -sound creator- psr-2000/1000 88 regular voice parameters the following parameters are linked to the ones in each display. common the explanations here apply to step #3 on page 87. common determines the common settings such as voice volume or octave. sound determines the timbre/eg (envelope generator)/vibrato of the voice. effect/eq (psr-2000) effect (psr-1000) determines the effect depth/type and equalizer settings. harmony determines the harmony/echo settings. common parameter other location mono voice effect (top panel) page 58 portamento time mixing console page 123 filter brightness mixing console page 123 filter harmonic content mixing console page 123 reverb depth mixing console page 124 chorus depth mixing console page 124 dsp on/off voice effect (top panel) page 57 dsp depth mixing console page 124 dsp type/variation mixing console/voice effect (top panel) page 58,124 eq low/gain mixing console page 121 eq high/gain mixing console page 121 harmony/echo type harmony/echo (function) page 143 harmony/echo volume harmony/echo (function) page 143 harmony/echo speed harmony/echo (function) page 143 harmony/echo assign harmony/echo (function) page 143 harmony/echo chord note only harmony/echo (function) page 143 harmony/echo touch limit harmony/echo (function) page 143 keep in mind that there are  certain parameters whose  sound creator settings  affect only the main part  s  voice. 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 set the volume of the current edited  voice. set the portamento time of each  part (main/layer/voice)  (page 123). determines the touch sensitivity, or  how greatly the volume responds to  your playing strength. 0    produces more dramatic  level drops, the more softly  you play. 64    normal response. 127  produces high volume for  any playing strength (  xed) shift the octave range of the  selected voice up or down in  octaves. when the main or layer  part  s voice is used, the m/lyr  parameter is available; when the  left part  s voice is used, the left  parameter is available. this determines whether the voice  is played monophonically (page 58).  free datasheet http:///

 editing the voice  -sound creator- 89 psr-2000/1000 sound the explanations here apply to step #3 on page 87.  filter filter settings determine the overall timbre of the sound by boosting or cutting a  certain frequency range.  eg  the eg (envelope generator) settings determine how the level of the sound changes in time. this lets you reproduce  many sound characteristics of natural acoustic instruments ?such as the quick attack and decay of percussion  sounds, or the long release of a sustained piano tone.  attack ...... determines how quickly the sound reaches its maximum  level after the key is played. the higher the value, the  slower the attack. ?decay ........ determines how quickly the sound reaches its sustain  level (a slightly lower level than maximum). the higher  the value, the slower the decay. ?release ..... determines how quickly the sound decays to silence after  the key is released. the higher the value, the slower the release.  8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 determines the   lter, eg, and  vibrato settings (see below). in addition to making the  sound either brighter or  more mellow, filter can be  used to produce electronic,  synthesizer-like effects. cutoff frequency volume frequency  (pitch) cutoff range these frequencies are   passed   by the filter.  brightness determines the cutoff frequency or  effective frequency (resonance) range of  the ?ter (see diagram). higher values  result in a brighter sound. resonance  harmonic content determines the emphasis given to the  cutoff frequency, set in brightness  above (see diagram). higher values result  in a more pronounced effect. resonance volume frequency  (pitch) time level key on key off attack release decay if release is set to a large  value, the sustain becomes  long.  free datasheet http:///

 editing the voice  -sound creator- psr-2000/1000 90  vibrato ?depth ........ determines the intensity of the vibrato effect (see diagram). higher  settings result in a more pronounced vibrato. ?speed ......... determines the speed of the vibrato effect (see diagram). ?delay ........ determines the amount of time that elapses between the  playing of a key and the start of the vibrato effect (see  diagram). higher settings increase the delay of the vibrato  onset. effect/eq the explanations here apply to step #3 on page 87. harmony the explanations here apply to step #3 on page 87. the parameters are the same as for harmony/echo display of function. for details, see page 144. vibrato creates a wavering in the  sound by periodically chang- ing the pitch. depth speed delay time level 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 determines the frequency and  gain of the low and high eq  bands (psr-2000 only). the same as the   mixing console    on page 124. determines the sustain depth  of each voice when the  [sustain]  button is set to on. determines the dsp type.  for information on the effect  structure, see page 126; for a list of  available effect types, refer to the  separate data list.  free datasheet http:///

 editing the voice  -sound creator- 91 psr-2000/1000 organ flutes (psr-2000 only) in addition to the many organ voices in the organ voice category, the psr-2000/1000 has an organ flutes voice. the explanations here apply to step #3 on page 87.  parameters  organ type this parameter speci  es the type of organ tone generation to be simulated: sine or vintage. rotary sp speed the rotary sp speed ([c]) button alternately switches between the slow and fast rotary speaker  speeds when a rotary speaker effect is selected for the organ flutes (see   dsp type   below), and the  voice effect [dsp] button is turned on (the rotary sp speed button has the same effect as the  voice effect [variation] button). vibrato on/off this ([g]) button alternately turns the vibrato effect for the organ flutes voice on or off. vibrato depth can be set to any of three levels via the vibrato depth ([h]) button. the button sequentially selects a  depth of   1  ,   2  , or   3  .  footage the footage settings determine the basic sound of the organ   utes. the term   footage   is a reference to the sound generation of traditional pipe organs, in which the sound  is produced by pipes of different lengths (in feet). the longer the pipe, the lower the pitch of the sound.  hence, the 16   setting determines the lowest pitched component of the voice, while the 1   setting  determines the highest pitched component. the higher the value of the setting, the greater the volume  of the corresponding footage. mixing various volumes of the footages lets you create your own  distinctive organ sounds. volume (vol) adjusts the overall volume of the organ flutes. the longer the graphic bar, the greater the volume. response (resp) the response control affects both the attack and sustain portion of the sound, increasing or  decreasing the response time of the initial swell and release, based on the footage controls. the  higher the value the slower the swell and release.  vibrato speed (vib. speed) determines the speed of the vibrato effect controlled by the vibrato on/off and vibrato depth above.  mode the mode control selects between two modes: first and each. in the first mode, attack is  applied only to the   rst notes played and held simultaneously; while the   rst notes are held, any  subsequently played notes have no attack applied. in the each mode, attack is applied equally to all  notes. attack (4  , 2  2/3  , 2  ) the attack controls adjust the attack sound of the organ flute voice. the 4  , 2 2/3   and 2    controls increase or reduce the amount of attack sound at the corresponding footages. the longer the  graphic bar the greater the attack sound. length (leng) the length control affects the attack portion of the sound producing a longer or shorter decay  immediately after the initial attack. the longer the graphic bar the longer the decay. reverb depth chorus depth dsp on/off dsp depth for details about the digital effects, see pages 57, 124.  dsp type determines the dsp effect type to be applied to the organ flutes voice. normally this will be one of the  seven available rotary speaker effects. if any other type of effect is selected the rotary sp speed  ([c]) button in the footage/vol/attack display will not control rotary speaker speed. instead, it will  have the same effect as the voice effect [variation] button. variation variation determines whether the dsp variation will be set to slow or fast when the organ flutes voice is  selected (when the voice set function is on    page 143). value sets the dsp variation parameter value (e.g.,   lfo freq   for a rotary speaker effect) when the dsp  variation is turned on. eq low eq high the eq parameters determine the frequency and gain of the low and high eq bands. adjust the footage.  free datasheet http:///

 psr-2000/1000 92 recording your performances and creating songs   ?song creator with these powerful yet easy-to-use song creating features, you can record your own keyboard performances and store  them for future recall. several different recording methods are available: quick recording (page 93), which lets you  record easily and quickly; multi recording (page 94), which lets you record several different parts; and step recording  (page 96), which lets you enter notes one by one. songs can include not only the voice settings for the keyboard  performance (main, layer, left), but also the effects, vocal harmony and auto accompaniment parts. the recorded song  can be stored to internal memory or ?ppy disk ( page 38 , 44). about song recording  quick recording (page 93) this is the easiest recording method, and lets you quickly record the piano  song you are practicing. you can select from four parts: right hand, left hand  and auto accompaniment/multi pad. for example, you can record only your  right hand performance, or you can simultaneously record both your right  hand and the auto accompaniment.  multi recording (page 94) this lets you record a song with several different instrument sounds, and create  the sound of a full band or orchestra. record the performance of each  instrument individually and create fully orchestrated compositions. you can  also record over an existing part on an internal song or a song on disk with  your own performance.  step recording (page 96) this method is like writing music notation on paper. it lets you enter each note  individually, by specifying the pitch and length. this is ideal for making precise  recordings, or for recording parts that are dif?ult to play.  song editing (page 102) the psr-2000/1000 also lets you edit the songs youve recorded by the quick  recording, multi recording and step recording methods. user enter exit balance function help menu demo sound creator digital recording mixing console digital studio direct access pa rt channel on/off freeze memory data entry organ flutes strings choir & pad guitar main back next left music finder layer i f j g h d a e b c bass piano & harpsi. e.piano xg upper octave woodwind percussion variation mono touch sustain dsp harmony/ echo left hold synth. brass organ & accordion voice effect voice one touch  setting registration memory mic. effect reset vocal harmony mic. setting vh type select talk over signal 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 transpose acmp standby on intro start/stop main ending / rit. auto fill in ots link sync. stop sync. start break ballad user latin pop &  rock rec rew ff start/stop top ballroom dance reset min max fade in/out tempo stop tap tempo reset new song sync. start song style march & waltz metro- nome extra tracks (style) (r) (l) track 2 track 1 repeat swing & jazz multi pad style control master volume pa rt rec rew ff start/stop top new song sync. start song metro- nome extra tracks (style) (r) (l) track 2 track 1 repeat digital recording  the internal memory capacity of  the psr-2000/1000 is about  580kb (psr-2000) / 260kb (psr- 1000) . memory capacity for 2dd  and 2hd   oppy disks is about  720kb and 1.44mb, respectively.  when you store data to these loca- tions, all   le types of the psr-2000/ 1000 (voice, style, song, registra- tion, etc.) are stored together.  the microphone input signal (psr- 2000 only) cannot be recorded.   songs recorded on the psr-2000/ 1000 are automatically recorded as  smf (standard midi file format 0)  data. for details on smf, see  page 159.  playback of the recorded song data  can be transmitted from midi out,  letting you play the sounds of a  connected external tone generator  (page 146).  the volume level of each channel  of the song can be adjusted from  the mixing console and the set- tings can be saved. moreover, even  after you  ve set a voice for your  keyboard play during recording,  you can record voice selections, so  that the voice changes automati- cally during playback (page 104).  free datasheet http:///

 recording your performances and creating songs ?song creator 93 psr-2000/1000 this is the easiest recording method ?perfect for quickly recording and playing back a piano song youre practicing, so  you can check your progress.  play back your new song to play back the performance you just recorded, return the song to the beginning by  using the [top] button and press the song  [start/stop]  button. playback stops automatically at the end of the song, and returns to the beginning of the  song. you can edit the recorded song data from the  song creator (1 - 16)  displays (page 105). press the [6  ] button from the open/save display for song to store the recorded data  (page 38, 44). quick recording rec rew ff start/stop top new song sync. start rec extra tracks (style) (r) (l) track 2 track 1  when creating a new song:  when recording over the part of an internal  song or a song on disk with your own  performance: 1 select the desired song (page 76, 78). 1 2 select the voice and accompaniment style you want to use in the song. if you want to record to the main/layer/left voices, make sure to set the  [main] / [layer] / [left]  buttons to on. make any other desired settings (reverb, chorus, etc.) as well. 3 simultaneously hold down the [rec] button and press the button  corresponding to the track you want to record. you can select track 1 or track 2 and the extra tracks for recording at the  same time. to record your keyboard performance: press either the  [track 1]  or  [track 2]  button. to record the auto accompaniment and  multi pad performance: press the  [extra tracks]  button. to stop recording, press  the  [rec]  button again. if the " layer " or " left " but- ton is on before pressing the  rec button, the correspond- ing layer and left parts are  automatically recorded to dif- ferent channels. the performance of track 1/2  is recorded to the channel  speci  ed in the song set- ting display (page 137). 4 recording starts as soon as you play the keyboard. you can also start recording by pressing the song/style  [start/stop]  button. recording can also be started by  pressing down the foot pedal, if the song start/stop  function is properly assigned to the pedal (page 139). to stop recording, press the [record] button again. recording can also be stopped by pressing down the foot pedal, if the song  start/stop function is properly assigned to the pedal (page 139). e nd to pause, press the song  [start/stop]  button. to  resume recording, press the  song  [start/stop]  but- ton again. you can also use the metro- nome click as a guide while  recording. the sound of the metronome  is not recorded. you can overdub a second  right-hand performance onto  track 2 after recording the   rst right-hand performance  (including the layer voices)  on track 1. to do this, set the  [left]  button to off and  repeat steps 2 and 3. turning off the power  automatically deletes your  recorded performance. if  you wish to save the  recording, make sure to  store it to internal mem- ory (user drive) or   oppy  disk ( page 38 , 44).         caution  free datasheet http:///

 recording your performances and creating songs ?song creator psr-2000/1000 94 this lets you record a song with several different instrument sounds on up to sixteen channels, and create the sound of  a full band or orchestra.  the structure of the channels and parts are shown in the chart below. about the accompaniment style parts rhythm .....this is the basis for the accompaniment, containing the drum and percussion rhythm patterns. usually one of the drum kits  is used. bass ..........the bass part uses various appropriate instrument sounds to match the style, such as acoustic bass, synth bass, and o thers. chord ........this is the rhythmic chord backing, commonly used with piano or guitar voices. pad ............this part features sustained chords and commonly uses lush sounds such as strings, organ, and choir. phrase ......this part is used for various embellishments and riffs that enhance the song, such as brass section accents and chord arp eggios. channels parts  (default settings) available parts channels parts  (default settings) available parts 1 voice main voice main, layer, left multi pad1 multi pad2 multi pad3 multi pad4 accompaniment style rhythm 1 accompaniment style rhythm 2 accompaniment style bass accompaniment style chord1 accompaniment style chord2 accompaniment style pad accompaniment style phrase1 accompaniment style phrase2 midi 9 accompaniment style  rhythm 1 voice main, layer, left multi pad1 multi pad2 multi pad3 multi pad4 accompaniment style rhythm 1 accompaniment style rhythm 2 accompaniment style bass accompaniment style chord1 accompaniment style chord2 accompaniment style pad accompaniment style phrase1 accompaniment style phrase2 midi 2 voice main 10 accompaniment style  rhythm 2 3 voice main 11 accompaniment style  bass 4 voice main 12 accompaniment style  chord1 5 voice main 13 accompaniment style  chord2 6 voice main 14 accompaniment style  pa d 7 voice main 15 accompaniment style  phrase1 8 voice main 16 accompaniment style  phrase2 multi recording rec rew ff start/stop top new song sync. start rec 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  when creating a new song:  when recording over the part of an internal  song or a song on disk with your own  performance: 1 select the desired song (page 76, 78). 1 2 select the desired channel for recording (set it to ?ec? simultaneously  holding down the [rec] button and pressing the appropriate button [1  ] -  [8  ].  several channels can be selected at the same time. rec ......................... enables recording for the channel on ......................... enables playback of the channel off ......................... mutes the channel to cancel or disable  recording, press the  [rec]  button once  again. the part is automatically  selected when setting the  several channels to   rec   at  the same time.  free datasheet http:///

 recording your performances and creating songs ?song creator 95 psr-2000/1000 d c 3 select the part you want to assign to the channel to be recorded. this determines which of the keyboard-played parts (main/layer/left) and the  accompaniment style parts  (rhythm 1/2, bass, etc.) are recorded to the  recording channels  selected in step #2. for a list of the initial  default assignments,  see page 94. when selecting the midi  part  setting a single channel  to midi all incoming data received  via any of the midi chan- nels 1 - 16 is recorded.  when using an external  midi keyboard or control- ler to record, this lets you  record without having to  set the midi transmit  channel on the external  device.  setting several channels  to midi when using an external  midi keyboard or control- ler to record, this records  data only over the set  midi channel    meaning  the external device must  also be set to the same  channel. a single part (with the  exception of midi parts) can- not be assigned to several  channels. 4 recording starts as soon as you play the keyboard. you can also start recording by pressing the  song/style  [start/stop]  button. the  recording can be started/stopped by pressing the  foot pedal if the recording punch in/out function is  set to the pedal (page 101). 5 to stop recording, press the [rec] button again. you can also use the foot pedal to stop recording by releasing it, if the  recording punch in/out function has been assigned to the pedal (page 101). to pause, press the song  [start/stop]  button. to  resume recording, press the  song  [start/stop]  but- ton again. you can also use the metro- nome click as a guide while  recording. the sound of the metronome  is not recorded. 6 play back your new song. to play back the performance you just recorded, return the song to the  beginning by using the [top] button and press the song  [start/stop]   button. playback stops automatically at the end of the song, and returns to the  beginning of the song. to record a new part, repeat steps 2 - 6 above.  you can set previously recorded parts to play back, and monitor them  while you record a new part. continue in this way until you have a  ?ished song. you can edit the recorded song data from the  song creator (1 - 16)   displays (page 105). press the [6  ] button from the open/save display for song to store  the recorded data (page 38, 44). e nd turning off the power  automatically deletes your  recorded performance. if  you wish to save the  recording, make sure to  store it to internal mem- ory (user drive) or   oppy  disk ( page 38 , 44). the settings of the recorded  parts is stored temporarily  until you execute quick  recording, select a song, or  turn the power off.         caution  free datasheet http:///

 recording your performances and creating songs ?song creator psr-2000/1000 96 this method lets you create a song by entering notes one by one, without having to perform them in real time. this is  also convenient for recording the chords and the melody separately. operation recording individual notes ?step record sound creator digital recording mixing console digital studio pa rt 1 select an existing song (page 76, 78) to which  you want to add parts or re-record. if you want  to create a new song, simultaneously press the  [record] button and the [top] button. 3 press the [a] button to call up the song  creator display. d a e b c 2 press the [digital recording] button. 4 using the [back]/[next]  buttons, select the ? -16? tab for recording melodies  and other parts, or select  the ?hd?(chord) tab for  recording chords, and after  selecting the ? - 16?tab,   select a record channel  with the [f] (ch) button. back next i f j g h 5 call up the step record  display by pressing the  [g] button. i f j g h any voice, effect and other  settings you make in the  mixing console are automat- ically cancelled when you  call up the chd (chord)  page. the voices in the user and  floppy disk pages can- not be selected for step  recording. you can select  voices from the preset  page; however, these may  sound slightly different from  the original voice.  free datasheet http:///

 recording your performances and creating songs ?song creator 97 psr-2000/1000  measure/beat/clock  velocity the table below shows the available settings and the corresponding velocity values.  gate time the following settings are available: normal ....................... 80% tenuto ........................ 99% staccato ...................... 40% staccatissimo .............. 20% manual .......................  the gate time (note length) can be specied as a percentage by using the  [data entry]  dial. kbd. vel fff ff f mf mp p pp ppp actual  playing  strength 127 111 95 79 63 47 31 15 i f j g h d a e b c 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 moves the cursor position  up and down. returns the cursor to the  beginning of the song (the   rst note of the   rst  measure). determines the velocity  (loudness) of the note to be  entered (only when recording  the melody). for information  on velocity settings, see below. determines the length of the  note (as a percentage) from  the position at which it is to be  entered. (this is available only  when recording the melody.)  for information on gate time  settings, see below. each press of this button toggles  among the three basic note  selectors at the bottom of the  display: normal, dotted, and triplet.  (this is available only when  recording the melody.)  deletes the event at the cursor. use these to move the  selected event, in units of  measures (bar), beat, and  clocks. for information on  measure/beat/clock settings,  see below. speci  es the type of note to be input next. (sixteenth  notes are available only when recording the melody.)  this also determines the position to which the pointer  will advance after a note has been entered. 6 first, select the desired voice. to enter the note, ?st specify the length and loudness in this display,  then enter the pitch by actually playing the note on the keyboard. to close the step record display, press the [exit] button. make sure to store the recorded  data by pressing the [i] (save) button (page 44). e nd measure beat clock 1 1 000- 1919 2 000- 1919 3 000- 1919 4 000- 1919 2 1 000- 1919 2 000- 1919 3 000- 1919 4 000- 1919  free datasheet http:///

 recording your performances and creating songs ?song creator psr-2000/1000 98 recording melodies    step record (note) in this section, we?l show you how to use step recording  by guiding you through this actual music example,  shown at right. the operations here apply to step 6 on page 97.  play back the newly created melody use the  [c] ( )  button to move the cursor to the beginning of the song, and press the song  [start/stop]  button  to hear the newly entered notes. to actually enter the recorded data, press the  [exit]  button. the entered data can be  edited from the  song creator (1 - 16)  display (page 105). 1 1 -1 select this note. 1 -3  ...press this (to input a tie). 1 -2 while holding down this note... 2 2 -2 2 -3 2 -4 2 -1 select this note. 3 3 -1 press this button to  display the dotted notes. 3 -2 select this note. 3 -3 4 4 -1   call up the normal notes  by pressing this button. 4 -3  4 -2 select this note. the notation display on the instrument (psr-2000) may not be accu- rate, especially for tied notes or longer notes. to have the notation  displayed accurately, set the gate time to tenuto by using the [h] but- ton, and input the notes as desired. to input rests, simply move the measure/beat/clock location for the desired rest time, then input the next note.   free datasheet http:///

 recording your performances and creating songs ?song creator 99 psr-2000/1000 recording chord changes for the auto accompaniment    step  record (chord) the chord step recording feature makes it possible to record auto accompaniment chord changes one at a time with  precise timing. since the changes dont have to be played in real time, you can easily create complex, tight chord  changes ?over which you can record the melody in normal fashion. the operations here apply to step 6 on page 97. entering chords and sections (chord step) for example, you can input the following chord progression by the procedure described below. c f g f g7 c main a break main b enter the chords by using the currently  selected chord   ngering method in the auto  accompaniment section of the keyboard. 1 press the main [a] button to specify the section, and enter the chords as shown at right. c f g main a main c f g select this note value and play  the chords indicated at right. 001:1:000 001:3:000 002:1:000 c f g f g7 main a break intro break f g7 002:3:000 002:4:000 2 press the [break] button to specify the break section, and enter the chords as shown at right. select this note value and play  the chords indicated at right.  free datasheet http:///

 recording your performances and creating songs ?song creator psr-2000/1000 100  play back the newly created chord progression use the  [c] ( )  button to move the cursor to the beginning of the song, and press the  song  [start/stop]  button to hear the newly entered notes. to actually enter the  recorded data, press the  [exit]  button. the entered data can be edited from the  song  creator (chd)  display (page 106). finally, press the  [f] (expand)  button from the  song creator (chd)  display in order to convert the input data into song data. 3 press the main [b] button to specify the section and enter the chord indicated at right. c f g f g7 c main a break main b main c 003:1:000 select this note value and play  the chords indicated at right. to enter a   ll-in, press the  [auto fill in]  button and  press one of the  main   [a]  [d]  buttons. end mark an   end   mark is shown in  the display, indicating the  end of the song data.  the actual position of the  end mark differs depending  on the section that is input at  the end of the song. when  an ending section is input,  the end mark automatically  follows the ending data.  when a section other than  ending is input, the end  mark is set two measures  after the   nal section. the end mark can be freely  set to any position desired.   free datasheet http:///

 recording your performances and creating songs ?song creator 101 psr-2000/1000 from this display you can set up how recording is started and stopped for either quick recording or multi recording.  to call up these settings, select the rec mode display by using the  [back][next]  button, after performing operation  steps 1 - 3 on page 96. about punch in/out this feature is useful primarily for re-recording or replacing a specic section of an already recorded channel. the  illustrations below indicate a variety of situations in which selected measures in an eight-measure phrase are re-recorded. select the recording options: starting, stopping,  punching in/out ?rec mode 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 i f j g h determines the measure at which punch  in overwrite recording starts (when   punch in at   is selected). these settings determine how recording will  start. normal pressing the song  [start/stop]  button  enables synchro standby and overwrite  recording starts as soon as you start playing  the keyboard. first key on overwrite recording starts as soon as you  start playing the keyboard. this setting also  preserves the previous lead-in data, letting  you record over the original lead-in without  erasing it. punch in at the song plays back normally up to the  indicated punch in measure (set by the  [3  ]  buttons), then starts overwrite  recording at that punch in measure. these settings determine how recording will stop as well  as what happens to previously recorded data. determines the punch out  measure    the measure at  which punch in overwrite  recording stops (when   punch out at   is  selected). when this is set to on, you  can use the foot pedal 2 to  control the punch-in and  punch-out points. (the current  function assignment of the  foot pedal is cancelled.) press  and hold down the foot pedal  to record. recording stops  when you release the pedal. calls up the  song  display,  from which you can save the  edited data. replace all this deletes all data following the point at which recording is stopped. punch out this maintains all data following the point at which recording is stopped. punch out at overwrite recording continues until the indicated punch out measure (set by the  [6  ]  buttons),  then stops at that punch out measure, after which song playback continues normally. 12345678 rec start setting  rec end setting 12345 deleted deleted deleted start/start overwrite recording original data previously recorded data newly recorded data deleted data normal replace all 12345678 normal punch out 12345678 normal  punch out at=006  12345 start/ play back original data start/ play back original data start/ play back original data start/ play back original data start/ play back original data start/ play back original data start playing the keys/ start overwrite recording start playing the keys/ start overwrite recording start playing the keys/ start overwrite recording start overwrite recording start overwrite recording start overwrite recording stop recording first key on replace all 12345678 first key on punch out 12345678 stop overwrite recording/ play original data stop overwrite recording/ play original data stop overwrite recording/ play original data first key on  punch out at=006 12345 punch in at=003 replace all 12345678 punch in at=003 punch out 12345  7 punch in at=003 punch out at=006 *1 when measures 1 - 2 are not  overwritten, recording starts  from measure 3. *2 you  ll have to press the  [rec]   button at the end of 5 measures. *1 start/start overwrite recording *1 start/start overwrite recording *1 *2 stop recording *2 stop recording *2 stop recording *2 stop recording *2 stop recording *2  free datasheet http:///

 recording your performances and creating songs ?song creator psr-2000/1000 102 whether youve recorded a song using quick recording, multi recording, or step recording, you can use the editing  features to change the song data. editing channel-related parameters    channel calling up the operations here apply to step 4 on page 96. to call up the display shown below, use the  [back] / [next]   buttons. quantize quantize lets you ?lean up?or tighten the timing of a previously recorded channel. for example, the following  musical passage has been written with exact quarter-note and eighth-note values. even though you think you may have recorded the passage accurately, your actual performance may be slightly ahead  of or behind the beat. quantize allows you to align all the notes in a channel so that the timing is absolutely accurate to  the speci?d note value (see below).  about quantize size set the quantize size to correspond to the smallest notes in the channel you are working with. for example, if the  data was recorded with both quarter notes and eighth notes, use 1/8 note for the quantize size. if you apply a 1/4  note quantize size, the eighth notes would be moved on top of the quarter notes. editing a recorded song i f j g h d a e b c 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 use this to select the  desired edit operation. selects the desired channel  to be quantized. selects the quantize size (resolution). see the below for the details. determines how strongly the  notes will be quantized. if a  value less than 100% is  selected, notes will be  moved toward the speci  ed  quantization beats only by  the speci  ed amount.  applying less than 100%  quantization lets you  preserve some of the   human   feel in the  recording. executes the quantize  operation. after the  operation is completed, this  button changes to  [undo] ,  letting you restore the  original data if you  re not  satis  ed with the quantize  results. the undo function  only has one level; only the  previous operation can be  undone. calls up the  song  display,  from which you can save  the edited data. one measure of eighth notes before quantization after 1/8 note quantization 1/8 note 1/16 note 1/32 note 1/16 note +  1/8 note triplet *  1/4 note 1/4 note triplet 1/8 note triplet 1/16 note triplet 1/8 note +  1/8 note triplet *  1/16 note +  1/16 note triplet *  the three quantize settings marked with asterisks (*) are exceptionally convenient, since they allow you to quantize two differ ent  note values at the same time, without compromising the quantization of either one. for example, if you have both straight 1/8 n otes  and 1/8 note triplets recorded to the same channel, and you quantize to straight 1/8 notes, all notes in the channel are quanti zed to  straight 1/8 notes    completely eliminating any triplet feel in the rhythm. however, if you use the 1/8 note + 1/8 note triplet setting,  both the straight and triplet notes will be quantized correctly. quantize size  free datasheet http:///

 recording your performances and creating songs ?song creator 103 psr-2000/1000 delete this lets you delete recorded data in the speci?d channel. mix this function lets you mix the data of two channels and place the results in a different channel. it also lets you copy the  data from one channel to another. i f j g h d a e b c 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 use these to select the  desired edit operation. deletes all data in the  selected channel. after the  operation is completed, this  button changes to  [undo] ,  letting you restore the  original data. the undo  function only has one level;  only the previous operation  can be undone. calls up the  song  display,  from which you can save  the edited data. these select the channel  to be deleted. i f j g h d a e b c 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 use these to select the  desired edit operation. executes the mix operation.  after the operation is  completed, this button  changes to  [undo] , letting  you restore the original data  if you  re not satis  ed with  the mix results. the undo  function only has one level;  only the previous operation  can be undone. calls up the  song  display,  from which you can save  the edited data. these let you specify the two  source channels to be mixed. if   copy   is selected here, the data  from source 1 is copied to the  destination channel.  determines the channel into which the  mix or copy results will be placed. all data other than the mixed  note data is derived from the  source 1 channel.  free datasheet http:///

 recording your performances and creating songs ?song creator psr-2000/1000 104 channel transpose this allows you to transpose the recorded data of individual channels up or down by a maximum of two octaves in  semitone increments. set up you can change the initial settings of the song ?such as voice, level, and tempo ?to the current settings of the mixing  console or panel controls. i f j g h d a e b c 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 executes the channel  transpose operation. after  the operation is completed,  this button changes to  [undo] , letting you restore  the original data if you  re not  satis  ed with the channel  transpose  results. the  undo function only has one  level; only the previous  operation can be undone. calls up the  song  display,  from which you can save  the edited data. determines the amount of channel transpose  for each channel. toggles between the two  channel displays: channels  1 - 8, and channels 9 - 16. to simultaneously set all  channels to the same value,  adjust the channel  transpose  for one of the  channels while holding  down this button. use these to select the  desired edit operation. i f j g h d a e b c 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 use these to select the  desired edit operation. executes the set  up operation. once  set up has been  executed, the  operation cannot be  cancelled or undone. calls up the  song  display,  from which you can save  the edited data. determines which playback features and functions will be automatically called up along with the selected song. all events, with  the exception  of   keyboard voice,   can be recorded only at the beginning of the song. before you select or checkmark any of these items (other than keyboard voice), make sure to return the song to the beginning by  using the  [top]  button, and stop playback. song ............................ stores the tempo setting and all settings made from the mixing console.  keyboard voice ........... this lets you automatically set the voice of the keyboard-played parts (main/layer/left) when playing back the song.   stores the keyboard-played voice and the part on/off settings. to record a voice change for the keyboard-played  part in the middle of a song, stop the song at the desired point, make the voice change, and press the [d] (execute)  button. lyrics language .......... stores the settings of the lyrics display. score setting .............. stores the settings of the score display (psr-2000 only). mic. settings ............... stores the microphone settings in the mixing console (psr-2000 only). use this to checkmark the  selected item.  checkmarked items are  stored with the song.  free datasheet http:///

 recording your performances and creating songs ?song creator 105 psr-2000/1000 editing note events    1 - 16 from this display, you can edit individual note events (see below). calling up operations here apply to step 4 on  page 96. use the  [back] / [next]  buttons to call up the display below. note events parameter description note determines the pitch, velocity (volume) and length of the note. ctrl (control change) determines the control change number and value. for details on control change messages, refer to the separate  data list booklet (midi data format). prog (program change) determines the voice (program) number. for details on program change messages and how to set them, refer to  the separate data list booklet (voice list). p.bnd (pitch bend) determines the pitch bend value. a.t. (after touch) determines the after touch value. i f j g h d a e b c 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 use these to move the  cursor up/down and select  the desired event. determines the channel to  be edited. for coarse adjustment of the event value. calls up the  step recording  display (page 97). calls up the  filter  display  (page 107), letting you select  only the events you wish to  shown in the event list. calls up the  song  display,  from which you can save  the edited data. holding this button down  while using the  [a]  and  [b]   buttons lets you select  multiple events. for   ne adjustment of the event value. cuts (deletes) all selected events. the cut events  are copied and can be pasted to another location. adds a new event to the event list. copies all selected events. the  copied events can be pasted to  another location. deletes the  event at the  cursor position. pastes all cut or copied events to  the selected location. if the value at the cursor has been  changed, pressing this restores the  original value. determines the current  position of the event being  edited. returns to the beginning  position of the current song  (the   rst note of the   rst  measure). use these to move the  cursor left/right and select  the desired parameter of  the highlighted event. keep  in mind that moving the  cursor away from the just- edited value automatically  enters that value. to actually enter an edited  value, move the cursor away  from the value or press the  song  [start/stop]  but- ton. the sound of the voices  recorded with step recording  may sound slightly different  from the original.  free datasheet http:///

 recording your performances and creating songs ?song creator psr-2000/1000 106 editing chord events    chd from this display, you can edit the chord events youve recorded to the song. calling up operations here apply to step 4 on page 96. use the  [back] / [next]  buttons to call up the display below.  with the exception of the  [f] (expand)  button, the operations here are the same as those in editing note events  (page 105). chord events editing system events    sys/ex. (system exclusive) from this display, you can edit recorded system events. calling up operations here apply to step 4 on page 96. use the  [back] / [next]  buttons to call up the display below. the  operations here are the same as those in editing note events (page 105). system events parameter description style (accompaniment  style) displays the accompaniment style name. to enter an accompaniment style, call up the  style  display and select  the desired style. tempo determines the tempo value. chord speci  es the chord    its root note, chord type, and on-bass note. sect (section) speci  es the section    its name and variation. onoff (channel on/off) determines whether speci  c channels (rhythm, bass, etc.) are turned on/off. ch.vol (channel volume) determines the level of speci  c channels (rhythm, bass, etc.). s.vol (style volume) determines the level of the entire accompaniment style. parameter description scbar (score initial measure) this determines the number of the top measure.  the measure number is indicated in the main displa y or in the  music notation (psr-2000 only).  only one value can be speci  ed at the beginning of the song data. tempo determines the tempo value. time (time signature) determines the time signature. key determines the key, as well as the major/minor setting. xg prm (xg parameters) allows you to make various detailed changes to the data. for more information on xg parameters, refer to  the  separate data list booklet (midi data format). sys/ex. (system exclusive) displays the system exclusive data in the song. this does not let you change the actual contents of t he data;  however, it lets you delete, cut, copy, and paste the data. meta (meta event) displays the smf meta events in the song. this does not let you change the actual contents of the data;  however, it lets you delete, cut, copy, and paste the data. i f j g h d a e b c press this to convert the  recorded chord and section  entries into song data. to actually enter an edited  value, move the cursor away  from the value or press the  song  [start/stop]  but- ton.  free datasheet http:///

 recording your performances and creating songs ?song creator 107 psr-2000/1000 inputting and editing lyrics this convenient function lets you enter the song name and the lyrics for the song. it also lets you change or correct  already existing lyrics. for more information on lyric events, see the chart below. calling up operations here apply to  step 4 on page 96. use the  [back] / [next]  buttons to call up the display below. the operations here are the same as  those in editing note events (page 105). in the following example, we?l rewrite a portion of the lyrics to one of the songs, ?winkle twinkle little star. select the internal song ?winkle twinkle little star. the method for selection is the same as described on pages  76  and 83. lyrics events customizing the event list    filter this function lets you determine which event types will be shown in the event editing displays. to select an event for  display, checkmark the box corresponding to the event name. to ?ter out an event so that it is not shown on the list,  remove the checkmark so that the box is empty. to call up the display below, press the  [h] (filter)  button from any of the following displays: chd, 1 - 16, sysex, or  lyrics (page 105 - page 107). parameter description name (song name) determines the song name. this calls up the name display, from which you can enter the name. lyrics allows you to enter lyrics. code (other controls) cr :  enters a line break in the lyrics text.  lf :  deletes the currently displayed lyrics and displays the next set of lyrics. i f j g h d a e b c 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 move the cursor  to the event  containing the  lyric ?tar. 3 use these buttons to call up  the lyric display, from  which you can input lyrics. from the  lyric  display  (page 45), enter the new  word, ?your name). 4 press this button  to save the newly  changed lyric  data. 2 move the cursor to  the word ?tar. to actually enter an edited  value, move the cursor away  from the value or press the  song  [start/stop]  but- ton. i f j g h d a e b c 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 exit calls up the main filter  display. for more  information on each event  type, refer to the separate  data list booklet (midi  data format). enters checkmarks for all  items. reverses the checkmark  settings for all boxes. in  other words, this enters  checkmarks to all boxes that  were previously un-checked  and vice versa. calls up the control  change filter display. for  more information on each  event type, refer to the  separate data list booklet  (midi data format). calls up the accompaniment filter display.  for more information on each event type,  refer to the separate data list booklet  (midi data format). when   main filter   or   accompaniment filter   is selected, these select the  item, scrolling up/down to the top or the bottom. when   control change filter    is selected, these select the item, scrolling up/down eight items at a time. selects the item, scrolling up/ down one item at a time. enters/removes the checkmark  for the selected item. selects only note data;  checkmarks for all other  boxes are removed. e nd execute the settings by  pressing the  [exit]  button.  free datasheet http:///

 psr-2000/1000 108 creating accompaniment styles ?style creator this powerful feature lets you create your own original styles, which can then be used for auto accompaniment ?just  as with the preset styles. about creating accompaniment styles the chart at right shows the basic parts (or ?hannels? that make up each section  of an accompaniment style. to create an accompaniment style, record patterns to  the various channels one by one, for each of the sections you want to create.  realtime recording (page 110) you can record accompaniment styles by simply playing the parts from the  keyboard in real time. however, you dont have to record every part yourself  ?you can choose an existing preset accompaniment style that is close to the  style you want, then add or replace parts in that style as needed to create your  own custom style. realtime recording characteristics   loop recording since auto accompaniment playback repeats the accompaniment patterns of several measures in a ?oop,?you can  also record patterns in a loop. for example, if you start recording with a two-measure main section, the two  measures are repeatedly recorded. notes that you record will play back from the next loop (repetition), letting you  record new material while hearing the parts you previously recorded.   overdub recording this feature lets you record new material to a track already containing recorded data, without deleting the original  data. in style recording, the recorded data remains intact, unless you speci?ally delete it yourself. for example, if  you start recording with a two-measure main section, the two measures are repeated. as you record notes to each  pass of the loop (repetition), those notes play back from the next loop, letting you overdub new material while  hearing the previous parts.  step recording (page 111) this method is like writing music notation on paper, since it allows  you to enter each note or individually, and specify its length. this is  ideal for making precise recordings, or for recording parts that are  dif?ult to play.  assembling an accompaniment style (page 112) this convenient feature lets you create composite styles by combining  various patterns from the internal preset accompaniment styles. for  example, if you want to create your own original 8-beat style, you  could take rhythm patterns from the ? beat 1?style, use the bass  pattern from ? beat 2,?and import the chord patterns from the ?0s 8  beat?style ?combining the various elements to create one  accompaniment style.  editing the created accompaniment style (page 113) with the editing features, you can custom edit the styles youve  created by real time recording, step recording, and assembling from other styles. user enter exit balance function help menu demo sound creator digital recording mixing console digital studio direct access pa rt channel on/off freeze memory data entry organ flutes strings choir & pad guitar main back next left music finder layer i f j g h d a e b c bass piano & harpsi. e.piano xg upper octave woodwind percussion variation mono touch sustain dsp harmony/ echo left hold synth. brass organ & accordion voice effect voice one touch  setting registration memory mic. effect reset vocal harmony mic. setting vh type select talk over signal 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 transpose acmp standby on intro start/stop main ending / rit. auto fill in ots link sync. stop sync. start break ballad user latin pop &  rock rec rew ff start/stop top ballroom dance reset min max fade in/out tempo stop tap tempo reset new song sync. start song style march & waltz metro- nome extra tracks (style) (r) (l) track 2 track 1 repeat swing & jazz multi pad style control master volume pa rt acmp intro start/stop main ending / rit. auto fill in ots link sync. stop sync. start break style control digital recording section channel intro a - d rhythm 1, rhythm 2,  bass, chord 1,  chord 2, pad,  phrase 1, phrase 2 main a - d fill in a - d break ending a - d for information on the part  structure of accompaniment  styles, see page 94. rhythm 1 rhythm 2 bass chord 1 chord 2 pad phrase 1 phrase 2 8beat 1 rhythm 1 rhythm 2 bass chord 1 chord 2 pad phrase 1 phrase 2 8beat 2 rhythm 1 rhythm 2 bass chord 1 chord 2 pad phrase 1 phrase 2 60  s 8 beat rhythm 1 rhythm 2 bass chord 1 chord 2 pad phrase 1 phrase 2 any voice can be selected for  the rhy1 channel, with the  exception of organ flutes.  free datasheet http:///

 creating accompaniment styles ?style creator 109 psr-2000/1000 style file format the style file format (sff) combines all of  yamahas auto accompaniment know-how into  a single uni?d format. by using the edit  functions, you can take full advantage of the  sff format and freely create your own styles. the chart at right indicates the process by  which the accompaniment is played back.  (this does not apply to the rhythm tracks.)the  basic or ?ource?pattern in the chart is the  original style data. this source pattern is  recorded using accompaniment style  recording (see below). as shown in the chart at right, the actual  output of the accompaniment is determined by  various parameter settings and chord changes  (played in auto accompaniment section of the  keyboard) entered to this source pattern. source pattern 1 source root (root note of basic chord) 2 source chord (type of basic chord) pitch conversion 3 ntr (note transposition rule) 4 ntt (note transposition table) other settings 5 high key (threshold of the pitch  conversion) 6 note limit (soundable range) 7 rtr (retrigger rule; how the pitches of  the chord change) output these are the patterns  recorded to the  accompaniment styles  (page 116). this data is created by  chords played in the  auto accompaniment  section of the  keyboard (page 62). these settings are  edited from the  parameter display.  these parameters  determine how the  pitch of the source  pattern is converted  when you play chords  in the auto  accompaniment  section of the  keyboard. chord changes (in auto accompa- niment section of the keyboard) operation d a e b c back next i f j g h sound creator digital recording mixing console digital studio pa rt 1 select the desired accompaniment style  for editing.  to record a new  accompaniment style from scratch, call  up the  basic  page in the  style creator   display and select  new style ?by  pressing the  [c]  button. 2   4   record and edit the accompaniment style.  for details on the  operations for each display, refer to the explanations starting  on the next page. use the  [back] / [next]  buttons to  select the various  pages. 3   press the  [exit]   button to close  the  style  creator   display. e nd 5 call up the style display  by pressing the [i]  (save) button (in  assembly page: [j]  button), then save the  recorded / edited data  to the user or floppy  disk page.  free datasheet http:///

 creating accompaniment styles ?style creator psr-2000/1000 110 you can use the realtime recording features to create your own accompaniment style ?either from scratch or based  on the preset accompaniment data. the operations here apply to step 4 on page 109. realtime recording ?basic i f j g h d a e b c e nd rec .... channel is enabled for recording. on ...... channel is enabled for playback. off .... channel is muted. selects an empty style,  allowing you to create a  new style from scratch. calls up the display for changing the  tempo  or  beat  (time signature). when this button is pressed,   delete   will appear over  channels containing data. to delete data from a speci  c  channel, simultaneously hold down this button and press   the appropriate   [1  ]  -  [8  ]  button. available only when the channel is set to  [rhy1]  or  [rhy2] , this lets you delete  speci  c percussion sounds during  recording. simultaneously hold down this  button and press the key corresponding to  the instrument you want to delete. 2 first, select the desired voice. start recording by pressing the style [start/ stop] button. the selected section of the style starts playing back. since the rhythm pattern  loops repeatedly, you can record new sounds and notes on each pass while  listening to the pattern. icons above the keys conveniently indicate the  percussion instruments assigned to the keys. 3 stop recording by pressing the style [start/stop] button again. with the rec channel  display shown, close the  display by pressing the  [exit] button. if you  ve enabled sync start  (by pressing the  sync.  start  button), you can  start recording by simply  pressing a key on the key- board. 1   select the desired channel for recording by simultaneously holding down the [f] (rec ch) button and  pressing the appropriate [1  ] - [8  ] button. before recording to one of the non-rhythm channels ( bass - phr 2 ), make sure to delete the existing data  of the appropriate channel. you can make other settings (see the box ?ther parameters in the  basic  page? on page 111) after closing the  rec channel  display by pressing the  [exit]  button. to call up the  rec  channel  display again, press the  [f] (rec ch)  button.  only drum kit/sfx kit can  be selected for the rhy 2  channel.  for the non-rhythm chan- nels (bass - phr 2), all- voices with the exception  of the organ fultes voice/ drum kit/sfx kit can be  selected.   to release or cancel the  selection, press the  [1  ]  -  [8  ]  button corresponding  to the channel you wish to  cancel. as long as you  continue to hold down the  [j]  button, you can toggle  between deleting and  restoring the selected data.  releasing the [j] button  permanently deletes the  data.  before recording to  one of the non-rhythm  channels ( bass  -  phr 2 ),  make sure to delete the  existing data of the  appropriate channel.  free datasheet http:///

 creating accompaniment styles ?style creator 111 psr-2000/1000 with this method, you can create a style pattern by entering notes and other data individually, without having to  perform them in real time. the operations here apply to step 4 on page 109. the actual recording process is the same as in step recording of songs (page 96), with the exception of the points  described below. you can also edit each event from the edit page, and the editing process the same as in editing songs  (page 105).   in song recording, the end mark position can be changed freely. however, it cannot be changed when creating  accompaniment styles. this is because the length of the accompaniment style is automatically xed according to the  selected section. for example, when creating an accompaniment style based on a four-measure section, the end mark  position is automatically set to the end of the fourth measure, and cannot be changed from the step record screen.  when editing the data recorded on the edit page, you can switch between the type of data you want to edit (event  data or control data). press the [f] (track evt) button to switch between the event display (note, control change,  etc.) and the control display (system exclusive, etc.). make sure to set the record channel from another display (e.g., basic display; page 109) beforehand. other parameters in the basic display [i] (save) button calls up the style display for saving the accompaniment style data. [3  ][4  ] (section) buttons determines the section to be recorded. [5  ][6  ] (pattern length) buttons determines the length of the selected sections pattern in measures (1 - 32). the fill  in/break section is ?ed at a length of one measure. [d] (execute) button executes the pattern length change. recording ?precautions  the basic chord used for the accompaniment style is called the source chord.   all chords that play and the pitches that sound are derived from the source  chord.  when recording the main and fill in sections (for a source chord of  cm7), keep the following points in mind: *  when recording to the bass or phrase channels, try to use only the  recommended notes; this will ensure that you can play various chords with the accompaniment style and get  optimum results.  (other notes may work, providing you use them as short passing tones.) *  when recording to the chord or pad channels, use only the notes of the cm7 chord; this will ensure that  you can play various chords with the accompaniment style and get optimum results.  (other notes may work,  providing you use them as short passing tones.) the source chord is set by default to cm7; however, you can change this to any chord you prefer.  refer to the  section ?aking style file format settings ? parameter?on page 116.  when recording intro and ending sections, you can ignore the source chord and use any notes or chord  progressions you like.  in this case, if you set the ntr parameter to ?oot transpose?and ntt to  ?armonic minor?or ?elodic minor?(in the parameter page), the normal pitch conversions that  would result from playing different chords are cancelled (for playback) ?meaning that the accompaniment  pitch conversion will only occur for changes in the root note or major/minor shifts. you can also select the  desired section for recording  by pressing appropriate  panel button. pressing one  of the section buttons calls  up the section display,  from which you can change  sections by using the [6  ]/ [7  ] buttons. to actually  enter the change, press the  [8  ] button.to select the fill  in section, press the  [auto  fill in]  button. crc crc c = chord note c, r = recommended note step recording i f j g h  free datasheet http:///

 creating accompaniment styles ?style creator psr-2000/1000 112 this convenient function lets you combine accompaniment elements ?such as rhythm, bass, and chord patterns  from existing styles, and use them to create your own original accompaniment styles.   the operations here apply to step  4 on page 109. assembling an accompaniment style ?ssembly i f j g h d a e b c 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 2   selects the style section and  channel that will be copied to  the corresponding channels,  selected with the  [a] - [d]  and  [f] - [i]  buttons above.   determines the playback settings for each channel. you can  assemble the accompaniment style while the style section and  channel that will be copied are playing. solo ............mutes all but the selected channel. rhythm  channels set to rec in the rec channel display  (page 111) are played back simultaneously. on ................plays back the selected channels. any channels set  to on in the rec channel display (page 110)  are played back simultaneously. off ...............if the selected channel is set to on in the rec  channel display (page 110), off does not  appear and is not available. 1   these let you select the accompaniment style that  will be used for each channel of your original  style.  select the desired channel by pressing the  [a]    [d] ,  [f]  ? [i]  buttons and press the same  button to call up the  style  screen, from which you  can select the accompaniment style.  3 after repeating steps 1 and 2  as desired, press the  [j]  (save)  button to save the assembled  style data. from here, you can  store the settings of all  channels (rhythm 1,  rhythm 2, bass, etc.) to a  single accompaniment style. if you change the section  and channel in steps #1 and  #2, the currently speci  ed  section and channel are also  changed. the channels  being recorded are also  changed and recording is  stopped automatically. the play type parameter  affects only the playback,  and does not change the  actual accompaniment style  data.  free datasheet http:///

 creating accompaniment styles ?style creator 113 psr-2000/1000 change the rhythmic feel    groove and dynamics these versatile features give you a wide variety of tools for changing the rhythmic feel of your created accompaniment  style. the operations here apply to step 4 on page 109.  groove groove parameters original beat speci  es the beats to which groove timing is to be applied. in other words, if   8 beat   is selected, groove timing is  applied to the 8th notes; if   12 beat   is selected, groove timing is applied to 8th-note triplets. beat converter actually changes the timing of the beats (speci  ed in the original beat parameter above) to the selected value. for  example, when original beat is set to   8 beat   and beat converter is set to   12,   all 8th notes in the section are  shifted to 8th-note triplet timing. the   16a   and   16b   beat converter which appear when original beat is set to   12  beat   are variations on a basic 16th-note setting. swing produces a   swing   feel by shifting the timing of the back beats, depending on the original beat parameter above.  for example, if the speci  ed original beat value is 8th notes, the swing parameter will selectively delay the 2nd, 4th,  6th, and 8th beats of each measure to create a swing feel. the settings   a   through   e   produce different degrees of  swing, with   a   being the most subtle and   e   being the most pronounced. fine selects a variety of groove   templates   to be applied to the selected section. the   push   settings cause certain beats to  be played early, while   heavy   settings delay the timing of certain beats. the numbered settings (2, 3, 4, 5) determine  which beats are to be affected. all beats up to the speci  ed beat   but not including the   rst beat    will be played early  or delayed (for example, the 2nd and 3rd beats, if   3   is selected). in all cases,   a   types produce minimum effect,   b    types produce medium effect, and   c   types produce maximum effect. edit the created accompaniment style i f j g h d a e b c 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 use these to select the  desired edit operation. calls up the  style  display and  lets you store the edited  accompaniment style data. executes the groove operation. after  the operation is completed, this button  changes to  [undo] , letting you  restore the original data if you  re not  satis  ed with the groove results. the  undo function only has one level; only  the previous operation can be undone. determines the settings for each of the  groove parameters (see the list below).  free datasheet http:///

 creating accompaniment styles ?style creator psr-2000/1000 114  dynamics dynamics parameters accent type selects the type of accent. strength determines how strongly the selected accent type (above) will be applied. the higher the value, the stronger the effect. expand/compress expands or compresses the range of velocity values, around a central velocity  value   64.   values higher than 100% expand the dynamic range, while values lower  than 100% compress it. boost/cut boosts or cuts all velocity values in the selected section/channel. values above  100% boost the overall velocity, while values below 100% reduce it. i f j g h d a e b c 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 use these to select the  desired edit operation. calls up the  style  display  and lets you store the  edited accompaniment  style data. executes the dynamics operation. after the  operation is completed, this button changes  to  [undo] , letting you restore the original  data if you  re not satis  ed with the  dynamics results. the undo function only  has one level; only the previous operation  can be undone. determines the settings for each of the  dynamics parameters (see the list  below). select the desired channel to which  dynamics is to be applied. velocity  is determined by  how strongly you play the  keyboard. the more strongly you play  the keyboard, the higher the  velocity value and, hence,  the louder the sound.  free datasheet http:///

 creating accompaniment styles ?style creator 115 psr-2000/1000 editing the channel data in this display, there are ?e different channel-related edit functions, including quantize, for editing the recorded  accompaniment style data. the operations here apply to step 4 on page 109.  quantize refer to page 102.  velocity change boosts or cuts the velocity of all notes in the speci?d channel (selected with the  [1  ] / [2  ] (channel)  buttons), according to the speci?d percentage (selected with the  [4  ] / [5  ] (boost/cut)  buttons).  bar copy this function allows data to be copied from one measure or group of measures to another location within the  speci?d channel. use the  [4  ] (top ) and  [5  ] (last)  buttons to specify the ?st and last measures in the  region to be copied. use the  [6  ] (dest)  button to specify the ?st measure of the destination location, to which  the data is to be copied.  bar clear this function clears all data from the speci?d range of measures within the selected channel. use the  [4  ] (top)   and  [5  ] (last)  buttons to specify the ?st and last measures in the region to be cleared.  remove event this function lets you remove speci? events from the selected channel. use the  [4  ]  -  [6  ]   (event)  buttons  to select the desired event type to be removed. see the explanations below. preset channel bass- phrase 2 can not be  edited.  free datasheet http:///

 creating accompaniment styles ?style creator psr-2000/1000 116 making style file format settings   parameter this display provides a variety of style controls?such as determining how the pitch and sound of the recorded style  change when playing the chords in the left-hand range of the keyboard. for details about the relationship between the  parameters, refer to ?tyle file format?on page 109. the operations here are the same as described in step 4 on page 109.  source root/chord these settings determine the original key of the source pattern (i.e., the key used when recording the pattern). the default  setting of cm7 (with a source root of ??and a source type of?7?, is automatically selected whenever the preset data  is deleted prior to recording a new style, regardless of the source root and chord included in the preset data. when you  change source root / chord from the default cm7 to another chord, the chord notes and recommended notes will also  change, depending on the newly selected chord type. for details on chord notes and recommended notes, see page 111.  ntr (note transposition rule) and ntt (note transposition table)  ntr (note transposition rule) this determines the system for pitch conversion of the source pattern. two settings are available. root trans (root transpose) when the root note is transposed, the pitch relationship between notes is maintained. for example, the notes c3,  e3 and g3 in the key of c become f3, a3 and c4 when they are transposed to f. use this setting for channels that  contain melody lines. root fixed the note is kept as close as possible to the previous note range. for example, the notes c3, e3 and g3 in the key  of c become c3, f3 and a3 when they are transposed to f. use this setting for channels that contain chord parts. when  ntr  is set to   root  fixed   and  ntt  is set to   bypass ,   the   source  root   and   source chord    parameters are changed to   play root   and   play  chord ,   respectively. in this  case, you can change  chords and hear the result- ing sound for all channels. see the explanations below. crc cr crc c r c crc c c r crc c c r c ccc cr ccc c c r ccc c r c crc rcr cr c r c cr cc r c cc r cc cr rr ccc cc rc c cc rc cc cr c c cc cr c c r c cc rc c c cr ccr cr r r c ccr ccc c cc c c crc cc ccc c c crc cr cc crc cc c ccc cc ccc r rcc ccc r cc crc c r r c crc rcc cc cc cr c c ccr cr cmaj cm c7 cm7 cm7 9 c6 9 caug cm6 cm7 cm7  5cm7 9 cm7 11 cmm7 cmm7 9 cdim cdim7 c7 9 c7 13 c7  9 csus4 csus2 c1+8 c1+5 c7   5 c6 cm 9 cm7  11 c7  11 c7  9 c7aug cm7aug c7sus4 c9 c7  13 when the source root is c: c = chord note c, r = recommended  note  free datasheet http:///

 creating accompaniment styles ?style creator 117 psr-2000/1000  ntt (note transposition table) this sets the note transposition table for the source pattern. six transposition types are available. bypass no transposition. melody suitable for melody line transposition. use this for melody channels such as  phrase 1  and  phrase 2 . chord suitable for chord transposition. use for the  chord 1  and  chord 2  channels, especially when they contain piano  or guitar-like chordal parts. bass suitable for bass line transposition. this table is basically similar to the melody table above, but recognizes on- bass chords allowed in the  fingered on bass  ?gering mode. use this primarily for bass lines. melodic minor when the played chord changes from a major to a minor chord, this table lowers the third interval in the scale by  a semitone. when the chord changes from a minor to a major chord, the minor third interval is raised by a  semitone. other notes are not changed. harmonic minor when the played chord changes from a major to a minor chord, this table lowers the third and sixth intervals in  the scale by a semitone. when the chord changes from a minor to a major chord, the minor third and ?tted sixth  intervals are raised by a semitone. other notes are not changed.  high key/note limit  high key this sets the highest key (upper octave limit)  of the note transposition for the chord root  change. any notes calculated to be higher  than the highest key are transposed down to  the octave just below the highest key. this  setting is effective only when the ntr  parameter (page 116) is set to ?oot trans.  note limit this sets the note range (highest and lowest  notes) for voices recorded to the style  channels. by judicious setting of this range,  you can ensure that the voices sound as  realistic as possible ?in other words, that no  notes outside the natural range are sounded  (e.g., high bass sounds or low piccolo  sound). the actual notes that sound are  automatically shifted to the set range.  rtr (retrigger rule) these settings determine whether notes stop sounding or not and how they change pitch in response to chord  changes. stop the notes stop sounding. pitch shift the pitch of the note will bend without a new attack to match the type of the new chord. pitch shift to root the pitch of the note will bend without a new attack to match the root of the new chord. retrigger the note is retriggered with a new attack at a new pitch corresponding to the next chord. retrigger to root the note is retriggered with a new attack at the root note of the next chord. however, the octave of the new note  remains the same. cm c3-e3-g3 fm f3-a3-c4 f  m f  2-a  2-c  3 c  m c  3-f3-g  3 example    when the highest key is f root changes notes played cm e3-g3-c4 fm high limit low limit f3-a3-c4 c  m f3-g  3-c  4 example    when the lowest note is c3 and the highest is d4 root changes notes played  free datasheet http:///

 psr-2000/1000 118 creating multi pad ?multi pad creator the psr-2000/1000 lets you create your own original multi pad phrases ?which you can use in your performances in  the same way as the preset multi pads. user enter exit balance function help menu demo sound creator digital recording mixing console digital studio direct access pa rt channel on/off freeze memory data entry organ flutes strings choir & pad guitar main back next left music finder layer i f j g h d a e b c bass piano & harpsi. e.piano xg upper octave woodwind percussion variation mono touch sustain dsp harmony/ echo left hold synth. brass organ & accordion voice effect voice one touch  setting registration memory mic. effect reset vocal harmony mic. setting vh type select talk over signal 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 transpose acmp standby on intro start/stop main ending / rit. auto fill in ots link sync. stop sync. start break ballad user latin pop &  rock rec rew ff start/stop top ballroom dance reset min max fade in/out tempo stop tap tempo reset new song sync. start song style march & waltz metro- nome extra tracks (style) (r) (l) track 2 track 1 repeat swing & jazz multi pad style control master volume pa rt multi pad stop operation sound creator digital recording mixing console digital studio pa rt back next i f j g h 1 select the desired multi pad bank for  editing.  to record a new multi pad from  scratch, call up the  record  page in  the  multi pad creator  display and  select  ?ew bank  by pressing the [c]  (new bank) button. 2 3 4 record and edit the multi pad.   for details on the operations for  each display, refer to the explanations starting on the next page. use the  [back] / [next]  buttons  to select the  record or   edit page. 5 call up the multi pad   display by pressing the  [i] (save) button, then  save the recorded / edited data to the user  or floppy disk page. press the  [exit]  button to close the  multi pad  display. e nd d a e b c  free datasheet http:///

 creating multi pad ?multi pad creator 119 psr-2000/1000 the operations here apply to step 4 on page 118. start recording first, select the desired voice. press the  [h] (rec)  button to set the record standby mode.  recording begins automatically as soon as you play on the keyboard.  you can also start  recording by pressing the  style [start]  button.  if chord match  (see below) is set to on  for the multi pad to be recorded, you should record using the notes of the c major  seventh scale (c, d, e, g, a and b). stop recording press the  [h] (stop)  button or the panel  style/multi pad [stop]  button to stop recording when you've ?ished  playing the phrase. turning chord match and repeat on/off  repeat unless the repeat function is on for the selected pad, playback will end automatically as soon as the end of the  phrase is reached. a phrase can be stopped while it is playing by pressing the multi pad [stop] button.  chord match if a multi pad is played while style is playing and the chord match function for that pad is on, the phrase will be  automatically re-harmonized to match the accompaniment chords. multi pad realtime recording ?record i f j g h d a e b c select the desired multi  pad for recording or editing.  you can also select it by  pressing the  multi pad  [1]  to  [4]  button. selects an empty multi pad  bank, allowing you to create a  new multi pad from scratch. select this to engage  the record standby  mode (synchronized  standby). select this to save the  recorded pad data to  user or floppy disk  drive. turn repeat/chord match of each pad  on or off (see below). calls up the name display to  input the new name.  other notes besides those  of the c major seventh  scale can be recorded;  however, this may result in  the recorded phrase not  matching the chord when  being played back.  the rhythm part of the  currently selected style is  used as a rhythmic guide  (in place of a metronome),  playing back during  recording.  however, it is  not recorded to the multi  pad. crc crc c = chord note c, r = recommended note others: non-recommended note  free datasheet http:///

 creating multi pad ?multi pad creator psr-2000/1000 120 with this method, you can create a multi pad by entering notes and other data individually, without having to perform  them in real time. the operations here apply to step 4 on page 118. the actual recording process is the same as in step recording of songs (page 96), with the exception of the points  described below. you can also edit each event from the edit page, and the editing process the same as in editing songs  (page 105).  just as with song recording, the end mark position can be changed freely in the multi pad creator.  this allows you  to ?ely adjust the phrase length for the pad.  this would be convenient, for example, in synchronizing repeat  playback of a pad (set to repeat on) with the keyboard and auto accompaniment playback.  since the multi pads have only one track (channel), the track (channel) cannot be changed. step recording or editing multi pads ?edit i f j g h i f j g h  free datasheet http:///

 121 psr-2000/1000 adjust the volume balance and changing voices   ?mixing console set up just like a real mixing console, this display gives you comprehensive control over the sound. you can call up additional basic mixing controls by using the  [balance]  button and the  [channel on/off]  button  (page 61).  about the parameters  vol/voice (volume/voice) (page 122) this contains settings related to the volume and voice of each part/channel. here you can also enable the auto  revoice feature ?which automatically plays xg-compatible songs (page 159) with the rich and dynamic voices  that are exclusive to the psr-2000/1000. this gives you much more authentic and realistic instrument sounds for  your song playback.  filter (page 123) these controls affect the tone quality of the voice, letting you add power, punch, or brightness to the sound.  tune (page 123) these give you various tuning controls.  effect (page 124) these control the amount of effect applied to the sound.  eq (equalizer) (psr-2000 only) (page 127) determines the overall tone quality of the instrument, letting you adjust the sound to match the particular  performance space.  also you can adjust the volume or tone quality for each part. mixing console  this set of controls  lets you adjust the  balance of the  voices and their ste- reo position, as well  as the amount of  effect that is applied  to each voice.  user enter exit balance function help menu demo sound creator digital recording mixing console digital studio direct access part channel on/off freeze memory data entry organ flutes strings choir & pad guitar main back next left music finder layer i f j g h d a e b c bass piano & harpsi. e.piano xg upper octave woodwind percussion variation mono touch sustain dsp harmony/ echo left hold synth. brass organ & accordion voice effect voice one touch  setting registration memory mic. effect reset vocal harmony mic. setting vh type select talk over signal 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 transpose acmp standby on intro start/stop main ending / rit. auto fill in ots link sync. stop sync. start break ballad user latin pop &  rock rec rew ff start/stop top ballroom dance reset min max fade in/out tempo stop tap tempo reset new song sync. start song style march & waltz metro- nome extra tracks (style) (r) (l) track 2 track 1 repeat swing & jazz multi pad style control master volume pa rt mixing console pa rt operation mixing console pa rt 1 panel part includes the keyboard-played parts (main/ layer, left), accompaniment parts, song,  microphone input (psr-2000 only) style part accompaniment parts song ch 1 - 8 channels 1 - 8 of song playback song ch 9 -16 channels 9 - 16 of song playback 2 select the other mixing console pages by using the [back]/ [next] buttons and set the desired parameters. for information on the various parameters and settings and how  to use them, refer to the explanations starting on page 122. from the mixing console display, press the button  repeatedly until the desired display is called up.  each press of the  button switches among the displays listed below. you can quickly and easily  set all parts to the same  value for the same parame- ter (except for the voice  parameter). simulta- neously hold down the  [a]  -  [j]  button that corresponds  to the parameter you want  to change and use the  [1]  -  [8]  buttons or the  [data  entry]  dial to change the  value. n for details on parameters  related to the  sound cre- ator , see page 88. close the  mixing  console  display by  pressing the  [exit]   button. e nd  free datasheet http:///

 adjust the volume balance and changing voices  ?mixing console psr-2000/1000 122 the operations for this page apply to step 2 of the procedure on page 121. setting the level balance and voice ?volume/voice i f j g h 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 sound creator digital recording mixing console digital studio i f j g h d a e b c 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 pa rt set this to on to enable automatic replacement of  the xg voices (in xg song data) with the special  voices of the psr-2000/1000. to use the normal  xg voice set, turn this off. voice calls up the  voice  display, from which you can select the desired voice (page 54). when the  style part is selected, neither organ flutes voices nor user voices can be selected. when the  song part is selected, user voices cannot be selected. panpot determines the stereo position of the selected voice or track. a setting of 0 pans the sound hard  left, while 64 is at center, and 127 is at hard right. volume determines the level of each channel, giving you   ne control over the balance of all the parts. selects the xg voices to  be replaced (voices  usually used when  playing back) selects the voices used to replace the xg voices  (when  song auto revoice  is set to  on ). executes the settings and closes the  auto  revoice setup  display. closes the  auto revoice setup  screen without  executing the settings. 1 2 each press of this  button switches  among the various  parts/channels. use these to select the  voice ,  panpot , or  volume   parameter rows. allows you to select  the speci  c voice to  be replaced. keep in mind that using the  revoice function may result  in unnatural or unexpected  sound, depending on the  particular song data. all revoice replaces all of the replaceable  xg voices with the rich and  authentic voices of the psr- 2000/1000. basic revoice replaces only the recommended  voices that are suitable for playing  back the song. all no revoice all the voices are returned to the  original xg voices. these let you select  the voice of each  part, and adjust the  panpot and volume. the  [rhy2]  categories in  the  style part  display are  only for the drum kit/sfx kit  (percussion) voice. n the  [rhy1]  channel in the  style part display can be  assigned to any voice except  for the organ flutes voice. n when playing gm song data,  channel 10 (in the  song  ch 9 - 16  page) can only be  used for a drum kit voice. when changing the rhythm/ percussion voices (drum  kits, etc.) of the accompani- ment style and song from  the voice parameter, the  detailed settings related to  the drum voice are reset,  and in some cases you may  be unable to restore the  original sound.  in the case  of song playback, you can  restore the original sound  by returning to the begin- ning of the song and playing  back from that point.  in the  case of accompaniment  style play, you can restore  the original sound by select- ing the same style again.  free datasheet http:///

 adjust the volume balance and changing voices  ?mixing console 123 psr-2000/1000 the operations for this page apply to step 2 of the procedure on page 121. the operations for this page apply to step 2 of the procedure on page 121. portamento time ............when the part is set to mono (page 58, 88), this determines the portamento time. the  higher the value, the longer the time it takes for the pitch to change. portamento is only  applied when you play legato (playing the next note before releasing the previous one). pitch bend range ...........determines the range of the pitch bend wheel for the corresponding part. the range is  from ??to ?2?with each step corresponding to one semitone. octave ................................determines the range of the pitch change in octaves, over two octaves up or down. the  value of this parameter is added to the value set via the  [upper octave]  button. tuning ...............................determines the pitch of the instrument. changing the tone of the voice ?filter sound creator digital recording mixing console digital studio i f j g h d a e b c 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 pa rt switches between the  harmonic  and  brightness  parameters. harmonic .........allows you to adjust the resonance effect  (see   harmonic content   on page 89). brightness .....determines the brightness of the sound by  adjusting the cutoff frequency (page 89). each press of this  button switches among  the various parts/ channels. for details about the filter,  see page 89. n be careful with these con- trols. depending on the  selected voice, extreme set- tings may result in noise or  distortion. changing pitch-related settings ?tune portamento  is used to cre- ate a smooth transition in  pitch from one note to the  next. i f j g h d a e b c 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 switches among the available parameters:  portamento  time ,  pitch bend range ,  octave , and  tuning . these increase/decrease (transpose) the pitch in semitone units. master ... transposes both the pitch of the keyboard and that of the song playback. song ........ transposes the pitch of the song playback. kbd .......... transposes the pitch of the keyboard. refer to the explanation below.  free datasheet http:///

 adjust the volume balance and changing voices  ?mixing console psr-2000/1000 124 the operations for this page apply to step 2 of the procedure on page 121. adjusting the effects there are three effect sec- tions: reverb, chorus, and  dsp (which contains a vari- ety of effect types). for  details, refer to the effect  block list (page 125). sound creator digital recording mixing console digital studio i f j g h d a e b c 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 pa rt i f j g h 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 switches among the  effect sections:  reverb ,  chorus ,  and  dsp . determines the amount of effect that is applied to each part. for more information  about the characteristics of each effect, see the  effect block  list on page 125. press this to edit and store  the effect (page 124, 125). these determine the effect block and let you assign the effect. block ............ determines the effect block (group of similar or related effects). pa rt ............... determines the part to which the insertion effect is applied. it is effective only  when block is set to   dsp1/dsp,   parameter is set to   connection,   and  value is set to   insertion      or when block is set to   dsp2  4   (psr-2000). category ..... the various effect programs (in  type  below) are grouped into categories. this  parameter may not be available depending on the selected block. type ............... determines the type of effect that is assigned to the selected effect block. the  actual effect types that are available may differ depending on the selected block. 1 2 each press of  this button  switches among  the various  parts/channels. indicates the type name for each effect block. when the  block   parameter is set to  reverb ,  chorus , or  dsp1-4/dsp , press this  to call up the display  from which you can  change the detailed  settings for the effects.  free datasheet http:///

 adjust the volume balance and changing voices  ?mixing console 125 psr-2000/1000 effect block block parts characteristics number of user effect reverb all parts reproduces the warm ambience of playing in  a concert hall or jazz club. 3 chorus  all parts produces a rich   fat   sound as if several parts  are being played simultaneously. 3 dsp 1 (psr-2000) dsp(psr-1000) main, layer, left, song (ch. 1 - 16),  mic (psr-2000 only), style in addition to reverb and chorus effects, this  section features a variety of special effects,  including distortion. 3 dsp2 - 4 (psr-2000 only) main, layer, left, song (ch. 1 - 16),  mic (automatically assigned) any unused dsp blocks are automatically  assigned to the remaining active parts. 10 i f j g h 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 d a e b c determines the  effect block. calls up the  display for storing  the effect. determines the effect category. determines the effect type. determines the effect parameter to be adjusted. determines the level of the  effect (return level). this is not  available when block is set  to   dsp1/dsp,   parameter  is set to   connection,   and  value is set to   insertion   or  when block is set to   dsp2  4   (psr-2000). determines the value of the  selected parameter. calls up the display  for naming the user  effect (page 45). i f j g h 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 3 4 select the  destination to  which the effect  is to be stored.  the number of  memory spaces  available for the  destination differs  for each block  (refer to the chart  below). stores the effect settings you  made above to a  user effect  location (system) for future  recall. to call up the effect, select  user  from the  category   parameter and select the desired  effect from the  type  parameter. keep in mind that in some  cases noise may result if  you adjust the effect param- eters while playing the  instrument. switches between  the upper/lower  parameters. for the  lower parameter,  the depth can be  changed when the  [variation]   button is on.  free datasheet http:///

 adjust the volume balance and changing voices  ?mixing console psr-2000/1000 126 effect structure the psr-2000/1000 features the following digital effect systems. the effect type, depth, and various parameters can be  set with the panel controls. about the effect connections ?system and insertion all the effect blocks are connected or routed in one of two ways: system or insertion. system applies the selected effect  to all parts, while insertion applies the selected effect to one speci? part. reverb and chorus are system effects, and  dsp 2 - dsp 4 (psr-2000 only) are insertion effects. the dsp1/dsp effect, on the other hand, can be con?ured for  either system or insertion routing.  the illustration below shows how the various effect blocks are set up and traces the signal ?w for the send/return  controls set on the psr-2000/1000. psr-2000 out rev send main voice dry cho send dsp send unused dsp blocks are automatically  assigned to the active parts. rev send layer voice dry cho send rev send left voice dry cho send rev send mic dry cho send dsp send rev send style (each channel) song (each channel) dry cho send dsp send chorus master eq reverb dry line dsp1 chorus return dsp return reverb return dsp1 mic effect vocal harmony when dsp is set as an insertion effect  (here part is set to one of the style channels),  it is put here in the signal flow. when dsp is set as a system effect,  it is put here in the signal flow. rev send dry cho send dsp send dsp3 dsp4 dsp2 psr-1000 out rev send main voice dry cho send dsp send when dsp is set as an insertion effect  (here part is set to main),  it is put here in the signal flow.   rev send layer voice dry cho send dsp send rev send left voice dry cho send dsp send rev send mic dry cho send dsp send rev send style/song  (each channel) dry cho send dsp send chorus reverb dry line dsp chorus return dsp return reverb return dsp when dsp is set as a system effect,  it is put here in the signal flow.    free datasheet http:///

 adjust the volume balance and changing voices  ?mixing console 127 psr-2000/1000 usually an equalizer is used to correct the sound output from amps or speakers to match the special character of the  room.  the sound is divided into several frequency bands, allowing you to correct the sound by raising or lowering the  level for each band.  the equalizer allows you to adjust the tone or timbre of the sound to match the performance  space, or to compensate for certain acoustic characteristics in your room.  for example, you can cut some of the low  range frequencies when playing on stages or in large studio spaces where the sound is too ?oomy,?or boost the high  frequencies in rooms and close spaces where the sound is relatively ?ead?and free of echoes.the psr-2000 possesses  a high grade ?e-band digital equalizer function. with this function, a ?al effect ?one control?can be added to the  output of your instrument.  the operations for this page apply to step 2 of the procedure on page 121. setting the equalizer?q (psr-2000 only) i f j g h d a e b c i f j g h d a e b c 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 gain q freq freq select the  desired master  eq type. call up the master eq  edit display select the eq type to adjust  the eq low using the  [1  ]  -  [8  ]  buttons. an edited preset or user  curve can be stored to  user 1 or 2. adjusts the overall gain of all eq bands  simultaneously. the preset and user curves can be edited  as required via the corresponding lcd buttons    eq1 through eq5.each of the 5 bands can  be boosted (  +   values) or cut (  values) by up  to 12 db. whenever an eq band is edited the corresponding eq value is highlighted and the number of the  edited band appears above the q and freq controls.  the q and freq controls can then be  used to adjust the q (bandwidth) and the freq (center frequency) of the selected band.  the  higher the   q,   the narrower the bandwidth. the available freq range is different for each band. select the  desired master  eq type. 1 2 select the eq type to adjust  the eq high using the  [1  ]   -  [8  ]  buttons.  free datasheet http:///

 psr-2000 128 using a microphone ?mic. (psr-2000) this extraordinarily powerful feature uses advanced voice-processing technology to automatically produce vocal  harmony based on a single lead vocal. four distinct harmony modes as well as an extensive selection of preset harmony  types are provided. in addition to straightforward harmony, the psr-2000 also lets you change the apparent gender of  the harmony and/or lead vocal sound. for example, if you are a male singer, you can have the psr-2000 automatically  generate a two-part female backup. a comprehensive set of parameters gives you exceptionally precise and ?xible  control over the vocal harmony sound. for details about connecting  a microphone, see  page 152. user enter exit balance function help menu demo sound creator digital recording mixing console digital studio direct access pa rt channel on/off freeze memory data entry organ flutes strings choir & pad guitar main back next left music finder layer i f j g h d a e b c bass piano & harpsi. e.piano xg upper octave woodwind percussion variation mono touch sustain dsp harmony/ echo left hold synth. brass organ & accordion voice effect voice one touch  setting registration memory mic. effect reset vocal harmony mic. setting vh type select talk over signal 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 transpose acmp standby on intro start/stop main ending / rit. auto fill in ots link sync. stop sync. start break ballad user latin pop &  rock rec rew ff start/stop top ballroom dance reset min max fade in/out tempo stop tap tempo reset new song sync. start song style march & waltz metro- nome extra tracks (style) (r) (l) track 2 track 1 repeat swing & jazz multi pad style control master volume pa rt mic. effect vocal harmony mic. setting vh type select talk over signal mic. effect vocal harmony mic. setting vh type select talk over signal use the signal and over indicators to determine the appropriate setting (page 152). if you connect a microphone to the psr-2000, you can  sing along with the song or auto accompaniment and have  vocal harmony parts added automatically. this convenient function lets you temporarily cancel the  vocal harmony or other microphone effects when using  a connected microphone. this is especially useful when  you talk between songs during a performance. determines the on/off setting of the effect  applied to the microphone, set in the  mixing console  display (page 124). this calls up the  vocal harmony type  display (page 129) and lets you set the  desired harmony type. this calls up the  microphone setting   display (page 130) and lets you adjust the  level of the microphone and vocal harmony  effect.  free datasheet http:///

 using a microphone ?mic. (psr-2000) 129 psr-2000 selecting a vocal harmony type i f j g h d a e b c 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 select a vocal harmony type. 1 press the [vh type select] button. 2 this lets you adjust the amount of  harmony effect that is applied. i f j g h d a e b c 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 save the changed  data ( page 38 , 44). the saved settings can be  named (page 41) or deleted  (page 43) in the user page. 3 press the  [exit]  button to return to the previous  display. select a vocal harmony type. select a vocal harmony parameter. adjust the parameter value. return to the  vocal harmony  type  display.  e nd for details about the vocal har- mony parameter, refer to the  separate data list.  free datasheet http:///

 using a microphone ?mic. (psr-2000) psr-2000 130 operation adjusting the vocal harmony settings and microphone effects     overall setting the explanations here apply to step 2 above.  3band eq (3-band equalizer) usually an equalizer is used to correct the sound output from amps or speakers to match the special character of the  room. the sound is divided into several frequency bands, allowing you to correct the sound by raising or lowering  the level for each band. the psr-2000 features a high grade three-band digital equalizer function for the  microphone sound. hz .............. adjusts the center frequency of the corresponding band. db ............... boosts or cuts the level of the corresponding band by up to 12 db.   noise gate this effect mutes the input signal when the input from the microphone falls below a speci?d level. this effectively  cuts off extraneous noise, allowing the desired signal (vocal, etc.) to pass. sw .............. ?w?is the abbreviation of switch. this turns noise gate on or off. th. ............. ?h.?is the abbreviation of threshold. this adjusts the input level at which the gate begins to open. making settings for the vocal harmony and microphone  ?microphone setting back next i f j g h d a e b c 1 press the [mic.  setting]  button. 2 select the microphone setting page by using the [back]/[next]  button and set the parameters. for information on the various parameters and settings and  how to use them, refer to the explanations  below. press the  [exit]   button to return to the  previous display. e nd i f j g h d a e b c 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 select the 3band eq use these to change the value for each  function or setting. for details, see below. select the noise gate/ compressor. select the vocal harmony  control/mic.  free datasheet http:///

 using a microphone ?mic. (psr-2000) 131 psr-2000  compressor this effect holds down the output when the input signal from the microphone exceeds a speci?d level. this is  useful when recording a signal with widely varying dynamics. it effectively ?ompresses?the signal, making soft  parts louder and loud parts softer. sw ..............  ?w?is the abbreviation of switch. this turns compressor on or off. th. ............. ?h.?is the abbreviation of threshold. this adjusts the input level at which compression begins to be  applied. ratio ........ this adjusts the compression ratio.  out ........... adjusts the ?al output level.  vocal harmony control the following parameters determine how the harmony is controlled. vocoder control the vocal harmony effect is controlled by note data ?the notes you play on the keyboard and/or the notes of the  song data. this parameter lets you determine which notes are used to control the harmony.   song channel mute/play:  when set to ?ute,?the channel selected below is muted (turned off) during keyboard performance or song  playback. off: song data control over harmony is turned off.  1-16: when playing back a song from disk or external midi sequencer, the note data recorded to the assigned song  channel controls the harmony.   keyboard off:  keyboard control over harmony is turned off.  upper:  notes played to the right of the split point control the harmony.  lower:  notes played to the left of the split point control the harmony.  balance this lets you set the balance between the lead vocal (your own voice) and vocal harmony. raising this value  increases the volume of the vocal harmony and decreases that of the lead vocal. when this is set to lh, only the lead vocal is output. mode all of the vocal harmony types fall into one of three modes which produce harmony in different ways. the harmony  effect is dependent on the selected vocal harmony mode and track, and this parameter determines how the  harmony is applied to your voice. the three modes are described below. vocoder: the harmony notes are determined by the notes you play on the keyboard (main, layer and left) and/ or song  data which includes vocal harmony tracks. chordal: during accompaniment playback, chords played in the auto accompaniment section of the keyboard control the  harmony. during song playback, chords contained in song data control the harmony. (not available if the song  does not contain any chord data.) auto: when the auto accompaniment or left part is set to on and if chord data exists in the song, the mode is  automatically set to chordal. in all other cases, the mode is set to vocoder. chord the following parameters specify the song data which will be used for chord detection. off:  chords are not detected. xf:  chords of xf format are detected. 1-16:  chords are detected from note data in the speci?d song channel.  mic (microphone) the following parameters determine how the microphone sound is controlled. mute .............. when set to off, the microphone sound is turned off. volume ......... adjusts the volume of the microphone sound.  free datasheet http:///

 using a microphone ?mic. (psr-2000) psr-2000 132 setting the microphone volume and related effects    talk  setting determines the settings when the [talk] button is on. the explanations here apply to step 2 on page 130. volume/pan/reverb depth/chorus depth/total volume attenuator dsp/type/depth i f j g h d a e b c 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 this sets the stereo pan position  of the microphone sound. this determines the volume of  the microphone sound. these set the depth of the reverb and chorus effects  applied to the microphone sound. this determines the amount of  attenuation to be applied to the overall  sound (excepting the microphone input)    allowing you to effectively adjust the  balance between your voice and the  overall instrument sound. i f j g h d a e b c 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 this turns the dsp effect applied to the  microphone sound on or off. this selects the type of dsp effect to be applied  to the microphone sound. this sets the depth of the dsp effect  applied to the microphone sound.  free datasheet http:///

 133 psr-2000/1000 making global and other important settings ?function the function mode gives you access to various advanced functions related to the instrument as a whole. these  sophisticated functions let you customize the psr-2000/1000 to your own musical needs and preferences. adjusting the pitch and tuning    master tune and scale tune  master tune (page 135) this allows you to make ?e adjustments to the overall pitch of the instrument ?letting you accurately match the  tuning with that of other instruments.  scale tune (page 135) this determines the particular tuning system (or temperament) for the instrument. this is especially useful for playing  period pieces, to match the tuning system used during speci? musical eras. setting song-related parameters    song settings (page 137) these allow you to set parameters related to song playback. setting auto accompaniment-related parameters    style setting, split point, and chord  fingering  style setting / split point (page 138) these determine the auto accompaniment-related settings, and let you set the split point.  chord fingering (page 139) user enter exit balance function help menu demo sound creator digital recording mixing console digital studio direct access pa rt channel on/off freeze memory data entry organ flutes strings choir & pad guitar main back next left music finder layer i f j g h d a e b c bass piano & harpsi. e.piano xg upper octave woodwind percussion variation mono touch sustain dsp harmony/ echo left hold synth. brass organ & accordion voice effect voice one touch  setting registration memory mic. effect reset vocal harmony mic. setting vh type select talk over signal 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 transpose acmp standby on intro start/stop main ending / rit. auto fill in ots link sync. stop sync. start break ballad user latin pop &  rock rec rew ff start/stop top ballroom dance reset min max fade in/out tempo stop tap tempo reset new song sync. start song style march & waltz metro- nome extra tracks (style) (r) (l) track 2 track 1 repeat swing & jazz multi pad style control master volume pa rt function operation function help menu demo 2 select the desired function. 1 3 set the parameters of the selected  function.  the operations for each function are  covered in the following explanations. to return to the previous display, press the  [exit] button. e nd  free datasheet http:///

 making global and other important settings ?function psr-2000/1000 134 this determines the method for playing/indicating  chords when using the auto accompaniment features.  you can even check how to play the chord, since the  individual notes are indicated in the display. making settings for the pedals and  keyboard    controller  pedal (page 139) these settings determine how the connected foot  pedals (including foot controllers and footswitches)  are used. they can be assigned to a variety of  functions, letting you control operations with your  feet ?such as turning the accompaniment style on/ off, or triggering fill in patterns.  keyboard / panel (page 141) these settings determine the touch sensitivity of the  keyboard (how touch affects volume), the on/off  status of the modulation wheel (psr-2000 only), and  the pitch transpose settings (for the keyboard, song  data, and entire instrument). setting the registration sequence, freeze,  and voice set  registration sequence (page 142) this determines the order in which the registration  memory presets (1 - 8) are called up ?by using the  [back][next] buttons or the pedal.  freeze ( page 142 ) this lets you specify the settings you want to be  maintained or left unchanged, even when changing  registration memory presets.  voice set (page 143) this lets you determine whether certain voice-related  settings (such as effects, eq, harmony, etc.) are  automatically called up or not when you select a  voice. setting harmony and echo (page 143) these let you set the type of harmony or echo effect  applied to the keyboard-played voices, as well as the  amount of effect. making midi settings  system (page 145) these determine various system messages settings  (such as clock, start/stop, system exclusive), as well  as local control on/off.  transmit (page 146) this determines how playback data is sent to  connected midi devices ?i.e., which parts are  assigned to which midi transmit channels. this also  lets you specify the type of data to be transmitted over  each channel.  receive (page 147) this determines how the parts of the psr-2000/1000  respond to data from connected midi devices ?i.e.,  which parts are assigned to which midi receive  channels. this also lets you specify the type of data to  be received over each channel.  root (page 147) this determines the channel(s) recognized for the root  notes, for use with the auto accompaniment.   chord detect (page 147) this determines the channel(s) recognized for the  chords, for use with the auto accompaniment.  other settings    utility  con  g 1 (page 148) this page contains settings for fade in/out,  metronome, parameter lock, and the tap sound.  con  g 2 (page 149) from this page, you can adjust the display, and  change the voice number indication.  disk (page 150) from this page, you can format disks, and copy from  disk to disk.  owner (page 151) from this page, you can set the language of the  instrument, and input your own name ?which is  shown automatically every time the power is turned  on.  system reset (page 151) this function restores the psr-2000/1000 to its  original factory settings. you can also specify which  types of settings are to be restored, as well as store  your own original settings for future recall.  free datasheet http:///

 making global and other important settings ?function 135 psr-2000/1000 the explanations here apply to step #3 of the procedure on page 133. tuning the overall pitch    master tune selecting a scale    scale tune fine tuning the pitch/selecting a scale ?master tune/scale tune hz (hertz) this unit of measurement  refers to the frequency of a  sound, and represents the  number of times a sound  wave vibrates in a second. n the tune function does not  affect the drum kit or sfx  kit voices. 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 determines the overall  pitch of the psr-2000/ 1000, from 414.8 -  466.8 hz. press the 4  or 5 [  ] buttons  simultaneously to  instantly reset the value  to the factory setting of  440.0 hz. 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 determines the scale (page 136). determines the note to be tuned and the amount of tuning. the tuning range is from   -64   through   0   to   +63.   each increment  equals one cent (one   cent   is one hundredth of a semitone). determines the   ne tuning of the selected note in 1- cent steps. press the 5 or 6 [  ] buttons  simultaneously to instantly reset the value to the  factory setting. determines the base note for each  scale. when the base note is changed, the  pitch of the keyboard is transposed, yet  maintains the original pitch relationship  between the notes. the current tuning is shown above or below  the corresponding key. cent  a unit of pitch equal to 1/100  of a semitone (100 cents = 1  semitone). n you can register your origi- nal scale tunings to a reg- istration memory  button. to do this, check- mark   scale   in the reg- istration memory  display (page 84).  free datasheet http:///

 making global and other important settings ?function psr-2000/1000 136 scale  equal temperament the pitch range of each octave is divided equally into twelve parts, with each half-step evenly spaced in pitch. this  is the most commonly used tuning in music today.    pure major/pure minor these tunings preserve the pure mathematical intervals of each scale, especially for triad chords (root, third, ?th).  you can hear this best in actual vocal harmonies ?such as choirs and acapella singing.  pythagorean this scale was devised by the famous greek philosopher and is created from a series of perfect ?ths, which are  collapsed into a single octave. the 3rd in this tuning are slightly unstable, but the 4th and 5th are beautiful and  suitable for some leads.    mean-tone this scale was created as an improvement on the pythagorean scale, by making the major third interval more ?n  tune.?it was especially popular from the 16th century to the 18th century. handel, among others, used this scale.    werckmeister/kirnberger this composite scale combines the werckmeister and kirnberger systems, which were themselves improvements on  the mean-tone and pythagorean scales. the main feature of this scale is that each key has its own unique character.  the scale was used extensively during the time of bach and beethoven, and even now it is often used when  performing period music on the harpsichord.    arabic use these tunings when playing arabic music. pitch settings for each scale (in cents; example scale of c) the values shown in this chart are actually rounded off to the nearest whole number for use on the instrument.    cc  de  eff  ga  ab  b equal temperament 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0 pure major 0 .0 -29.7 3.9 15.6 -14.1 -2.3 -9.4 2.3 -27.3 -15.6 18.0 -11.7 pure minor 0 .0 33.6 3.9 15.6 -14.1 -2.3 31.3 2.3 14.1 -15.6 18.0 -11.7 pythagorean 0 .0 14.1 3.9 -6.3 7.8 -2.3 11.7 2.3 15.6 6.3 -3.9 10.2 mean-tone 0 .0 -24.2 -7.0 10.2 -14.1 3.1 -20.3 -3.1 -27.3 -10.2 7.0 -17.2 werckmeister 0 .0 -10.2 -7.8 -6.3 -10.2 -2.3 -11.7 -3.9 -7.8 -11.7 -3.9 -7.8 kirnberger 0 .0 -10.2 -7.0 -6.3 -14.1 -2.3 -10.2 -3.1 -7.8 -10.2 -3.9 -11.7 arabic1 0 .0 0 -50 .0 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0 -50 .0 0 .0 0 .0 arabic2 0 .0 00 .0 0 .0 -50 .0 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0 -50 .0  free datasheet http:///

 making global and other important settings ?function 137 psr-2000/1000 the explanations here apply to step #3 of the procedure on page 133. setting song-related parameters ?song settings quick start on some commercially avail- able song data, certain set- tings related to the song  (such as voice selection, vol- ume, etc.) are recorded to  the   rst measure, before the  actual note data. when  quick start is set to   on,    the psr-2000/1000 reads  all initial non-note data of the  song at the highest possible  speed, then automatically  slows down to the appropri- ate tempo at the   rst note.  this allows you to start play- back as quickly as possible,  with a minimum pause for  reading of data. n channel  refers to the midi channel  (page 157). the channels  are assigned as follows:    song      1 - 16   accompaniment style      9 - 16 n phrase mark this data speci  es a certain  location in the song data. i f j g h d a e b c 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 turns quick start on/off (see note). allows you to play back all songs  from the same folder continuously. determines the midi channel assigned  to the  [track2]  button. determines the midi channel assigned  to the  [track1]  button. when set to   on,   this  automatically sets the proper  track 1 and track 2 channels.  normally, this should be set to   on.  determines the language of the  displayed lyrics.  when this is set to   auto ,   the  language defaults to that of the  song data. when not set to   auto ,   the language defaults to  japanese, when the internal  setting (page 151) is  japanese ; for all other  languages, this is set to   international .  determines whether the phrase  mark repeat function for the song  is on or off. when this is on, you  can repeatedly play back a  speci  ed phrase (selection of  measures) of the song. the  method for setting a phrase mark  is the same as that in the  song  position  display (page 78). determines the harmony channel for  vocoder (page 132).  free datasheet http:///

 making global and other important settings ?function psr-2000/1000 138 the explanations here apply to step #3 of the procedure on page 133. setting auto accompaniment-related parameters    style setting  and split point setting auto accompaniment-related parameters ? style setting, split point, and chord fingering i f j g h 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 these select the part to which the split point  setting is applied: accompaniment, left-hand  range, or both. press the desired key for the split  point while holding down one of these buttons.  the pressed key is included in the range for the  auto accompaniment section of the keyboard  (acmp) or the left-hand range (left). a+l (acmp + left) allows you to simultaneously set the split  point for both the left-hand range and the  auto accompaniment section of the  keyboard. turns the stop accompaniment (acmp) function on/off. when this is set to   on,    you can play the chord and bass sounds of the accompaniment by playing chords    even when the accompaniment style is not playing back. this applies to the ots link function, in which one touch settings are automatically called up  with changes in the section. this determines the timing in which the one touch settings change  with the section. (the [ots link] button must be on.) real time   one touch setting is immediately called up when you press a section button. next bar   one touch setting is called up at the next measure, after you press a section button. the psr-2000/1000 lets you automatically enable sync stop (page 65) simply  by quickly pressing/releasing keys in the auto accompaniment section of the  keyboard. this parameter lets you set the length of the key-hold time. turns touch response for the accompaniment on/off. when this is set to   on,    the accompaniment volume changes in response to your playing strength (in  the auto accompaniment section of the keyboard). determines the default section that is automatically called up when selecting  different accompaniment styles (when accompaniment is stopped). determines the split points for the auto accompaniment (acmp) and the left- hand range (left). the same value can be set for both or for each  independently, using buttons [f], [g], and [h] (see above). you can use these  buttons by themselves to set the split point value. about section set when any of the main a-d  sections is not included in  the accompaniment style  data, the nearest section is  automatically selected. for  example, when main d is not  contained in the selected  accompaniment style, main  c will be called up. l (left) allows you to set the split point for the left-hand range of the keyboard. a (acmp) allows you to set the split point for the auto accompaniment section of the  keyboard. about section set when any of the main a-d  sections is not included in  the accompaniment style  data, the nearest section is  automatically selected. for  example, when main d is not  contained in the selected  accompaniment style, main  c will be called up. about split point split point is the position on keyboard that separates the auto  accompaniment section (acmp) and left-hand section (left) from the  right-hand section (main). the left split point cannot be set lower than  the acmp split point, and the acmp split point cannot be set higher than  the left split point. split point (a) split point (l) split point (a) + (l) auto  accompaniment  section auto accompaniment section  + left-hand section left-hand  section right-hand  section right-hand  section  free datasheet http:///

 making global and other important settings ?function 139 psr-2000/1000 setting the fingering method    chord fingering this determines how the notes you play on the keyboard indicate or play the chords of the accompaniment. to learn  how to play certain chords, use the convenient chord tutor function (see note below). the explanations here apply to step #3 of the procedure on page 133. making settings for the pedals 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 determines the   ngering  type (page 62). this lets you change the root  note from the chord. this lets you change the  chord type. indicates the note that belongs to a  chord in the music. indicates the note that  belongs to a chord. some  notes can be omitted. the  chord name is indicated  next to   chord name.  ...required ...can be omitted ...either note can be  omitted ...can be omitted when  the note indicated by   is omitted the chord indication in the  display applies to the fin- gered method, regardless if  another method is actually  selected. chord tutor the chord tutor feature is  essentially an electronic   chord book   that shows you  appropriate   ngerings for  chords; it is useful when you  want to play certain chords.  simply specify the desired  chord via the  [6  ] -  [8  ]   buttons, and the   ngerings  for the fingered method are  indicated in the display. making settings for the pedals and keyboard ?controller i f j g h d a e b c 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 determines the particular  pedal to which a function is  to be assigned. determines the function to be assigned to the  selected pedal. any one of the available functions  can be assigned to each pedal. for information on the assignable functions, see   pedal-controllable functions   on the next page. if necessary, you can turn  the corresponding part on/ off or set the control depth  (see the next page). pedal on/off operation may  differ depending on the  particular pedal you  ve  connected to the [foot  pedal 1/2] jack. for  example, pressing down on  one pedal may turn the  selected function on, while  pressing a different make/ brand of pedal may turn the  function off. if necessary,  use this setting to reverse  the operation.  free datasheet http:///

 making global and other important settings ?function psr-2000/1000 140 pedal-controllable functions * for best results, use the optional yamaha fc7 foot controller. the parameters below correspond to buttons  [2  ]  -  [8  ] , and their availability depends on the selected control type. for example, if  sustain is selected as the type, the parameters   half pedal point  ,   main  ,   layer   and   left   automatically appear in the display. * for best results, use the optional yamaha fc7 foot controller. volume* allows you to use a foot controller (foot pedal 2 only) to control the volume. sustain when the pedal is pressed notes played have a long sustain. releasing the pedal immediately stops (damps) any  sustained notes. sostenuto if you press and hold the pedal here, only the   rst note will be sustained (the note that you played and held when pressing the pedal). this makes it possible to sustain a chord, for example, while other notes are played staccato. soft pressing the pedal subtly reduces the volume and slightly changes the timbre of notes played. it only applies to certain voices    piano, for example. glide when the pedal is pressed the pitch changes, and then back to normal pitch when the pedal is released. portamento the portamento effect (a smooth slide between notes) can be produced while the pedal is pressed. portamento is produced when notes are played legato style (i.e., a note is played while the preceding note is still held). the portamento time can be set via the mixing console display (page 123). pitchbend* bend notes up or down while pedal is pressed (foot pedal 2 only). same as the pitch bend wheel. modulation* applies a vibrato effect to notes played on the keyboard. the depth of the effect increases while pedal is pressed (foot pedal 2 only) . same as the modulation wheel. dsp variation same as the  [variation]  button. harmony/echo same as the  [harmony/echo]  button. vocal harmony (psr-2000 only) same as the  [vocal harmony]  button talk (psr-2000 only) same as the  [talk]  button. score page+ (psr-2000 only) while the song is stopped, you can turn to the previous score page (one page only).  score page- (psr-2000 only) while the song is stopped, you can turn to the next score page (one page only). song start/stop same as the  song   [start/stop]  button. style start/stop same as the  style   [start/stop]  button. tap tempo same as the  [tap tempo]  button. syncro start same as the  [sync. start]  button. syncro stop same as the  [sync. stop]  button. intro same as the  [intro]  button. main a  same as the  [main a]  button. main b  same as the  [main b]  button. main c  same as the  [main c]  button. main d  same as the  [main d]  button. fill down a   ll-in plays, automatically followed by the main section of the button on the immediate left. fill self fill-in starts playing. break break starts playing. fill up a   ll-in plays, automatically followed by the main section of the button on the immediate right. ending same as the  [ending/rit.]  button. fade in/out same as the  [fade in/out]  button. fing/on bass the pedal alternately switches between the fingered and on bass modes (page 62). bass hold while the pedal is pressed, the accompaniment style bass note will be held even if the chord is changed. if the  ngering is set to   full keyboard,   the function does not work. percussion the pedal plays a percussion instrument selected by the  [4  ]  -  [8  ]  buttons. you can use the keyboard to select the desired percussion instrument. main on/off same as the  [main]  button. layer on/off same as the  [layer]  button. left on/off same as the  [left]  button. ots+ calls up the next one touch setting. ots- calls up the previous one touch setting. song, style, mic (psr-2000  only), left, layer, main these specify the part(s) that will be affected by the pedal. half pedal point* you can specify how far down you should press on the foot pedal until the damper effect starts working. this can be set  for certain kinds of pedals, such as the foot pedal (yamaha fc7) (foot pedal 2 only). up/down when glide or pitch bend is selected, this determines whether the pitch change goes up (is raised) or down (is lowered).  range when glide or pitch bend is selected, this determines the range of the pitch change, in semitones. on speed when glide is selected, this determines the speed of the pitch change, when the pedal is pressed. off speed when glide is selected, this determines the speed of the pitch change, when the pedal is released. kit when percussion is assigned to the pedal, all available drum kits are shown here, letting you select the particular  drum kit used for the pedal. percussion when percussion is assigned to the pedal, all sounds of the selected drum kit (in kit above) are shown here. this  determines the particular instrument sound assigned to the pedal.  free datasheet http:///

 making global and other important settings ?function 141 psr-2000/1000 changing the touch sensitivity modulation and transpose    keyboard/panel keyboard touch/modulation wheel the touch feature lets you control the volume of the voices by your playing strength. these settings allow you to  customize the keyboards touch response (sensitivity) to your personal playing preferences. you can also set whether the  modulation wheel is effective or not ?for each individual keyboard part. transpose assign this determines which aspect of the instrument is affected by the  [transpose]  button. d a e b c 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 hard 2 requires strong playing to produce high volume. best for players with a heavy touch. hard 1 requires moderately strong playing for higher volume.  normal standard touch response. soft 1 produces high volume with moderate playing strength. soft 2 produces relatively high volume even  with light playing strength. best for  players with a light touch. selects the desired  parameter: keyboard  touch, modulation  wheel (psr-2000) or  transpose assign. determines the  touch sensitivity  setting (keyboard  touch only; refer to  the table at right). determines the   xed volume level  when touch is set  to   off   (keyboard  touch only). determines whether touch and modulation wheel controls are on or not for the corresponding parts. the touch setting affects all voices globally. keep  in mind that you can set each voice to a different  touch sensitivity (touch sense). for example, to  play a pipe organ voice most authentically, you can  set this so that the voice is not affected by touch  (page 88). 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 keyboard for this setting, transpose affects the pitch of the  keyboard-played voices (main, layer, and left) and  the accompaniment styles. song for this setting, transpose affects only the pitch of  the songs. master for this setting, transpose affects the pitch of the  entire instrument (keyboard voices,  accompaniment styles, and songs). transpose allows you to shift the pitch of the keyboard-played voices,  accompaniment style playback, and song data in semitone units. 1 press one of the [transpose] buttons. 2 a transpose pop-up window, selected via transpose  assign, appears. 3 adjust the value by using the [transpose] buttons. close the transpose windows by pressing the  [exit] button. ?selectively transposing keyboard/song these settings can be used to match both the song and your  keyboard performance to a certain key. for example, lets say  you wish to play and sing along with a certain recorded song.  the song data is in f, but you feel most comfortable singing in d,  and you are accustomed to playing the keyboard part in c. to  match up the keys, keep the master transpose setting at ?,?set  the keyboard transpose to ?,?and set song transpose to ?3.? this brings the keyboard part up in pitch and the song data  down to your comfortable singing key. transpose reset e nd the transpose function  does not affect the drum  kit or sfx kit voices.  free datasheet http:///

 making global and other important settings ?function psr-2000/1000 142 the explanations here apply to step #3 of the procedure on page 133. specifying the order for calling up registration memory presets     registration sequence you can save your custom panel settings to the registration memory presets, and call them up by pressing the  appropriate registration memory buttons  [1]  -  [8] . the convenient registration sequence function lets you call up  the presets in any order you specify, by simply using the  [back] / [next]  buttons or the pedal as you play. maintaining panel settings    freeze this lets you specify the settings you want to be maintained or left unchanged, even when changing registration  memory presets. for details, see page 86. setting the registration sequence, freeze, and voice set i f j g h d a e b c 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 turns the registration  sequence function  on/off. when this is  set to   on,   the  programmed  registration  sequence is shown at  the top right of the  main display, and you  can step through the  sequence in this  display by using the  [back] / [next]   buttons or the pedals. determines which pedal is used to advance  (increment) through the sequence. determines which  pedal is used to  reverse (decrement)  through the sequence. determines how registration  sequence behaves when  reaching the end of the  sequence. stop pressing the  [next]  button or  the   advance   pedal has no  effect. the sequence is   stopped.  top the sequence starts again at  the beginning. next bank the sequence automatically  moves to the beginning of the  next registration memory bank  in the same folder. indicates the   le name of the selected  registration memory bank. indicates the registration memory preset  numbers, in the order of the current  registration sequence. these move the cursor position in the sequence. replaces the number at the cursor position with the  currently selected registration memory number. inserts the number of the currently  selected registration memory preset  immediately before the cursor position. deletes the number at the  cursor position. deletes all registration  memory numbers in the  sequence. setting registration  sequence enable to   on    overrides any other pedal  settings (for pedals assigned  to   regist (+) pedal   and   regist (-) pedal   here).  these include the pedal set- tings on page 139, and in  voice set on page 143. n when both   regist (+)  pedal   and   regist (-) pedal    are set to   off,   the pedals  cannot be used to step  through the registration  sequence; only the  [back] / [next]  buttons can be used  in the main display. n when both   regist (+)  pedal   and   regist (-) pedal    are set to the same pedal,   regist (+) pedal   takes  priority. registration sequence data  is included as part of the  registration memory bank   le. to save your newly pro- grammed registration  sequence, store the current  registration memory bank   le ( page 38 , 44). any regis- tration sequence data is lost  when changing registration  memory banks, unless  you  ve stored it with the reg- istration memory bank   le. execute the settings by pressing the [exit] button. e nd  free datasheet http:///

 making global and other important settings ?function 143 psr-2000/1000 changing the automatically selected voice settings    voice set when changing voices (selecting a voice ?e), the settings best matching the voice ?the same as those set in the sound  creator ?are always and automatically called up. from this page, you can set the on/off status for each part. for  example, each of the preset voices has its own left pedal setting; however, even changing voices will not change the  left pedal setting, if it is set to ?ff?in this page. the explanations here apply to step #3 of the procedure on page 133. d a e b c 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 use these to select the  desired part. these determine whether the corresponding voice-related settings  (voice selection, effects, eq (psr-2000) and harmony/echo  assignment) are automatically called up or not when you select a voice.  these settings can be turned on or off independently for each part. normally, these should all be  set to   on.  harmony/echo cannot be set  for the layer and left parts. setting harmony and echo 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 determines the harmony type.  for details, see page 144. determines the lowest velocity value at  which the harmony note will sound. this  allows you to selectively apply the harmony  by your playing strength, letting you create  harmony accents in the melody. the  harmony effect is applied when you play  the key strongly (above the set value). determines the level of the harmony effect. determines the speed of the echo, tremolo, and trill  effects. this parameter is only available when echo,  tremolo, or trill is selected in type above. this lets you assign the harmony  effect to various parts. for details,  see page 144. when this is set to   on,   the harmony  effect is applied only to the note that  belongs to a chord played in the auto  accompaniment section of the keyboard.  this parameter is not available when multi  assign, echo, tremolo, or trill is selected in  type above.  free datasheet http:///

 making global and other important settings ?function psr-2000/1000 144 about the harmony types when a normal harmony type (  standard duet   through   strum  ) is selected when   multi assign   is selected multi assign automatically assigns notes played simultaneously on the right-hand section of the keyboard to  separate parts (voices). for example, if you play two consecutive notes, the ?st is played by the main voice and the  second by the layer voice. when   echo   is selected an echo effect is applied to the note played on the keyboard, in time with the currently set tempo. when   tremolo   is selected a tremolo effect is applied to the note played on the keyboard, in time with the currently set tempo. when   trill   is selected two notes held on the keyboard are played alternately, in time with the currently set tempo. about the harmony assignments auto harmony notes are automatically assigned the main and layer parts. multi this automatically assigns the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th added harmony notes to different parts (voices). for example, if the  main and layer parts are turned on and the ?tandard duet?type is selected, the note you play on the keyboard will be  played by the main voice, and the added harmony note will be played by the layer voice. main harmony is applied only to the main part. when the main part is turned off, harmony is not applied. layer harmony is applied only to the layer part. when the layer part is turned off, harmony is not applied. split point chords played to the left of the  split point control the harmony. harmony notes (based on the chord  and the selected type) are automatically  added to the melody played to the right  of the split point.  free datasheet http:///

 making global and other important settings ?function 145 psr-2000/1000 in this section, you can make midi-related settings for the instrument. these settings can be stored all together from the  user display, for future recall.for general information and details about midi, see ?hat is midi??(page 155). the explanations here apply to step #3 of the procedure on page 133. making overall system settings (local control, clock, etc.)    system call up the display as described in step 2 above.  local control turns the local control for each part on or off. when local control is set to ?n,?the keyboard of the psr-2000/1000  controls its own (local) internal tone generator, allowing the internal voices to be played directly from the keyboard. if  you set local to ?ff, the keyboard and controllers are internally disconnected from the psr-2000/1000s tone  generator section so that no sound is output when you play the keyboard or use the controllers. for example, this allows  you to use an external midi sequencer to play the psr-2000/1000s internal voices, and use the psr-2000/1000  keyboard to record notes to the external sequencer and/or play an external tone generator. setting the midi parameters i f j g h d a e b c 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 select the desired template. 2 call up the edit display, then  select and set the desired  functions/parameters. for details about each of the  midi edit displays, see the  following pages. preset midi templates (factory set) all parts transmit all parts including main, layer  and left. master kbd the psr-2000/1000 functions as a  master keyboard for controlling external  tone generators or other devices. kbd & style transmit upper and lower keyboard play  instead of the individual parts (main/ layer/left). song all transmit channels are set to  correspond to the song channels 1-16.  use this to play the psr-2000/1000  song data with an external tone  generator, or to record your entire  performance to an external sequencer. clock ext. midi in terminal receives midi clock and  psr-2000/1000 synchronizes with a  external midi device. midi accord 1 an ideal setup for controlling the  keyboard voice and accompaniment  style with a midi accordion. midi accord 2 chord and bass buttons on a midi  accordion control the accompaniment  style, as well as play the chord and bass  parts. midi pedal 1 the midi pedal connected to midi in  terminal controls the bass note of the  accompaniment. midi pedal 2 the midi pedal connected to midi in  terminal plays the bass part. midi off midi signals are neither sent nor  received. 3 call up the user display  and press this button to  save the newly edited  midi settings.   up to ten setups can  be saved. press the [exit] button to return to the previous display. e nd the saved settings can be named (page 41)  or deleted (page 43) in the user page. for editing the local control parameters. for editing the message switch  parameters. for editing the clock, transmit clock,  receive transpose, and start/stop  parameters.  free datasheet http:///

 making global and other important settings ?function psr-2000/1000 146 clock, transmit clock, receive transpose, start/stop  clock determines whether the psr-2000/1000 is controlled by its own internal clock or a midi clock signal received from  an external device. ?nternal?is the normal clock setting when the psr-2000/1000 is being used alone. if you are  using the psr-2000/1000 with an external sequencer, midi computer, or other midi device, and you want the psr- 2000/1000 to be synchronized to the external device, set this function to ?xternal.?in the latter case, the  external device must be connected to the psr-2000/1000 midi in terminal, and must be transmitting an  appropriate midi clock signal.  transmit clock turns midi clock transmission on or off. when this is set to ?ff, no midi clock or start/stop data is  transmitted.  receive transpose when this parameter is set to ?ff, note data received by the psr-2000/1000 is not transposed, and when it is set  to ?n,?the received note data is transposed according to the current psr-2000/1000 keyboard transpose  (page 141) setting.  start/stop determines whether incoming fa (start) and fc (stop) messages affect song or  style playback. message switch sys/ex. tx (transmit) ..................... turns midi transmission of midi system exclusive message data on or off. sys/ex. rx (receive) ........................ turns midi reception of midi exclusive data generated by external equipment  on or off. chord sys/ex. tx (transmit) ...... turns midi transmission of midi chord exclusive data (chord detect ?root and  type) on or off. chord sys/ex. rx (receive) .......... turns midi reception of midi chord exclusive data generated by external  equipment on or off. transmitting midi data    transmit this determines which parts will send midi data and over which midi channel the data will be sent. data types in the midi transmit/receive display * available in receive display only (page 147). note messages which are generated when the keyboard is played. each message includes a speci  c note number which  corresponds to the key which is pressed, plus a velocity value based on how hard the key is played. control change (cc) control change data includes pedal and any other controller data. program change (pc) program change data corresponds to voice or   patch   numbers. pitch bend (pb) see page 140. after touch  (at)* with this function, the psr-2000/1000 senses how much pressure you apply to the keys while playing, and uses that  pressure to affect the sound in various ways, depending on the selected voice. this allows you to play with greater  expressiveness and add effects with your playing technique. fa, fc  midi messages for starting/stop- ping the song or style. the   fa    message corresponds to start,  and   fc   corresponds to stop. d a e b c 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 determines the  channel for changing  transmit settings. determines the part for the  selected channel. turns transmission of the  speci  ed data type on or off.  see below for details on the  data types. the dots corresponding to each  channel (1-16)   ash brie  y  whenever any data is  transmitted on the channel(s).  free datasheet http:///

 making global and other important settings ?function 147 psr-2000/1000 receiving midi data    receive this determines which parts will receive midi data and over which midi channel the data will be received. midi receive parts setting root note channels    root the note on/off messages received at the channel(s) set to ?n?are recognized as the root notes in the accompaniment  section. the root notes will be detected regardless of the accompaniment on/off and split point settings. setting chord channels    chord detect the note on/off messages received at the channel(s) set to ?n?are recognized as the chord notes in the  accompaniment section. the chords to be detected depend on the ?gering type. the root notes will be detected  regardless of the accompaniment on/off and split point settings. the operation procedure is basically the same as that  of the root display above. off no midi data is received. song normally, the part receiving the midi data corresponds to the part/voice used in playing back the song data.  channels 1 - 16  correspond to song channels 1 - 16, respectively. main the main part is controlled by the midi data received on the corresponding channel. layer the layer part is controlled by the midi data received on the corresponding channel. left the left part is controlled by the midi data received on the corresponding channel. keyboard midi note data received by the psr-2000/1000 plays the corresponding notes in the same way as if they are played on the keyboar d. acmp rhythm1-2 the received notes are used as the accompaniment rhythm 1 and rhythm 2. acmp bass the received notes are used as the accompaniment bass. acmp chord1-2 the received notes are used as the accompaniment chord 1 and chord 2. acmp pad the received notes are used as the accompaniment pad. acmp phrase1-2 the received notes are used as the accompaniment phrase 1 and phrase 2. extra part1-5 there are   ve parts specially reserved for receiving and playing midi data.  normally, these parts are not used by the instrument  itself.  when these   ve channels are enabled, you can use the instrument as a 32-channel multi-timbral tone generator. d a e b c 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 determines the channel for  changing receive settings. determines the part for the  selected channel. see below for  details about the receive parts. turns reception of the speci  ed  data type on or off. see page 146  for details on the data types. the dots corresponding to each  channel (1 - 32)   ash brie  y  whenever any data is received  on the channel(s). the midi in/out terminals  and port a of the to host  terminal (port a of the cbx  driver) correspond to chan- nels 1 - 16. port b of the to  host terminal (port b of the  cbx driver) corresponds to  channels 17 - 32. d a e b c 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 selects the channels in groups of  eight: 1 - 8, 9 - 16, 17 - 24, and 25  - 32, respectively. sets the desired channel to on or off. sets all channels to off. the midi in/out terminals  and port a of the to host  terminal (port a of the cbx  driver) correspond to chan- nels 1 - 16. port b of the to  host terminal (port b of the  cbx driver) corresponds to  channels 17 - 32. when several channels are  simultaneously set to   on,    the root note is detected  from merged midi data  received over the channels.  free datasheet http:///

 making global and other important settings ?function psr-2000/1000 148 the explanations here apply to step #3 of the procedure on page 133. making settings for fade in/out, metronome, parameter lock, and  tap    config 1 fade in time, fade out time, fade out hold time these determine how long it takes for the accompaniment style and song to fade in or fade out. metronome these let you make settings for the metronome-related parameters. other settings ?utility 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 determines the time it takes for the  volume to fade in, or go from minimum to  maximum (range of 0 - 20.0 seconds). determines the time it takes for the  volume to fade out, or go from maximum  to minimum (range of 0 - 20.0 seconds). determines the time the volume is held  at 0 following the fade out (range of 0 -  5.0 seconds). 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 determines the level of the  metronome sound. determines which sound is used for the metronome. bell off ........................ conventional metronome sound, with no bell. bell on ......................... conventional metronome sound, with bell. determines the time  signature of the metronome  sound. when you start the song or  accompaniment style, the  values matching to them are  automatically set.  free datasheet http:///

 making global and other important settings ?function 149 psr-2000/1000 parameter lock this function is used to ?ock?the speci?d parameters so that they can only be changed directly via the panel controls  ?in other words, instead of via registration memory, one touch setting, music finder, or song and sequence data. tap count this lets you change settings of the tap sound, used for the tap start function (page 51). making settings for the display and voice number indication    config 2 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 selects the desired  parameter for locking/ unlocking. determines whether the selected  parameter is locked (checkmarked)  or unlocked (empty). psr-2000 only 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 determines the level of the tap  sound. determines the particular sound  used for the tap start function.  any drum or percussion sound  in the standard kit (page 55)  can be selected. 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 determines the brightness of  the backlit display. determines whether or not the voice bank  and number are shown in the preset  page of the voice display (page 54).  this is useful when you want to check the  proper bank select msb/lsb values and  program number to specify when  selecting the voice from an external midi  device.  free datasheet http:///

 making global and other important settings ?function psr-2000/1000 150 copying and formatting disks    disk  copying cannot be done  between a 2dd disk and  2hd disk. when copying,  make sure both disk are  the same type.  depending on the amount  of data contained in the  original source disk, you  may have to swap the two  disks several times until all  of the data is properly  copied.  make sure to read the  section   using the floppy  disk drive (fdd) and  floppy disks   on page 7. i f j g h 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 turns the song auto open function on or off.  when this is set to   on,   the psr-2000/1000  automatically calls up the   rst disk song when  a disk is inserted. this function copies all the data  from one disk to another, letting you  back up all your important data  before editing. for instructions, see   copying from disk to disk   below. this function formats a   oppy disk (see below). source disk copy copy destination disk internal memory copying from disk to disk as shown below, ?st copy the data of the original (source) disk to the psr-2000/1000,  then copy the data to the backup (destination) disk. 1 press the  [f]  button. a message  appears, prompting you to insert  the source disk. 2 insert the disk containing the  original data into the drive and  press ?k. a  ?ow copying  message  appears, and the psr-2000/ 1000 begins copying data to  internal memory. to abort the  operation, press  ?ancel. 3 at the  ?lease insert a destination  disk and press the ok button    prompt, eject the source disk and  replace it with a blank, formatted  disk, then press ?k.?to abort the  operation, press  cancel . 4 when the operation is ?ished  (or when prompted), eject the  destination disk. commercially available  music data is subject to  protection by copyright  laws. copying commer- cially available data is  strictly prohibited,  except for your own per- sonal use. some music  software is purposely  copy-protected and  cannot be copied. formatting a disk when using an unformatted disk for the ?st time, make sure to properly  format it on the psr-2000/1000. this includes blank disks as well as disks  already initialized in a different format. formatting erases all data on the  disk. insert the disk with shutter facing away from you and the label side up. to  start the format operation, press the  [h] (disk format)  button, in the  disk page above. the format operation initializes a disk  with a speci  c   le system, allowing the  corresponding device (in this case, the  psr-2000/1000) to access it properly. since there are several types of for- mats and disks available, you should  know which ones to use with the psr- 2000/1000. 2dd disks are formatted to  a capacity of 720 kb, and 2hd disks  are formatted to a capacity of 1.44 mb. formatting a disk completely erases all  data on the disk. make sure that the  disk you  re formatting does not contain  important data!         caution disk lamp when the power is turned  on, the disk lamp (at the  bottom left of the drive)  lights to indicate the drive  can be used.  free datasheet http:///

 making global and other important settings ?function 151 psr-2000/1000 entering your name and language preference    owner restoring the factory-programmed settings of the psr-2000/1000    system reset this operation lets you restore the psr-2000/1000 to its original factory settings. these settings include system setup,  midi setup, user effect, music finder, and files & folders.  i f j g h 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 press this button to  enter an owner name  (page 17; for  instructions on naming  see page 45). this  name is automatically  shown when you turn  the power on. determines the language  used for the display  messages. once you  change this setting, all  messages will be shown in  the selected language. when   japanese   is selected for the lan- guage parameter, and you change this to  one of the western languages, the kanji and  kana characters of the   le name stored in the  disk drive are changed to western charac- ters. in the opposite case, special latin char- acters and marks are changed into normal  characters. also, in the case of   oppy disk  data, text in the   les are changed to charac- ters that cannot be read by the instrument. keep in mind that similar problems may  occur when trying to access   les originating  or edited by a computer having a different  language operating system. in general, be  careful when switching languages   you risk  not being able to access the data properly. i f j g h d a e b c 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 these call up the corresponding open/ save displays. these let you store the  corresponding data as   les to disk, for  future recall. pressing each of these  buttons calls up the corresponding  open/save display, from which you can  select the corresponding preset  page. from this preset page, you  can save the relevant data. restores the system setup parameters to the  original factory settings. you can also restore  only the system setup settings by  simultaneously holding down the highest key  on the keyboard (c6) and turning on the power. restores the midi  templates to the original  factory settings. restores the user effects  (page 125) to the original  factory settings. restores the music finder  data to the original factory  settings. deletes all   les and folders  stored in the user page. executes the factory reset operation  for all items checkmarked above. the functions and settings  below do not apply to the  factory reset operation.  however, you can restore  these to their original set- tings by calling up the preset  system setup   les, using  the open/save system files  function. language owner name lcd brightness all music finder records can  be stored together as a sin- gle   le. when calling up a  stored   le, a message  appears prompting you to  replace or append the  records as desired. replace: all music finder records cur- rently in the instrument are  deleted and replaced with  the records of the selected   le. append: the records called up are  added to the vacant record  numbers.  free datasheet http:///

 psr-2000/1000 152 using your psr-2000/1000 with other devices 1 using the headphones  (phones jack). a standard pair of stereo headphones can be plugged in  here for private practice or late-night playing. the internal  stereo speaker system is automatically shut off when a  pair of headphones is plugged into the phones jack  (page 149). 2 connecting the microphone  or guitar (mic./line in jack)  (psr-2000 only). by connecting a microphone to the psr-2000, you can enjoy singing along with your own performance or song playback. (a dynamic microphone is recommended.) the psr-2000 outputs your vocals or guitar sounds through the built-in speakers. 1 connect your microphone to the mic./line in jack  (standard 1/4" phone jack). 2 set the [mic. line] switch (located next to the  [mic./line in] jack) to the mic. position. 3 use the  [input volume]  knob (located next to the  mic./line in jack) to set the  microphone volume then  trying singing into the  microphone.  the volume should be set high enough that the  signal lamp on the top panel lights steadily when  you sing, but not so high that the over lamp lights  (page 128). before connecting the psr-2000/1000 to other electronic compo- nents, turn off the power to all the components. before turning the  power on or off to all components, set all volume levels to minimum  (0). otherwise, electrical shock or damage to the components may  occur.         caution 1 use an unidirectional microphone for best results. mic. line mic. line when connecting a microphone when connecting a guitar you should set the [mic. line] switch to the line position when  connecting an audio source with line-level output to the mic./line  in jack. input volume mic./ line in l r aux out (level fixed) mic. line midi host select foot pedal out 2 in midi pc2 pc1 mac to host dc in 16v r l/l+r output 23 6 4 5 p.152 p.153 p.154 p.153 p.153  free datasheet http:///

 using your psr-2000/1000 with other devices 153 psr-2000/1000 3 playing the sounds of the  psr-2000/1000 through an  external audio system, and  recording the sounds to an  external recorder (aux out/ output jacks) you can connect the psr-2000/1000 to a wide range of  audio equipment by using the aux out and output  jacks. connect as shown in the illustrations below using  standard audio cables. 4 using the pedal (footswitch)  or foot controller (foot  pedal 1/2 jack) by connecting a foot switch (the fc4 or fc5) to one of  the foot pedal jacks, you can replicate the function of  some panel buttons, doing things like starting and  stopping accompaniment. by connecting an optional foot controller (such as the  fc7) to the foot pedal 2 jack, you can control any one  of a variety of important functions with your foot ?such  as dynamically adjusting the volume as you play  (page 139). 5 connecting external midi  devices (midi terminals) using a standard midi cable, connect the external midi  device to the midi terminal(s) of the psr-2000/1000.  make sure to set the host select switch (page 18) to  midi when you use these connectors. for more  information about connections, see ?hat you can do  with midi?on page 158. midi in ...........receives midi messages from an  external midi device midi out ........sends out midi messages generated by  the psr-2000/1000 for a general overview of midi and how you can  effectively use it, refer to the following sections: ?whats midi? (page 155) ?what you can do with midi (page 158) ?midi functions (page 145) use audio cables and adaptor plugs with no resistance. when the psr-2000/1000 aux out and output jacks are  connected to an external audio system,   rst turn on the power to  the psr-2000/1000, then to the external audio system. reverse  this order when you turn the power off.         caution l r r l/l+r aux out (level fixed) output audio cable to powered speaker rca pin  plug rca pin plug aux in cassette tape recorder  stereo system phone plug  (standard) when these are connected  (with rca pin plug; level  fixed), the sound is output to  the external device at a   xed  level, regardless of the  [master volume] control  setting. when these are connected  (with standard phone  plugs), you can use the  [master volume]  control to adjust the volume  of the sound output to the  external device.  if you connect the psr-2000/1000 to a monaural device, use  only the output l/l+r jack. the polarity of the foot switch (normal or reverse) can also be  changed (page 139). make sure to connect or disconnect the pedal only when the power  is turned off.         caution  never use midi cables longer than 15 meters.  free datasheet http:///

 using your psr-2000/1000 with other devices psr-2000/1000 154 6 connecting to a computer  (midi terminals/to host  terminal) connect your psr-2000/1000 to computer and take  advantage of the wide range of powerful and versatile  software for creating and editing music. the psr-2000/ 1000 can be connected in three ways.  using the to host terminal  using the midi terminals  connecting to a usb terminal by using an optional usb interface (ux series) using the to host terminal connect the serial port of the personal computer (rs- 232c terminal or rs-422 terminal) to the to host  terminal of the psr-2000/1000. for the connection cable,  use the appropriate cable below (sold separately) that  matches the personal computer type.  ibm-pc/at (windows) connect the rs-232c terminal on the computer to the  to host terminal on the psr-2000/1000 using a  serial cable (d-sub 9p    mini din 8p cross cable).  set the psr-2000/1000 host select switch to the  ?c-2.?(data transfer rate is 38,400 bps.)  macintosh connect rs-422 terminal (modem or printer) on the  computer to the to host terminal on the psr-2000/ 1000 using a serial cable (system peripheral cable, 8  bit). set the psr-2000/1000 host select switch to  the ?ac?(data transfer rate is 31,250 bps). set the midi interface clock in the sequencer you are  using to 1 mhz. for details, refer to the owners  manual for the particular software you are using. note for windows users (regarding midi  driver) to transfer data via the computers serial port and the  psr-2000/1000s to host terminal, you need to  install a speci?d midi driver (yamaha cbx driver for  windows). the floppy disk that came with your psr- 2000/1000 contains the compressed driver ?e  ?ididrv.zip.?after extracting the ?e, execute the  installation by double-clicking on the ?etup.exe??e  in the ?ididrv?folder and follow the on-screen  directions. in addition, you can download this driver  from the xg library on the yamaha web site: http://www.yamaha-xg.com  yo u  ll need an appropriate music/midi software program (such  as a sequencer), compatible with your computer platform.  when connecting the psr-2000/1000 to a personal computer,   rst  turn off the power to both the psr-2000/1000 and the computer  before connecting any cables and setting the host select  switch. after making the proper connections and settings, turn on  the power of the computer   rst, then that of the psr-2000/1000.  if you do not use the to host terminal of the psr-2000/1000,  make sure you disconnect the cable from the terminal. if the cable  is left connected, the psr-2000/1000 may not function properly.  when the host select switch is set to   pc-1,     pc-2,   or   mac,   you can use the to host terminal, but the midi connec- tors are disabled since no data transfer occurs via the midi con- nectors. on the other hand, when the host select switch is  set to   midi,   you can use the midi connectors, but not the to  host terminal since no data is transferred via the to host ter- minal. if your system does not work properly with the connections and  settings listed above, your software may require different settings.  check your software operation manual and set the host select  switch to the proper data transfer rate. (data transfer rate of   pc-1    is 31,250 bps.) nec pc-9821  a s nec multisync mini din 8-pin d-sub 9-pin mini din 8-pin d-sub 25-pin d-sub 9-pin pc-1 pc-2 midi mac * when using a d-sub 25p    mini din 8p cross  cable, connect using a d- sub9p plug adaptor on  the computer side of the  cable. mini din 8-pin mini din 8-pin pc-1 pc-2 midi mac  free datasheet http:///

 using your psr-2000/1000 with other devices 155 psr-2000/1000 using the midi terminals when using a midi interface device installed in the  personal computer, connect the midi terminals of the  personal computer and the psr-2000/1000 with standard  midi cables.  when the computer has a midi interface installed,  connect the midi out terminal of the personal  computer to the midi in terminal. set the host  select switch to ?idi.  when using a midi interface with a macintosh series  computer, connect the rs-422 terminal of the  computer (modem or printer terminal) to the midi  interface, then connect the midi out terminal on the  midi interface to the midi in terminal of the psr- 2000/1000, as shown in the diagram below. set the host select switch to ?idi.  when the host select switch is set to ?idi,?the  to host terminal is disabled.  when using a macintosh series computer, set the  midi interface clock setting in the application  software to match the setting of the midi interface  you are using. for details, refer to the owners  manual for the particular software you are using. using the usb terminal on your computer  with a usb/midi interface (ux256/ux96,  etc.) connect the ux256/ux96 and the computer with a usb  cable. install the included ux256/ux96 driver to the  computer, and connect the ux256/ux96 to the psr- 2000/1000 with a midi cable. set the host select  switch on the psr-2000/1000 to ?idi.?for details, refer  to the owners manual of the ux256/ux96. for details about the necessary midi settings for computer  and sequence software you are using, refer to the relevant  owners manuals. what  s midi? lets consider an acoustic piano and a classical guitar as  representative acoustic instruments. with the piano, you  strike a key, and a hammer inside hits some strings and  plays a note. with the guitar, you directly pluck a string  and the note sounds. but how does a digital instrument go about playing a  note? as shown in the illustration above, in an electronic  instrument, the sampled note (previously recorded note)  stored in the  tone generator section  (electronic circuit) is  played based on information received from the keyboard,  and output through the speakers. nec pc-9821  a s nec multisync midi in midi out midi out midi in pc-1 pc-2 midi mac midi in rs422 midi out mini din 8-pin pc-1 pc-2 midi mac personal computer midi in usb cable midi out ux256 nec pc-9821  a s nec multisync pc-1 pc-2 midi mac in out midi internal amp internal amp tone generator  (electric circuit) playing  the keyboard r l pluck a string and the body  resonates the sound. based on playing information  from the keyboard, a  sampled note stored in the  tone generator is played  through the speakers. acoustic guitar note  production digital instrument note  production  free datasheet http:///

 using your psr-2000/1000 with other devices psr-2000/1000 156 now lets examine what happens when we play back a  recording. when you playback a music cd (for example,  a solo piano recording), youre hearing the actual sound  (vibrations in air) of the acoustic instrument. this is called  audio data, to distinguish it from midi data. in the above example, the actual acoustic sounds of the  pianists performance are captured in the recording as  audio data, and this is recorded to cd. when you play  back that cd on your audio system, you can hear the  actual piano performance. the piano itself is not  necessary, since the recording contains the actual sounds  of the piano, and your speakers reproduce them. the ?ontroller?and ?one generator?in the illustration  above are equivalent to the piano in our acoustic  example. here, the players performance on the keyboard  is captured as midi song data (see illustration below). in  order to record the audio performance on an acoustic  piano, special recording equipment is needed. however,  since the psr-2000/1000 features a built-in  sequencer   that lets you record performance data, this recording  equipment is unnecessary. instead, your digital instrument  ?the psr-2000/1000 ?allows you to both record and  play back the data. however, we also need a sound source to produce the  audio, which eventually comes from your speakers. the  tone generator  of the psr-2000/1000 ?ls this function.  the recorded performance is reproduced by the  sequencer, playing back the song data, using a tone  generator capable of accurately producing various  instrument sounds ?including that of a piano. looked at  in another way, the relation of the sequencer and the tone  generator is similar to that of the pianist and the piano ? one plays the other. since digital instruments handle  playback data and the actual sounds independently, we  can hear our piano performance played by another  instrument, such as guitar or violin. finally, we?l take a look at the actual data that gets  recorded and that serves as the basis for playing the  sounds. for example, lets say you play a ??quarter note  using the grand piano sound on the psr-2000/1000  keyboard. unlike an acoustic instrument that puts out a  resonated note, the electronic instrument puts out  information from the keyboard such as ?ith what voice,? ?ith which key, ?bout how strong,??hen was it  pressed?and ?hen was it released.?then each piece of  information is changed into a number value and sent to  the tone generator. using these numbers as a basis, the  tone generator plays the stored sampled note.  recording and playing back the performance of an acoustic  instrument (audio data) recording playback fd tone generator sequencer fd recording and playing back the performance of a digital  instrument (midi data) controller (keyboard, etc.) recording playback in the case of digital instruments, the audio signals are sent  through output jacks (such as aux out) on the instrument. tone generator sequencer keyboard performance (midi data) even though it is a single musical instrument, the psr-2000/1000  can be thought of as containing several electronic components: a  controller, a tone generator, and a sequencer.  free datasheet http:///

 using your psr-2000/1000 with other devices 157 psr-2000/1000  example keyboard data panel operations on the psr-2000/1000, such as playing  the keyboard and selecting voices, are processed and  stored as midi data. the auto accompaniment styles and  songs also consist of midi data. midi is an acronym that stands for musical instrument  digital interface, which allows electronic musical  instruments to communicate with each other, by sending  and receiving compatible note, control change, program  change and various other types of midi data, or  messages. the psr-2000/1000 can control a midi device by  transmitting note related data and various types of  controller data.the psr-2000/1000 can be controlled by  incoming midi messages which automatically determine  the tone generator mode, select midi channels, voices  and effects, change parameter values and of course play  the voices speci?d for the various parts. midi messages can be divided into two groups: channel  messages and system messages.   channel messages the psr-2000/1000 is an electronic instrument that can  handle 16 channels (or 32 channels, when using the to  host terminal). this is usually expressed as ?t can play  16 instruments at the same time.?channel messages  transmit information such as note on/off, program  change, for each of the 16 channels. midi channels midi performance data is assigned to one of sixteen  midi channels. using these channels, 1 - 16, the  performance data for sixteen different instrument parts  can be simultaneously sent over one midi cable. think of the midi channels as tv channels. each tv  station transmits its broadcasts over a speci?  channel.your home tv set receives many different  programs simultaneously from several tv stations and  you select the appropriate channel to watch the desired  program. midi operates on the same basic principle. the  transmitting instrument sends midi data on a speci?  midi channel (midi transmit channel) via a single  midi cable to the receiving instrument. if the receiving  instruments midi channel (midi receive channel)  matches the transmit channel, the receiving instrument  will sound according to the data sent by the  transmitting instrument. for example, several tracks (channels) can be  transmitted simultaneously, including the style data (as  shown below).  example: recording the auto accompaniment of the psr-2000/ 1000 to an external sequencer voice number (with what voice) 01 (grand piano) note number (with which key) 60 (c3) note on (when was it pressed)  and  note off (when was it released) timing expressed numerically  (quarter note) velocity (about how strong) 120 (strong) message name  psr-2000/1000 operation/panel setting note on/off  messages which are generated when the  keyboard is played. each message includes  a speci  c note number which corresponds  to the key which is pressed, plus a velocity  value based on how hard the key is played. program change voice selecting (control change bank select  msb/lsb setting) control change volume, panpot (mixing console), etc.  midi data has the following advantages over audio data:  the amount of data is much less, letting you easily store midi  songs to   oppy disk.  the data can be effectively and easily edited, even to the point of  changing voices and transforming the data. the performance data of all songs and styles is handled as midi  data. 1 weather report news 2 2 news midi transmit channel 2 midi receive channel 2 midi cable the psr-2000/1000  s keyboard and internal tone generator are  also connected by midi (page 145). midi cable or  serial cable psr-2000/1000 track (channnel) main  layer  left  style instrument style instrument style instrument style instrument style instrument style instrument style instrument style instrument external sequencer    track 1    track 2    track 3    track 4    track 5    track 6    track 7    track 8    track 9    track 10    track 11   channel 1   channel 2   channel 3   channel 4   channel 5   channel 6   channel 7   channel 8   channel 9   channel 10   channel 11  free datasheet http:///

 using your psr-2000/1000 with other devices psr-2000/1000 158 as you can see, it is essential to determine which data  is to be sent over which midi channel when  transmitting midi data (page 146). the psr-2000/1000  also allows you to determine how the received data is  played back. (page 147).  system messages this is data that is used in common by the entire midi  system. system messages include messages like exclusive  messages that transmit data unique to each instrument  manufacturer and realtime messages that control the  midi device. the messages transmitted/received by the psr-2000/1000  are shown in the midi data format and midi  implementation chart in the separate data list. what you can do with midi the following midi settings can be made on the psr- 2000/1000:  midi templates (preset midi setups for various  applications) (page 145)  transmit (page 146)  receive (page 147)  local control (page 145)  clock (page 146)  record performance data (1-16 channels) using the  psr-2000/1000 auto accompaniment features on a  external sequencer (such as a personal computer).  after recording, edit the data with the sequencer, then  play it again on the psr-2000/1000 (playback).  when you want to use the psr-2000/1000 as an xg- compatible multi-timbral tone generator, set the receive  part for midi channels 1 to 16 to ?ong?in midi  receive (page 147).  play and control the psr-2000/1000 from a separate  keyboard data compatibility this section covers basic information on data  compatibility: whether or not other midi devices can  playback the data recorded by psr-2000/1000, and  whether or not the psr-2000/1000 can playback  commercially available song data or song data created for  other instruments or on a computer. depending on the  midi device or data characteristics, you may be able to  play back the data without any problem, or you may have  to perform some special operations before the data can be  played back. if you run into problems playing back data,  please refer to the information below. disk format floppy disks are the main storage medium for data used  with various devices, including computers. different  devices have different systems of storing data, therefore it  is necessary to ?st con?ure the ?ppy disk to the system  of the device being used.this operation is called  ?ormatting.  there are two types of ?ppy disks: mf2dd (double  sided, double density) and mf2hd (double sided,  high density), and each type has different formatting  systems.  psr-2000/1000 can record and playback with both  types of ?ppy disks.  when formatted by the psr-2000/1000, a 2dd disk  stores up to 720 kb (kilobytes) and a 2hd disk stores  up to1.44 mb (megabytes). (the ?ures ?20 kb?and  ?.44mb?indicate the data memory capacity. they are  also used to indicate the format type of disk.)  playback is only possible when the midi device to be  used is compatible with the format of the disk. message name  psr-2000/1000 operation/panel  setting system exclusive  message  effect type settings (mixing console),  etc. realtime messages  clock setting, start/stop operation personal cumputer,  qy series etc. midi receive midi transmit nec pc-9821  a s nec multisync midi in midi out midi out midi in psr-2000/1000 midi in midi out midi receive psr-2000/1000  free datasheet http:///

 using your psr-2000/1000 with other devices 159 psr-2000/1000 sequence format the system which records song data is called ?equence  format. playback is only possible when the sequence format of  the disk matches that of the midi device. the psr-2000/ 1000 is compatible with the following formats.  smf (standard midi file) this is the most common sequence format. standard midi files are generally available as one of two  types: format 0 or format 1. many midi devices are  compatible with format 0, and most commercially  available software is recorded as format 0.  the psr-2000/1000 is compatible with both format 0  and format 1.  song data recorded on the psr-2000/1000 is  automatically recorded as smf format 0.  song data loaded to the psr-2000/1000 is  automatically saved as smf format 0 regardless of the  original format.  eseq this sequence format is compatible with many of  yamahas midi devices, including the psr-2000/1000  series instruments.this is a common format used with  various yamaha software.  xf the yamaha xf format enhances the smf (standard midi  file) format with greater functionality and open-ended  expandability for the future.  the psr-2000/1000 is capable of displaying lyrics  when an xf ?e containing lyric data is played.  style file the style file format ?sff ?is yamahas original style ?e  format which uses a unique conversion system to provide  high-quality automatic accompaniment based on a wide  range of chord types. voice allocation format with midi, voices are assigned to speci? numbers,  called ?rogram numbers.?the numbering standard  (order of voice allocation) is referred to as the ?oice  allocation format. voices may not play back as expected unless the voice  allocation format of the song data matches that of the  compatible midi device used for playback. the psr-2000/1000 is compatible with the following  formats.  gm system level 1 this is one of the most common voice allocation formats.  many midi devices are compatible with gm system  level1, as is most commercially available software.  xg xg is a major enhancement of the gm system level 1  format, and was developed by yamaha speci?ally to  provide more voices and variations, as well as greater  expressive control over voices and effects, and to ensure  compatibility of data well into the future.  song data recorded on the psr-2000/1000 using  voices in the [xg] category is xg-compatible.  doc this voice allocation format is compatible with many of  yamahas midi devices, including the psr series  instruments.this is also a common format used with  various yamaha software. even if the devices and data used satisfy all the conditions above,  the data may still not be completely compatible, depending on the  speci  cations of the devices and particular data recording  methods.  free datasheet http:///

 psr-2000/1000 160 troubleshooting problem possible cause and solution  the psr-2000/1000 does not turn on; there  is no power. make sure that the psr-2000/1000 has been plugged in properly (page 16).  a click or pop is heard when the power is  turned on or off. this is normal when electrical current is applied to the instrument.  noise is heard from the psr-2000/1000  s  speakers. using a mobile phone in close proximity to the psr-2000/1000 may produce  interference. to prevent this, turn off the mobile phone, or use it further away from  the psr-2000/1000.  the display is too bright or too dark to read. the brightness of the display may be affected by the surrounding temperature;  try adjusting the contrast (page 17).  the keyboard volume is low compared to that  of the auto accompaniment or song playback. the overall keyboard volume or the independent volume level of the keyboard  part may be set too low. raise the main/layer/left volume voices or lower  the style/song volume in the balance display (page 61).  the volume of the auto accompaniment or  song playback is low compared to that of the  keyboard. the volume level of one or more accompaniment parts or song channels is set  too low. raise the part or channel level(s) in the appropriate mixer display  (page 122).  the overall volume is low, or no sound is  heard.  the master volume is set too low; set it to an appropriate level with the  [master volume] dial.  the volume of the individual parts may be set too low. raise the volume of  main, layer, left, style, and song in the balance display (page 61).  make sure the desired channel is set to on (page 61, 78).  headphones are connected, disabling the speaker output. unplug the  headphones.  make sure the local control function is set to on (page 145).  not all simultaneously-played notes sound. you may be exceeding the maximum polyphony of the psr-2000/1000. when  this happens, the earliest played notes will stop sounding, letting the latest  played notes sound. see page 162 for information on the maximum polyphony.  accompaniment style or song playback does  not start.  midi clock may be set to   external.   make sure this is set to   internal    (page 146).  make sure to press the appropriate [start/stop] button. to play an  accompaniment style, press the  style  [start/stop] button (page 61); to  playback a song, press the  song  [start/stop] button (page 76).  new song   (a blank song) has been selected. make sure to select an  appropriate song in the song display (page 76).  the song has been stopped at the end of the song data. return to the  beginning of the song by pressing the [top] button (page 78).  the multi pads do not play back, even when  one of the multi pad buttons is pressed. midi clock may be set to   external.    make sure this is set to   internal    (page 146).  only the rhythm channel plays. make sure the auto accompaniment function is turned on; press the [acmp]  button.  the accompaniment style does not start,  even when synchro start is in standby  condition and a key is pressed. you may be trying to start accompaniment by playing a key in the right hand  range of the keyboard. make sure to play a key in the left-hand (accompaniment)  range of the keyboard.  the desired chord is not recognized or output  by the auto accompaniment.  you may not be playing the correct keys to indicate the chord. refer to   chord  types recognized in the fingered mode   (page 63).  you may be playing the keys according to a different   ngering mode, and not  the one currently selected. check the accompaniment mode, and play the  keys according to the selected mode (page 62).  an unexpected result or malfunction occurred  during an operation. if, during execution of an operation, you simultaneously press three or more  buttons that are unrelated to the operation or normal procedure, unexpected or  unusual results may occur.  auto accompaniment chords are recognized  regardless of the split point or where chords  are played on the keyboard. this is normal if the   ngering mode is set to   full keyboard   or   ai full keyboard.    if either of these is selected, chords are recognized over the entire range of the  keyboard, irrespective of the split point setting. if desired, select a different   ngering mode (page 62).  free datasheet http:///

 troubleshooting 161 psr-2000/1000  certain notes sound at the wrong pitch. the scale parameter has probably been set to something other than   equal,    changing the tuning system of the keyboard.  make sure   equal   is selected as  the scale in the scale tune page (page 135).  some channels do not properly play back  when playing back song data. make sure that playback of the relevant channel(s) is turned on (page 78).   if you experience distorted or out-of-tune  sound from the vocal harmony feature, your  vocal microphone may be picking up  extraneous sounds (other than your voice)     the auto accompaniment sound from the  psr-2000/1000, for example. in particular,  bass sounds can cause mistracking of the  vocal harmony feature (psr-2000 only). the solution to this problem is to ensure that as little extraneous sound as  possible is picked up by your vocal microphone:  sing as closely to the microphone as possible.  use a directional microphone.  turn down the master volume or volume for each part.  separate the microphone from the instrument's speakers as much as  possible.  cut the low band via the 3 band eq function in the microphone setting  display (page 130).  increase the microphone input level (  th.  ) in the compressor function from  the microphone setting display (page 130).  appropriate harmony notes are not produced  by the vocal harmony feature (psr-2000  only).  make sure you are using the appropriate method to specify the harmony notes  for the current vocal harmony mode. see page 131.  the harmony function does not operate. harmony cannot be used with the full keyboard or ai full keyboard   ngering  modes. select an appropriate   ngering mode (page 62).  the microphone input signal and vocal  harmony sound  (psr-2000 only) cannot be  recorded. this is normal; recording the audio input of the microphone is not possible.  midi data is not transmitted or received via  the midi terminals, even when midi cables  are connected properly. make sure the host select switch is set to   midi   (page 155). the midi  terminals cannot be used for the other switch settings.  when a voice is changed, the previously  selected effect is changed. each voice has its own suitable preset values which are automatically recalled  when the corresponding voice set parameters are turned on (page 143).  there is a slight difference in sound quality  between notes played on the keyboard.  some voices have a looping sound.  some noise or vibrato is noticeable at higher  pitches, depending upon the voice. this is normal and is a result of the psr-2000/1000  s sampling system.  some voices will jump an octave in pitch  when played in the upper or lower registers. this is normal. some voices have a pitch limit which, when reached, causes this  type of pitch shift.  disk save operations take a long time. this is normal. keep in mind that it takes approximately 1 minute to save 1  megabyte of data to a   oppy disk.  the voice produces excessive noise. certain voices may produce noise, depending on the harmonic content and/or  brightness settings in the filter page of the mixing console display  (page 123).   the sound is distorted or noisy.  the volume may be turned up too high. make sure all relevant volume settings  are appropriate.  this may be caused by the effects. try canceling all unnecessary effects,  especially distortion-type effects (page 124).  some   lter resonance settings in the custom voice creator display (page 89)  can result in distorted sound. adjust these settings if necessary.  is the gain of the low band set too high in the master equalizer display  (mixing console    page 127) ?  (psr-2000 only)  a strange   anging   or   doubling   sound  occurs. also, the sound is slightly different  each time the keys are played. both the main and layer parts are set to   on,   and both parts are set to play the  same voice. set the layer part to   off   (page 56) or change the voice for each  part (page 54). problem possible cause and solution  free datasheet http:///

 psr-2000/1000 162 speci?ations : available model name psr-2000 psr-1000 sound source awm dynamic stereo sampling display 320  ?  240 dots backlit graphic lcd keyboard 61 keys (c1 - c6 with initial touch) voice polyphony (max) 64 32 voice selection 313 voices + 480 xg voices  + 16 drum kits 233 voices + 480 xg voices  + 15 drum kits regular voice 303 233    sweet voice 8 3    cool voice 2 1    live voice 3     others 290 229 organ flutes 10 (8 footages)  sound creator effects effect blocks reverb 1 chorus 1 dsp 4 1 microphone 1  effect types reverb 29 preset+3 user 23 preset+3 user chorus 25 preset+3 user 15 preset+3 user dsp1/dsp 164 preset+3 user 93 preset+3 user dsp2, 3, 4 88 preset +10 user  master eq 5 preset + 2 user  part eq 27 parts  vocal harmony 49 preset +10 user  accompaniment  style number of accompaniment styles 181 169    number of session styles 4 disk 28 styles (included in the accessory disk) fingering single finger, fingered, fingered on bass, multi finger, ai fingered,  full keyboard, ai full keyboard style creator ots (one touch setting) 4/accompaniment style ots link music finder 2500 (max.) 1200 (max.) edit song format smf (format 0,1), eseq preset songs lyrics score  recording quick recording, multi recording, step recording, song editing record channels 16 multi pad preset 4 pads  ?  54 banks memory device floppy disk (2hd,2dd) flash memory (internal) 580kb 260kb flash availability song (smf), style (sff), registration, voice, etc. tempo tempo range 5 - 500 tap tempo metronome sound bell on/off  free datasheet http:///

 specifications 163 psr-2000/1000 * speci?ations and descriptions in this owner's manual are for information purposes only. yamaha corp. reserves the right to  change or modify products or speci?ations at any time without prior notice. since speci?ations, equipment or options may not  be the same in every locale, please check with your yamaha dealer. registration  memory buttons 8 regist sequence freeze others demo function, voice, style language 6 languages (english, japanese, german, french, spanish, italian) help direct access master volume fade in/out transpose keyboard/song/master tuning scale equal temperament, pure major/pure minor, pythagorean, mean-tone,  werckmeister/kirnberger, arabic 1/2 touch response 5 level jacks/connectors dc in, phones, midi (out, in), to host, host select sw, foot pedal1 (switch), foot pedal2,  aux out (level fixed) (l/r), output (l/l+r) mic (input volume, mic./ line)  pedal functions volume, sustain, sostenuto, soft, glide, portamento,  pitchbend, modulation, dsp variation, song start/stop,  style start/stop, etc. ampli  ers/ speakers ampli  ers 12 w  ?  2 speakers [12 cm + 4 cm (dome)]  ?  2 (12 cm + 5 cm)  ?  2 power consumption 31 w power supply yamaha ac adaptor pa-300 (included) *may not be included in your area.please check with your yamaha dealer. dimensions [w  ?  d  ?  h] (without music stand) 973  ?  399  ?  161 mm [38-5/16"  ?  15-11/16"  ?  6-5/16"] weight 10.5 kg (23 lbs., 2 oz) 10.0 kg (22 lbs., 1 oz) optional  accessories headphones hpe-150 foot switch fc4 / fc5 foot controller fc7 keyboard stand l-6, l-7 model name psr-2000 psr-1000  free datasheet http:///

 psr-2000/1000 164 index numerics 1 - 16 ........................................................................... 96, 105 [1  ] - [8  ] buttons ........................................... 19, 38?5 3band eq (3-band equalizer) .................................... 130 a a (acmp) ........................................................................... 138 [a] - [j] buttons............................................................... 19, 40 accent type ....................................................................... 114 accessories ............................................................................ 6 accompaniment style parts................................................... 94 [acmp] button ............................................................... 18, 60 acmp touch .................................................................. 138 add to favorite ............................................................. 69 adjust the volume balance and changing voices .............. 121 adjusting the display contrast ............................................... 17 adjusting the effects ........................................................... 124 adjusting the tempo ............................................................ 50 adjusting the vocal harmony settings  and microphone effects .................................................. 130 adjusting the volume balance ............................................. 61 adjusting the volume balance / muting specific channels ... 78 adjusting values ................................................................... 46 ai ......................................................................................... 62 ai fingered ....................................................................... 62 ai full keyboard ............................................................ 62 a+l (acmp + left)............................................................ 138 append ................................................................................ 71 applying voice effects.......................................................... 57 appropriate panel setting for the selected style.................... 67 arabic ................................................................................ 136 arranging the style pattern ................................................... 64 assembling an accompaniment style ................................. 112 assign (harmony) .......................................................... 90 attack (organ flutes) ............................................................ 91 attack (regular voice) ...................................................... 89 auto .................................................................................. 20 auto ch set ................................................................... 137 [auto fill in] button................................................... 18, 66 auto revoice...................................................................... 122 automatically changing one touch settings  with the sections............................................................... 68 aux out (level fixed) [l] [r] jacks.......................... 19, 153 b [back] button .......................................................... 19, 40, 46 balance............................................................................. 61 [balance] button ......................................................... 19, 61 bar clear ............................................................................ 115 bar copy ............................................................................ 115 basic operations ?organizing your data .......................... 38 bass...................................................................................... 94 beat .............................................................................. 70, 71 beat converter.................................................................... 113 boost/cut ........................................................................... 114 [break] button .............................................................. 18, 64 brightness ....................................................................... 89 c calling up ideal setups for your music ................................ 69 cent ................................................................................... 135 change the rhythmic feel ..................................................113 changing pitch-related settings...........................................123 changing the automatically selected voice settings ...........143 changing the icon.................................................................46 changing the tone of the voice..........................................123 changing the touch sensitivity modulation and transpose .....141 channel ..................................................61, 78, 102, 115, 137 channel messages ..............................................................157 channel muting ....................................................................61 channel on/off........................................................61, 78 [channel on / off] button ..................................19, 61, 78 channel transpose .............................................................104 chd ...................................................................................106 chord ...................................................................................94 chord detect ......................................................................147 chord events.......................................................................106 chord fingering ............................................................62, 139 chord note only (harmony).....................................90 chord tutor ........................................................................139 chord types recognized in the fingered mode ....................63 chorus ................................................................................126 chorus depth (mic.) .....................................................132 chorus depth (organ flutes).................................................91 chorus depth (sound creator) ........................................90 clock ..................................................................................146 common ...........................................................................88 compare ............................................................................87 compatible song types ........................................................75 compressor....................................................................131 config 1 ..........................................................................148 config 2 ..........................................................................149 connecting external midi devices ......................................153 connecting the microphone or guitar (psr-2000 only) ......152 connecting to a computer ..................................................154 controller ...........................................................................139 converting into kanji (japanese language) ............................45 cool! ....................................................................................55 copy ...................................................................................43 copying and formatting disks ............................................150 copying files/folders............................................................43 copying from disk to disk..................................................150 creating accompaniment styles..........................................108 current memory ...................................................................39 customizing the event list ?filter.....................................107 cut......................................................................................42 d data compatibility..............................................................158 [data entry] dial ........................................................19, 46 data types in the midi transmit/receive display .........146 dc in terminal .............................................................19, 153 decay .................................................................................89 delete (basic operations)....................................................43 delete (song creator)..........................................................103 delete record..................................................................71 deleting files/folders............................................................43 [demo] button.........................................................14, 18, 52 depth..................................................................................90 destination....................................................................103 detailed settings for notation ...............................................81 [digital recording] button........................14, 18, 92, 108 [direct access] button................................................19, 47  free datasheet http:///

 index 165 psr-2000/1000 direct access chart .............................................................. 48 disk ................................................................................... 150 disk format......................................................................... 158 disk orchestra collection .................................................... 17 display voice number ................................................. 149 displaying music notation ................................................... 80 displaying the lyrics ............................................................ 83 displaying upper level pages .............................................. 44 doc .................................................................................. 159 drum ................................................................................... 55 [dsp] button .......................................................... 19, 57, 126 dsp depth (organ flutes) .................................................... 91 dsp depth (sound creator) ................................................ 90 dsp on/off (organ flutes) ..................................................... 91 dsp type (organ flutes) ...................................................... 91 dynamics ........................................................................... 114 e echo .......................................................................... 58, 143 edit..................................................................................... 111 edit the created accompaniment style ............................... 113 editing a recorded song..................................................... 102 editing channel-related parameters .................................... 102 editing chord events .......................................................... 106 editing note events ............................................................ 105 editing records .................................................................... 71 editing system events ......................................................... 106 editing the channel data.................................................... 115 editing voices ...................................................................... 87 [effect] button ........................................................... 19, 128 effect block ........................................................................ 125 effect connections.............................................................. 126 effect structure ................................................................... 126 effect/eq ........................................................................... 90 effect/eq (organ flutes) .................................................... 91 effects................................................................................. 124 eg ........................................................................................ 89 eg attack (sound creator) ................................................ 89 eg decay (sound creator) .................................................. 89 eg reles. (sound creator) ................................................... 89 embellish and enhance your melodies  ?with the automatic harmony and echo effects.............. 29 end mark .......................................................................... 100 ending .............................................................................. 66 [ending / rit.] button .............................................. 18, 30, 65 [enter] button .............................................................. 19, 46 entering characters............................................................... 45 entering chords and sections (chord step) ........................... 99 entering miscellaneous characters (marks) ............................ 45 entering numbers ................................................................. 45 entering special character marks  (umlaut, accent, japanese   and  ) ......................... 45 entering your name and language preference ................... 151 eq.............................................................................. 121, 127 eq high (organ flutes) ........................................................ 91 eq low (organ flutes) ......................................................... 91 equal temperament............................................................ 136 eseq .................................................................................. 159 example keyboard data ..................................................... 157 [exit] button .................................................................. 19, 40 exit from small pop-up windows .......................................... 40 expand/compress ............................................................... 114 [extra tracks (style)] button .................................... 18, 79 f fade in time, fade out time, fade out hold time............148 [fade in / out] button .................................................18, 65 favorite ............................................................................71 [ff] button ......................................................................18, 78 file .......................................................................................39 file/folder-related operations...............................................41 files/folders in a floppy disk..................................................42 fill ........................................................................................66 filter .....................................................................89, 107, 123 filter bright (sound creator) ...........................................89 filter harmo. (sound creator)..........................................89 fine ....................................................................................113 fingered ............................................................................62 fingered on bass ............................................................62 first key on........................................................................101 floppy disk drive...............................................................39 floppy disk song auto open ....................................150 floppy disk drive ..............................................................19, 7 foot pedal 1/2 jack ........................................................153 footage (organ flutes) .....................................................91 footage (organ flutes) ..........................................................91 [foot pedal 1 (switch) ] jack .................................19, 153 [foot pedal 2] jack...................................................19, 153 formatting a disk................................................................150 [freeze] button ..............................................................19, 86 freeze...........................................................................86, 142 full keyboard .................................................................62 [function] button .....................................................18, 133 g gate time.............................................................................97 genre............................................................................70, 72 genre name ......................................................................72 gm system level 1 .......................................................17, 159 groove ...............................................................................113 groove parameters .............................................................113 group select....................................................................84 h handling the floppy disk drive (fdd) and floppy disk.........7 harmonic content ................................................................89 harmony ............................................................58, 90, 143 harmony assignments ........................................................144 harmony types ..................................................................144 [harmony / echo] button ..........................................19, 58 headphones .......................................................................152 help messages can be displayed in any one of the  following languages...........................................................49 [help] button .................................................................18, 49 high key.............................................................................117 [host select] switch .................................................19, 153 hz ......................................................................................135 i icon....................................................................................46 icon select .......................................................................46 [input volume] knob ...............................................19, 152 inputting and editing lyrics.................................................107 instant selection of displays .................................................47 intro ..................................................................................66 [intro] button.........................................................18, 31, 64  free datasheet http:///

 index psr-2000/1000 166 k kbd.vel ................................................................................ 97 key signature.................................................................. 81 keyboard percussion ............................................................ 55 keyboard touch ................................................................. 141 keyboard/panel .................................................................. 141 keyword..................................................................... 70, 71 kirnberger .......................................................................... 136 l l (left) .............................................................................. 138 layer .................................................................................... 56 layering two different voices ............................................. 56 lcd ..................................................................................... 15 [lcd contrast] knob................................................. 19, 17 left ....................................................................................... 57 left ch ............................................................................... 81 [left hold] button ...................................................... 19, 58 length (leng) (organ flutes). .............................................. 91 live! ..................................................................................... 55 local control ..................................................................... 145 loop recording ................................................................... 108 lyrics ........................................................................... 83, 107 lyrics language .......................................................... 137 m main a/b/c/d ..................................................................... 64 main [a] button ............................................................ 18, 64 main [b] button ............................................................ 18, 64 main [c] button ............................................................ 18, 64 main [d] button ............................................................ 18, 64 maintaining panel settings ................................................. 142 making global and other important settings...................... 133 making overall system settings (local control, clock, etc.)145 making settings for fade in/out, metronome,  parameter lock, and tap ................................................ 148 making settings for the display and voice number  indication ....................................................................... 149 making settings for the pedals and keyboard ..................... 139 making settings for the vocal harmony and microphone... 130 making style file format settings ....................................... 116 master tune ....................................................................... 135 [master volume] dial ................................................ 18, 17 mean-tone......................................................................... 136 measure/beat/clock ............................................................. 97 [memory] button.......................................................... 19, 84 message switch .................................................................. 146 messages ................................................................................ 8 metronome ........................................................................ 148 [metronome] button .................................................. 18, 50 mic. ................................................................................... 128 mic. buttons (psr-2000 only) ...................................... 19, 128 [mic. line in] jack ...................................................... 19, 152 microphone setting ................................................... 130 [mic. setting] button ................................................ 19, 128 midi .................................................................................. 145 midi [out] [in] terminals ........................................... 19, 153 midi channels.................................................................... 157 midi in.............................................................................. 153 midi out.......................................................................... 153 midi receive parts ............................................................. 147 midi set up ...................................................................... 151 midi terminals ........................................................... 153, 154 mix .................................................................................... 103 [mixing console] button......................................... 18, 121 mode (organ flutes)............................................................. 91 modulation ......................................................18, 58, 141 [mono] button..............................................................19, 58 mono poly (sound creator)..............................................88 moving files/folders .............................................................42 multi finger.....................................................................62 multi pad [1] - [4] buttons...........................................18, 73 multi pads.............................................................................14 multi recording ....................................................................94 [music finder] button .....................................15, 19, 33, 69 music finder record edit ......................................................71 music finder search .............................................................70 music stand ..........................................................................17 muting specific parts ............................................................79 n name.............................................................................41, 44 naming files and folders......................................................41 new (folder) ........................................................................44 new record .....................................................................72 [next] button...........................................................19, 40, 46 noise gate.......................................................................130 normal ...............................................................................101 note events.........................................................................105 note for windows users (regarding midi driver) .................154 note limit...........................................................................117 note name ........................................................................82 nrm. .....................................................................................97 ntr (note transposition rule)............................................116 ntt (note transposition table) ..........................................117 number of records .......................................................69 o octave .............................................................................123 octave left (sound creator) .............................................88 octave m/lyr (sound creator) ..........................................88 one touch setting ................................................................32 one touch setting [1] - [4] buttons...................19, 67, 68 open/save displays...............................................................38 organ flutes .............................................................15, 55, 91 organ type (organ flutes)....................................................91 organizing files by creating a new folder...........................44 original beat ......................................................................113 other parameters in the basic display ................................111 other playback-related operations .......................................78 other settings .....................................................................148 ots link timing..............................................................138 [ots link] button ..........................................................18, 68 output [l / l+r] [r] jacks..........................................19, 153 overall setting ............................................................130 overdub recording .............................................................108 owner ................................................................................151 p pad .......................................................................................94 pan (mic.) .........................................................................132 panel sustain (sound creator) .........................................90 parameter ...........................................................................116 parameter lock ...................................................................149 paste .............................................................................42, 43 pedal ..................................................................................139 pedal 1/2 polarity.........................................................139 pedal punch in/out.....................................................101 pedal-controllable functions...............................................140 [phones] jack .............................................................18, 152 phrase...................................................................................94 phrase mark..................................................................78, 137  free datasheet http:///

 index 167 psr-2000/1000 phrase mark repeat ..................................................... 137 pitch bend.................................................................. 18, 58 pitch bend range......................................................... 123 pitch settings for each scale ................................................ 136 playback of songs ................................................................ 21 playing a style ................................................................ 28, 59 playing a style? rhythm channels only ............................... 61 playing along with the psr-2000/1000 ................................ 36 playing back songs on disk ................................................. 78 playing different voices with the left and right hands ........ 27 playing fill-in patterns automatically when changing  accompaniment sections................................................... 66 playing several sounds simultaneously ................................ 56 playing styles ....................................................................... 28 playing the demos ......................................................... 20, 52 playing the internal songs .................................................... 76 playing the sounds of the psr-2000/1000 through  an external audio system, and recording the sounds  to an external recorder .................................................... 153 playing two voices simultaneously ..................................... 26 playing voices...................................................................... 25 playing with the songs ......................................................... 36 portament time (sound creator) ..................................... 88 portamento time (mixing console).............................. 123 power supply ....................................................................... 16 powering up ........................................................................ 17 power-on procedure............................................................. 16 preset drive ........................................................................ 39 preset midi templates........................................................ 145 punch in/out...................................................................... 101 pure major ......................................................................... 136 pure minor ......................................................................... 136 pythagorean ....................................................................... 136 q quantize .......................................................................... 81 quantize .................................................................... 102, 115 quantize size..................................................................... 102 quick recording .................................................................. 93 quick start.................................................................... 137 quick start ......................................................................... 137 r realtime recording ............................................................ 110 realtime recording characteristics..................................... 108 [rec] button................................................................... 18, 92 rec end............................................................................ 101 rec mode........................................................................... 101 rec start......................................................................... 101 recalling a registration memory setup................................. 86 recalling the registered settings........................................... 86 receive .............................................................................. 147 receive transpose.............................................................. 146 receiving midi data .......................................................... 147 record .................................................................................. 69 record edit...................................................................... 71 recording............................................................................. 37 recording chord changes for the auto accompaniment ...... 99 recording individual notes .................................................. 96 recording melodies ............................................................. 98 recording your performances and creating songs................ 92 registering panel setups ....................................................... 84 registering the panel controls in one touch setting ............ 68 registration edit display ............................................... 85 registration memory ............................................................ 84 registration memory [1] ?[8] buttons ................... 19, 84 registration memory contents................................84 registration sequence.........................................................142 regular voice parameters .....................................................88 release ...............................................................................89 remove event .....................................................................115 repeat playback of a specific range.....................................79 [repeat] button .............................................................18, 79 replace.................................................................................71 resonance ............................................................................89 response (resp) (organ flutes).............................................91 restoring the factory-programmed settings  of the psr-2000/1000......................................................151 reverb ................................................................................126 reverb depth (mic.) .......................................................132 reverb depth (organ flutes).................................................91 reverb depth (sound creator)...........................................90 [rew] button ..................................................................18, 78 rhythm .................................................................................94 right ch ............................................................................81 root....................................................................................147 rotary sp speed (organ flutes) .............................................91 rtr (retrigger rule)............................................................117 s s.stop window..............................................................138 save.....................................................................................44 save................................................................................38, 44 saving files...........................................................................44 saving your registration memory setups ..............................85 scale...................................................................................136 scale tune ..........................................................................135 score (psr-2000 only) ..........................................................80 searching the ideal setups ....................................................70 searching the music finder records .....................................34 section button indications  ?[break], [intro], [main], [ending] buttons............64 section set......................................................................138 sections.................................................................................30 select the recording options: starting, stopping,  punching in/out ..............................................................101 selecting a scale .................................................................135 selecting a voice ..................................................................54 selecting files and folders ....................................................40 selecting intro and ending types ..........................................66 selecting items......................................................................46 selecting the freeze settings .................................................86 sequence end ................................................................142 sequence format ................................................................159 sequencer ...........................................................................156 set up.................................................................................104 setting auto accompaniment-related parameters................138 setting chord channels.......................................................147 setting harmony and echo..................................................143 setting root note channels ................................................147 setting separate voices for the left and right sections  of the keyboard .................................................................57 setting song-related parameters ..........................................137 setting the fingering method ..............................................139 setting the level balance and voice ...................................122 setting the microphone volume and related effects ...........132 setting the midi parameters................................................145 setting the registration sequence, freeze, and voice set ....142 setting the volume ................................................................17 sfx .......................................................................................55 simultaneously playing a song and an accompaniment style ...77 single finger....................................................................62 smf (standard midi file) ....................................................159  free datasheet http:///

 index psr-2000/1000 168 song ............................................................................... 14, 75 song [start / stop] button........................................ 18, 76 song auto revoice ..................................................... 122 song chain play .......................................................... 137 song creator ........................................................................ 92 song playback .......................................................... 21, 75, 76 song recording .................................................................... 92 song settings ...................................................................... 137 sort by .............................................................................. 69 sort order....................................................................... 69 sound (sound creator) .............................................. 89 [sound creator] button ........................................... 18, 87 source root/chord ............................................................. 116 source1 .......................................................................... 103 source2 .......................................................................... 103 specifying the order for calling up registration memory  presets ............................................................................ 142 speed .................................................................................. 90 speed (harmony)............................................................. 90 split point........................................................................... 138 [standby/on] switch ............................................ 14, 18, 17 start search.................................................................... 70 step record .......................................................................... 96 step record (chord) ............................................................. 99 step record (note) ............................................................... 98 step recording ................................................................... 111 stop acmp....................................................................... 138 [stop] button (multi pad) .......................................... 18, 73 stopping the style playback while releasing keys ............... 65 strength .............................................................................. 114 style ............................................................................... 14, 59 style [start / stop] button ........................................ 18, 60 style buttons ................................................................ 18, 59 style creator....................................................................... 108 style file ...................................................................... 17, 159 style file format................................................................. 109 style sections ....................................................................... 30 style setting........................................................................ 138 sustain ............................................................................ 89, 90 [susutain] button........................................................ 19, 57 sweet! .................................................................................. 55 swing ................................................................................. 113 [sync.start] button .................................................... 18, 60 [sync.stop] button ...................................................... 18, 65 sys/ex. (system exclusive).................................................. 106 system................................................................................ 145 system and insertion .......................................................... 126 system events ..................................................................... 106 system messages ................................................................ 158 system reset....................................................................... 151 system set up ................................................................. 151 t [talk] button............................................................... 19, 128 talk setting ................................................................... 132 tap count .......................................................................... 149 [tap tempo] button...................................................... 18, 51 tempo [ e ] [ ] buttons ............................................. 18, 50 tempo from ..................................................................... 70 tempo indications ?main display .................................... 51 tempo to .......................................................................... 70 [to host] terminal............................................... 15, 19, 154 to host terminal ............................................................. 154 [top] button .................................................................. 18, 78 total volume attenuator (mic.) ............................ 132 touch limit (harmony) ................................................ 90 touch sense (sound creator) ........................................... 88 [touch] button.............................................................19, 57 [track 1 (r)] button ......................................................18, 79 [track 2 (l)] button.......................................................18, 79 transmit..............................................................................146 transmit clock....................................................................146 transmitting midi data ......................................................146 transpose [ e ] [ ] buttons ....................................18, 141 transpose assign ................................................................141 tune ...................................................................................123 tuning.............................................................................123 tuning the overall pitch .....................................................135 type (harmony) ...............................................................90 u [upper octave] button................................................19, 58 user drive............................................................................39 user effect (function) .....................................................151 user effect (mixing console) ...............................................125 using a microphone ...........................................................128 using the music finder .........................................................33 using the usb terminal on your computer  with a usb/midi interface (ux256, etc.) .........................155 using your psr-2000/1000 with other devices .................152 utility .................................................................................148 v [variation] button ......................................................19, 58 variation (organ flutes) ........................................................91 velocity ........................................................................97, 114 velocity change .................................................................115 [vh type select] button.............................................19, 128 vibrato..............................................................................90 vibrato delay (sound creator).........................................89 vibrato depth (organ flutes) ................................................91 vibrato depth (sound creator) ........................................89 vibrato on/off (organ flutes)...............................................91 vibrato speed (sound creator) .........................................89 vibrato speed (vib. speed) (organ flutes)............................91 [vocal harmony] button ........................................19, 128 vocal harmony ....................................................................15 vocal harmony control .........................................131 vocal harmony type..........................................................129 voice allocation format .....................................................159 voice buttons ..........................................................15, 19, 54 voice characteristics ............................................................55 voice effects .........................................................................57 voice part on / off [layer] button..........................19, 56 voice part on / off [left] button.............................19, 56 voice part on / off [main] button...........................19, 56 voice set ............................................................................143 vol/attack (organ flutes).................................................91 volume (harmony) ........................................................90 volume (mic.) .................................................................132 volume (sound creator).....................................................88 volume (vol) (organ flutes)................................................91 volume/voice.....................................................................122 w werckmeister......................................................................136 what you can do with midi.............................................158 what? midi?......................................................................155 x xf .................................................................................17, 159 xg ................................................................................17, 159 e e  free datasheet http:///

 limited warranty 90 days labor 1 year parts yamaha corporation of america, hereafter referred to as yamaha, warrants to the original consumer of a product included in the  cate- gories listed below, that the product will be free of defects in materials and/or workmanship for the periods indicated. this w arranty is  applicable to all models included in the following series of products: psr series of portatone electronic keyboards if during the ?st 90 days that immediately follows the purchase date, your new yamaha product covered by this warranty is foun d to  have a defect in material and/or workmanship, yamaha and/or its authorized representative will repair such defect without charg e for  parts or labor. if parts should be required after this 90 day period but within the one year period that immediately follows the purchase date,  yamaha  will, subject to the terms of this warranty, supply these parts without charge. however, charges for labor, and/or any miscella neous  expenses incurred are the consumers responsibility. yamaha reserves the right to utilize reconditioned parts in repairing these  products  and/or to use reconditioned units as warranty replacements. this warranty is the only express warranty which yamaha makes in connection with these  products. any implied warranty applicable to the product, including the warranty of mer- chant ability is limited to the duration of the express warranty. yamaha excludes and  shall not be liable in any event for incidental or consequential damages. some states do not allow limitations that relate to implied warranties and/or the exclusion of incidental or consequential dama ges.  therefore, these limitations and exclusions may not apply to you. this warranty gives you speci? legal rights. you may also have other rights which vary from state to state. consumers responsibilities if warranty service should be required, it is necessary that the consumer assume certain responsibilities: 1.  contact the customer service department of the retailer selling the product, or any retail outlet authorized by yamaha to se ll the  product for assistance. you may also contact yamaha directly at the address provided below. 2.  deliver the unit to be serviced under warranty to: the retailer selling the product, an authorized service center, or to yam aha with an  explanation of the problem. please be prepared to provide proof purchase date (sales receipt, credit card copy, etc.) when requ esting  service and/or parts under warranty. 3.  shipping and/or insurance costs are the consumers responsibility.* units shipped for service should be packed securely. *repaired units will be returned prepaid if warranty service is required within the ?st 90 days. important:  do not ship anything to any location without prior authorization. a return authorization (ra) will be  issued that has a tracking number assigned that will expedite the servicing of your unit and provide a tracking system if  needed. 4.  your owners manual contains important safety and operating instructions. it is your responsibility to be aware of the conten ts of this  manual and to follow all safety precautions. exclusions this warranty does not apply to units whose trade name, trademark, and/or id numbers have been altered, defaced, exchanged  removed, or to failures and/or damages that may occur as a result of: 1.  neglect, abuse, abnormal strain, modi?ation or exposure to extremes in temperature or humidity. 2.  improper repair or maintenance by any person who is not a service representative of a retail outlet authorized by yamaha to  sell the  product, an authorized service center, or an authorized service representative of yamaha. 3.  this warranty is applicable only to units sold by retailers authorized by yamaha to sell these products in the u.s.a., the d istrict of  columbia, and puerto rico. this warranty is not applicable in other possessions or territories of the u.s.a. or in any other co untry. please record the model and serial number of the product you have purchased in the spaces provided below. model________________________     serial #_____________________________   sales slip #_____________________________   purchased from______________________________________________________    date__________________________________ (retailer) yamaha corporation of america electronic service division 6600 orangethorpe avenue buena park, ca 90620 keep  this document for  y our records.  do no t mail!  free datasheet http:///

 * this applies only to products distributed by yamaha corporation of america. (class b) (standby) fcc information (u.s.a.) 1. important notice: do not modify this unit! this product, when installed as indicated in the instruc- tions contained in this manual, meets fcc require- ments. modi  cations not expressly approved by  yamaha may void your authority, granted by the fcc, to  use the product. 2. important:  when connecting this product to acces- sories and/or another product use only high quality  shielded cables. cable/s supplied with this product  must be used. follow all installation instructions. fail- ure to follow instructions could void your fcc authori- zation to use this product in the usa. 3. note:  this product has been tested and found to com- ply with the requirements listed in fcc regulations,  part 15 for class   b   digital devices. compliance with  these requirements provides a reasonable level of  assurance that your use of this product in a residential  environment will not result in harmful interference with  other electronic devices. this equipment generates/ uses radio frequencies and, if not installed and used  according to the instructions found in the users manual,  may cause interference harmful to the operation of  other electronic devices. compliance with fcc regula- tions does not guarantee that interference will not occur  in all installations. if this product is found to be the  source of interference, which can be determined by  turning the unit   off   and   on  , please try to eliminate  the problem by using one of the following measures: relocate either this product or the device that is being  affected by the interference.  utilize power outlets that are on different branch (circuit  breaker or fuse) circuits or install ac line   lter/s. in the case of radio or tv interference, relocate/reorient  the antenna. if the antenna lead-in is 300 ohm ribbon  lead, change the lead-in to co-axial type cable. if these corrective measures do not produce satisfac- tory results, please contact the local retailer authorized  to distribute this type of product. if you can not locate  the appropriate retailer, please contact yamaha corpo- ration of america, electronic service division, 6600  orangethorpe ave, buena park, ca90620 the above statements apply only to those products  distributed by yamaha corporation of america or its  subsidiaries. observera! apparaten kopplas inte ur v ? xelstr ? msk ? llan (n ? tet) s ?  l ? nge som  den ar ansluten till v ? gguttaget,  ? ven om sj ? lva apparaten har  st ? ngts av. advarsel:  netsp  endingen til dette apparat er ikke afbrudt,  s ? l  enge netledningen siddr i en stikkontakt, som er t endt    ogs ?   selvom der or slukket p ?  apparatets afbryder. varoitus:  laitteen toisiopiiriin kytketty k ? ytt ? kytkin ei irroita koko  laitetta verkosta.  free datasheet http:///

 head office yamaha corporation, pro audio & digital musical instrument division nakazawa-cho 10-1, hamamatsu, japan 430-8650 tel: 053-460-3273 [pk] 22 for details of products, please contact your nearest yamaha or the  authorized distributor listed below. pour plus de d?tails sur les produits, veuillez-vous adresser ? yamaha ou  au distributeur le plus proche de vous ?urant dans la liste suivante. die einzelheiten zu produkten sind bei ihrer unten aufgef?hrten  niederlassung und bei yamaha vertragsh?ndlern in den jeweiligen  bestimmungsl?ndern erh?ltlich. para detalles sobre productos, contacte su tienda yamaha m?s cercana  o el distribuidor autorizado que se lista debajo. canada yamaha canada music ltd. 135 milner avenue, scarborough, ontario, m1s 3r1, canada tel: 416-298-1311 u.s.a. yamaha corporation of america  6600 orangethorpe ave., buena park, calif. 90620,  u.s.a. tel: 714-522-9011 mexico yamaha de mexico s.a. de c.v., departamento de ventas javier rojo gomez no.1149, col. gpe del  moral, deleg. iztapalapa, 09300 mexico, d.f. tel: 686-00-33  brazil yamaha musical do brasil ltda. av. rebou?as 2636, s?o paulo, brasil tel: 011-853-1377 argentina yamaha de panam? s.a. sucursal de argentina viamonte 1145 piso2-b 1053,  buenos aires, argentina tel: 1-4371-7021 panama and other latin  american countries/ caribbean countries  yamaha de panam? s.a. torre banco general, piso 7, urbanizaci?n marbella,  calle 47 y aquilino de la guardia,  ciudad de panam?, panam?  tel: 507-269-5311 the united kingdom yamaha-kemble music (u.k.) ltd. sherbourne drive, tilbrook, milton keynes,  mk7 8bl, england tel: 01908-366700 ireland danfay ltd. 61d, sallynoggin road, dun laoghaire, co. dublin tel: 01-2859177 germany/switzerland yamaha europa gmbh. siemensstra? 22-34, 25462 rellingen,  f.r. of germany tel: 04101-3030 austria yamaha music austria schleiergasse 20, a-1100 wien austria tel: 01-60203900 the netherlands yamaha music nederland kanaalweg 18g, 3526kl, utrecht, the netherlands tel: 030-2828411 belgium yamaha music belgium keiberg imperiastraat 8, 1930 zaventem, belgium tel: 02-7258220  france yamaha musique france,  division claviers bp 70-77312 marne-la-vall?e cedex 2, france tel: 01-64-61-4000 italy yamaha musica italia s.p.a. viale italia 88, 20020 lainate (milano), italy  tel: 02-935-771 spain/portugal yamaha-hazen electronica musical, s.a. ctra. de la coruna km. 17, 200, 28230  las rozas (madrid) spain tel: 91-201-0700 greece philippe nakas s.a. navarinou street 13, p.code 10680, athens, greece tel: 01-364-7111 sweden yamaha scandinavia ab j. a. wettergrens gata 1 box 30053 s-400 43 g?teborg, sweden tel: 031 89 34 00 denmark ys copenhagen liaison ofce generatorvej 8b  dk-2730 herlev, denmark tel: 44 92 49 00 finland f-musiikki oy kluuvikatu 6, p.o. box 260,  sf-00101 helsinki, finland tel: 09 618511 norway norsk ?ial av yamaha scandinavia ab  grini n?ingspark 1 n-1345 ster?s, norway  tel: 67 16 77 70 iceland skifan hf skeifan 17 p.o. box 8120 is-128 reykjavik, iceland tel: 525 5000 other european countries yamaha europa gmbh. siemensstra? 22-34, 25462 rellingen,  f.r. of germany tel: 04101-3030 yamaha corporation,  asia-paci? music marketing group nakazawa-cho 10-1, hamamatsu, japan 430-8650 tel: 053-460-2312 turkey/cyprus yamaha europa gmbh. siemensstra? 22-34, 25462 rellingen,  f.r. of germany tel: 04101-3030 other countries yamaha music gulf fze lb21-128 jebel ali freezone  p.o.box 17328, dubai, u.a.e. tel: 971-4-881-5868 hong kong tom lee music co., ltd. 11/f., silvercord tower 1, 30 canton road, tsimshatsui, kowloon, hong kong tel: 2737-7688 indonesia pt. yamaha music indonesia (distributor) pt. nusantik gedung yamaha music center, jalan jend. gatot  subroto kav. 4, jakarta 12930, indonesia tel: 21-520-2577 korea yamaha music korea ltd. tong-yang securities bldg. 16f  23-8 yoido-dong,  youngdungpo-ku, seoul, korea tel: 02-3770-0661 malaysia yamaha music malaysia, sdn., bhd. lot 8, jalan perbandaran, 47301 kelana jaya,  petaling jaya, selangor, malaysia tel: 3-703-0900 philippines yupangco music corporation 339 gil j. puyat avenue, p.o. box 885 mcpo,  makati, metro manila, philippines tel: 819-7551  singapore yamaha music asia pte., ltd. 11 ubi road #06-00, meiban industrial building,  singapore tel: 65-747-4374 taiwan yamaha khs music co., ltd.  10f, 150, tun-hwa northroad,  taipei, taiwan, r.o.c. tel: 02-2713-8999 thailand siam music yamaha co., ltd. 121/60-61 rs tower 17th floor,  ratchadaphisek rd., dindaeng,  bangkok 10320, thailand tel: 02-641-2951 the people? republic of china and other asian countries  yamaha corporation,  asia-paci? music marketing group nakazawa-cho 10-1, hamamatsu, japan 430-8650 tel: 053-460-2317 australia yamaha music australia pty. ltd. level 1, 99 queensbridge street, southbank, victoria  3006, australia tel: 3-9693-5111 new zealand music houses of n.z. ltd. 146/148 captain springs road, te papapa,  auckland, new zealand tel: 9-634-0099 countries and trust  territories in pacific ocean yamaha corporation, asia-paci? music marketing group nakazawa-cho 10-1, hamamatsu, japan 430-8650 tel: 053-460-2312 north america central & south america europe africa middle east asia oceania  free datasheet http:///

 m.d.g., pro audio & digital musical instrument division, yamaha corporation ? 2001 yamaha corporation ???????  ???ap???.?-03c0  printed in indonesia yamaha pk club (portable keyboard home page, english only) http://www.yamahapkclub.com/ yamaha manual library (english versions only) http://www2.yamaha.co.jp/manual/english/  free datasheet http:///
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